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.JAMAICA—LAW 1 OF 1880.
The Oaths Law, 1889.
[8V(h May, 1889.J
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—Every person upon objecting to being sworn, and stating, 
as the ground of such objection, either that he has no religious 
belief, or that the taking of an Oath is contrary to his reli­
gious belief, shall be permitted to make his solemn Affirma­
tion, instead of taking an Oath, in all places and for all pur­
poses where an Oath is or shall be required by Law, which 
Affirmation shall be of the same force and effect as if he had 
taken the Oath ; and if any person making such Affirmation 
shall wilfully, falsely and corruptly, affirm any matter or 
thing, which if  deposed on Oath would have amounted to 
wilful and corrupt Perjury, he shall be liable to prosecution, 
indictment, sentence and punishment, in all respects as if he 
had committed wilful and corrupt Perjury.
2—Every such Affirmation shall be as follows:—
“ I, A. B., do solemnly, sincerely and truly, declare and 
affirm,” and then proceed with the words of the Oath 
prescribed by law, omitting any words of imprecation 
or calling to witness.
3— Where an Oath has been duly administered and taken, 
the fact that the person to whom the same was administered 
had, at the time of taking such Oath, no religious belief shall 
not for any purpose affect the validity of such Oath.
Preamble.
Substitution of 
Affirmations for 
Oaths in certain 
cases.
Form of Affirms 
tion in lieu of 
prescribed Oath.
Want of religious 
belief not to affect 
Oath.
2
Form of Affirma­
tion in writing 
and Jurat.
Oath in Scotch 
Form.
due
[Ch. l.J The Oaths Law, 1889.
4— Every Affirmation in writing shall commence “  T
o f  do solemnly and sincerely affirm,”
and the Form in lieu o f Jurat shall he “  Affirmed at 
this day o f 18
Before me.”
5—  I f  any person to whom an Oath is administered desires 
to swear with uplifted hand, in the form and manner in 
which an Oath is usually administered in Scotland, he shall 
be permitted so to do, and the Oath shall be administered to 
him in such form and manner without further question.
JAMAICA—LAW 2 OE 1889.
The Criminal Code, 1879, Repeal Law.
\_30th May, 1889.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o l  Preamble. Jamaica, as follows:—
1— The Criminal Code, 1879, and The Criminal Code, 1879, Criminal Code, tot,
repealed*Amendment Law, 1882, shall be and the same are hereby 
repealed.
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JAMAICA—LAW 3 OF 1889.
The Criminal Procedure Code and Law amending the same,
Repeal Law.
[30th May, 1889.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f Preamble. Jamaica, as follows:—
1—The Criminal Procedure Code, 1879, and The Criminal Criminal Prooe- 
Procedure Code, 1879, Amendment Law, 1882, shall be and repealed.6’  ’  
the same are hereby repealed.
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JAMAICA—LAW 4 OF 1889.
The Immigration Protection and Regulation law , 1879, Amend­
ment Law, 1889.
[31st May, 1389]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1—It shall be lawful for the Resident Magistrate o f any 
Parish to try and dispose of any complaint against an Immi­
grant for an offence committed within such Parish against 
the Immigration Protection and Regulation Law, 1879, or 
against Rules made thereunder, anything in Section 97 o f the 
said Law confining the Jurisdiction in such cases to the In­
spector or Protector notwithstanding.
2—The said Law and this Law shall he read and taken 
together as one Law.
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JAMAICA—LAW 5 OE 1889.
The Shipwrecked Passengers Law, 1889.
\_18th Jwne, 1889.
WHEREAS the Passengers Act, 1855, and the Passengers Act Amendment Act, 1863, o f the Imperial Statutes, 
■so far as they refer to or affect Colonial Voyages, are limited 
.in their effect to Voyages when the distance between the Port 
o f  Departure and the Port of Destination exceeds four hundred 
miles, or the duration o f the Voyage prescribed as therein 
mentioned exceeds three days:—
And Whereas it is desirable that Provisions similar to the 
Provisions o f Section 16 o f the said Passengers Act Amend­
ment Act, 1863, should in this Island he made applicable to 
Colonial Voyages o f shorter distances and duration than spe­
cified in the aforesaid Imperial Acts :—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f 
-Jamaica, as follows :—
1— In this Law the expression “  Ship” means any descrip­
tion o f sea-going vessel, whether British or Eoreign, carrying 
Passengers to or from this Island, or any o f its Dependencies, 
on a Voyage o f shorter distance or duration than specified in 
the definition of “  Colonial Voyages” in Section 95 o f the Pas­
sengers Act, 1855, aforesaid, and includes any description o f 
sea-going vessel registered, or owned or partially owned, in 
this Island carrying Passengers on any Voyage o f shorter 
distance or duration than is specified in the said Section o f 
the Passengers Act, 1855, aforesaid.
Preamble.
u Ship”  defined*
2
Provision for 
re-payment and 
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by British Gover­
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Officers in sending 
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2— If the Passengers o f any Ship shall he taken off from any 
such Ship, or shall he picked up at sea from any boat, raft, or 
otherwise, and shall be Conveyed to any Port or place within! 
any of Her Majesty’s Colonial Possessions, or in any Foreign 
Country, and the Governor o f such Colony, or any person 
authorised by him for the purpose, in case such Port or place 
is within one of Her Majesty’s Colonial Possessions, or Her 
Majesty’s Consular Officer in case such Port or place is within 
any Foreign State, shall defray all or any part of the expenses 
therein incurred,— or i f  any Passenger o f any Ship shall, with­
out any neglect or default of his own, find himself within any 
Colonial or Foreign Port or place other than that for which 
the Ship was originally bound, or at which he or any person 
on his behalf may have contracted that he should land, and 
the Master o f such Ship shall not, within forty-eight hours o f  
the arrival of such Passenger, give to the Governor or Consular 
Officer, as the case may he, a written undertaking to forward 
or carry on such Passenger within six weeks thereafter to his 
original destination, or shall fail accordingly to forward or 
carry him on within that period, and the Governor of such 
Colony or any person authorised by him for the purpose, 
or Her Majesty’s Consular Officer at such Foreign Port or 
place, as the case may he, shall forward such Passenger to his 
intended destination,— then, in either of such cases, all expenses 
incurred by the authority of any such Governor or Consular Offi­
cer or other person as therein respectively mentioned, including 
the cost of maintaining the Passengers until forwarded to their 
destination, and o f all necessary bedding, provisions and stores, 
shall become a debt to Her Majesty and Her Successors from 
the Owner, Charterer and Master o f such Ship, and shall he 
recoverable from them, or from any one or more o f them, at 
the suit and for the use o f Her Majesty in like manner as in 
the case of other Crown Debts; and a Certificate in the Form 
given in Schedule A. hereto annexed, or as near thereto as the 
circumstances o f the case will admit, purporting to be under 
the hand of any such Governor or Consular Officer, (as the 
case may he,) stating the total amount o f such expenses, shall, 
in any suit or other proceeding for the recovery of such debt, 
he received in evidence without proof o f the handwriting or
[Ch. 5.] The Shipwrecked Passengers Law, 1889.
of the official character of such Governor or Consular Officer, 
and shall be deemed sufficient evidence of the amount of 
such expenses, and that the same were duly incurred; nor 
shall it be necessary to adduce on behalf of Her Majesty any 
other evidence in support of the claim, but judgment shall 
pass for the Crown, with costs of suit, unless the defendant 
shall specially plead and duly prove that such Certificate is 
false or fraudulent, or shall specially plead and prove any 
facts showing that such expenses were not duly incurred 
under the Provisions of this Law or either of them:—Provided 
nevertheless that in no case shall any larger sum be reco­
vered on account of such expenses than a sum equal to twice 
the total amount of Passage Money received, or due to and 
recoverable by or on account of the Owner, Charterer or 
Master, of such Ship, or any of them, for or in respect of the 
whole number of Passengers who may have embarked in such 
Ship, which total amount of Passage Money shall be proved 
by the defendant if he will have the advantage of this limita­
tion of the debt; but if any such Passengers are forwarded or 
conveyed to their intended destination under the Provisions of 
this Section, they shall not be entitled to the return of their 
Passage Money, or to any compensation for loss of passage.
3—This Law shall be in force in all the Dependencies of 
this Island.
The Shipwrecked ’Passengers Law, 1X89. [Ch. 5.]
SCHEDULE A.
Form o f Governor's or Consul's Certificate o f Expenditure in 
the case o f Passengers Shipwrecked, 8fc.
I hereby Certify that, acting under and in conformity with 
the Provisions of the Jamaica Shipwrecked Passengers Law, 
1889, I have defrayed the expenses incurred in receiving, 
maintaining, supplying with necessary bedding, provisions 
and stores, [1] and in forwarding to their destination, 
Passengers who were proceeding from to
in the Ship which was
wrecked at sea, &c. [2]
And I further Certify for the purposes of the said Law tha
Law in force in  
Dependencies.
Schedule A.
Form of 
Certificate.
Section 2.
4
the total amount of such expenses is , and that
such expenses were duly incurred by me under the said Law. 
Given under my hand this day of 18 .
Governor of, &c.; or (as the case 
may he) Her Britannic Majesty’s 
Consul at
[Ch. 5.] The Shipwrecked Passengers Law, 1889.
(a] N.B. 1— I f  more Passengers were rescued than forwarded, or if  bedding, 
&c.t was not supplied, alter the Certificate to suit the facts o f the case.
[b ) N.B. 2.— State generally the nature o f  the disaster and where it oc­
curred. But if  the Passengers were only left behind, without any default o f 
their own, state the fact accordingly.
JAMAICA—LAW 6 OF 1889.
The Registration o f Trade Maries Law, 1888, Amendment
Law, 1889.
[18th Jv/ne, 1889.]
BE it enacted by tbe Governor and Legislative Council o f Preamble. Jamaica, as follows :—
1— To Section three o f tbe Registration o f Trade Marks Law 17 of 1888> .
°  . Section 3 amended.
Law, 1888, (hereinafter referred to as “  the said Law” ,) the 
following Sub-Section shall be added :■—
«  Where an Applicant for the Registration o f  a Trade Mark Absentee applicant. 
“  otherwise than under an international convention is out o f 
“  Jamaica at the time o f making the application he shall 
“  give the Registrar an address for service in Jamaica, and 
“  if he fails to do so the application shall not be proceeded 
“  with until the address has been given.”
2 — In Section four of the said Law, for the words “  the appli- Section 4 amended, 
cation shall he deemed to be abandoned” shall he substituted application, 
the words “  the Registrar shall give notice o f the non-com- 
“  pletion to the Agent employed on behalf o f the Applicant,
“  and, i f  at the expiration o f fourteen days from that notice 
“  the Registration is not completed, shall give the like notice 
“  to the Applicant, and if  at the expiration o f the latter four- 
“  teen days, or such further time as the Registrar may in 
*  special cases permit, the Registration is not completed, the 
“  application shall be deemed to be abandoned.”
2Substitution for 
Section 5.
Requisites for  a 
Trade Mark.
3— For Section five o f  the said Law the follow ing Section, 
shall be substituted, nam ely:—
“ 5— (1.) For the purposes o f  this Law, a Trade Mark 
“  must consist o f or contain at least one o f  the fol- 
“  lowing Essentia! Particulars:—
“  («) A  name o f an individual or firm printed, impressed 
“  or woven, in some particular and distinctive 
“  manner, or
“  (5) A  written signature, or copy o f  a written signa- 
“  ture, o f the individual or firm applying for Regis- 
“  tration thereof as a Trade Mark, or 
“  (e) A  distinctive device, mark, brand, heading, label 
“  or ticket, or
“  (d) An invented word or invented words, or 
“  (e) A  word or words having no reference to the 
“  character or quality o f  the goods, and not being 
“  a geographical name.
“  (2.) There may be added to any one or more o f  the 
“  Essential Particulars mentioned in this Section any 
“  letters, words or figures, or combination o f  letters, 
“  words or figures, or o f any o f them ; but the A ppli- 
“  cant for Registration o f any such additional matter 
“  must state in his application the Essential Particu- 
“  lars o f  the Trade Mark, and must disclaim in his 
“  application any right to the exclusive use o f  the 
“ added matter, and a copy o f  the Statement and 
“  Disclaimer shall be entered on the Register.
“  (3.) Provided as follows :—
“  (a) A  person need not under this Section disclaim his 
“  own name or the foreign equivalent thereof, or his 
“  place o f  business ; but no entry o f  any such name 
“  shall affect the right o f  any owner o f  the same 
“  name to use that name or the foreign equivalent 
“  thereof:—
“  (6) Any special and distinctive word or words, letter* 
“  figure, or combination o f  letters or figures, or o f  
“  letters and figures, used as a Trade Mark before the
[Ch . 6 .] R egistration o f  Trade M arks Amendment Law , 1889.
“  commencement and taking effect o f the said Law,
“  may be registered as a Trade Mark under this 
“  Law.”
4 — In Section eight of the said Law, the words “  or colours”  Sections amended, 
shall he added after the word “ colour,”  in each place where
that word occurs.
5— In Section nine o f the said Law, after the word “  Regis- Section 9 amended, 
trar” shall he added the words “ unless the Registrar refuse
to entertain the application.”
6 —  In Sub-Section one of Section ten of the said Law, for the Section to
. amended,
words “  two months” shall he substituted the words “  one
“  month or such further time, not exceeding three months
“  as the Registrar may allow.”
In the same Sub-Section the word “  first” shall be omitted.
In Sub-Section two of the same Section, for the words “  two 
months” shall be substituted the words “  one month.”
7 — In Section fourteen of the said Law the word “  exclu- Section u
amended.
sive” shall be omitted.
8— For the Paragraph of Section fifteen of the said Law he- Secti°n f5o  a r amended.
ginning with the words “  The applicant for entry,”  and end­
ing with the word “ Register,” the following Suh-Section 
shall be substituted, namely:—
“ The Applicant for Registration of any such addition 
“  must, however, state in his application the Essential 
“  Particulars of the Trade Mark, and must disclaim 
“  in his application any right to the exclusive use o f 
“  the added matter, and a copy o f the Statement and 
“  Disclaimer shall be entered on the Register.
“  Provided that a person need not under this Sec- 
“  tion disclaim his own name or the foreign equiva- 
“  lent thereof, or his place of business, but no entry 
“  of any such name shall affect the right o f any 
“  owner of the same name to use that name or the 
“  foreign equivalent thereof.”
9 — For Section seventeen of the said Law the following Substitution for 
Section shall be substituted, namely:—
Registration o f Trade Marks Amendment Law, 1889. [Ch. 6.] 3
4Section 19 
amended.
Section 20 
amended.
“ Application for Registration- o f a Trade Mark shall be 
“  deemed to be equivalent to public use o f the Trade 
“  Mark, and the date of the application shall, for 
“ the purposes of this Law, be d- emed to be, and as 
“  from the commencement and taking effect of the 
“  said Law to have been, the date o f the Registration.”
10— After Section nineteen o f the said Law, the following 
Section shall be added and numbered 19a , namely,
“  In an Action for infringement o f a Registered Trade 
“  Mark, the Court or a Judge may certify that the 
“  right to the exclusive use of a Trade Mark came 
“  in question; and i f  the Court or a Judge so certifies; 
“ then, in any subsequent Action for infringement, 
“  the Plaintiff in that Action, on obtaining a final 
“  Order or Judgment in his favour, shall have his full 
“  costs, charges and expenses, as between Solicitor 
“ and Client, unless the Court or Judge trying the 
“  subsequent Action certifies that he ought not to 
“  have the same.”
11— In the last Paragraph o f Section twenty o f the said Law, 
for the words “  the five years”  shall be substituted the words 
“  one year.”
To the same Sub-Section the following words shall be added 
namely:—
“ Unless it is shown to the satisfaction o f the Registrar 
“  that the non-payment o f the Fee arises from the 
“  death or bankruptcy o f the registered Proprietor,
“  or from his having ceased to carry on business, and 
“  that no person claiming under that Proprietor or 
“  under his bankruptcy is using the Trade Mark.”
[Ch. 8.] Registration o f  Trade Marks Amendment Law , IS89-.
/ i i
JAMAICA—LAW 7 OF 1889.
The Garners Taw, 1889.
\_18th June, 1889. ]
WHEREAS by reason of the frequent practice of Bankers Preamble.and others of sending by the Public Mails, Railways,
Stage Coaches, Waggons, Vans, and other public conveyances 
by land for hire, and also by ships engaged in the coasting 
trade, parcels and packages containing money, bills, notes, 
jewellery, and other articles of great value in small compass, 
much valuable property is rendered liable to depredation, and 
the responsibility of Mail Contractors, Railways, Stage Coach 
Proprietors, and the Proprietors and Masters of Coasting Ves­
sels and other Common Carriers for hire, is greatly increased :
And Whereas, through the frequent omission by persons send­
ing such parcels and packages to notify the value and nature 
of the contents thereof, so as to enable such persons as afore­
said, by due diligence, to protect themselves against losses 
arising from their legal responsibility, and the difficulty of 
fixing parties with knowledge of notices, published by such 
persons as aforesaid with the intent to limit such responsibility, 
they have become exposed to great and unavoidable risks, and 
have thereby sustained heavy losses:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows
1 —The term “ Carrier” as used in this Law shall include “ Carrier” 
any person or Corporation engaged in the business o f a Com­
mon Carrier of goods for hire, whether by land or by sea, from 
one part of the Island to another.
i l  li~
2
Carrier exempt 
from liability in 
respect of certain 
articles unless 
value declared, and 
for extra charge.
Notice of extra 
charge for such 
articles if over 
£10 value.
2— From and after the passing of this Law no Carrier shall 
be liable for the loss of or injury to any Article or Articles qr 
Property of the descriptions following ; (that is to say),—
Gold or Silver Coin of Her Majesty or of any Foreign State, 
or any Gold or Silver in a manufactured or unmanufactured 
state, or any precious Stones, Jewellery, Watches, Clocks, or 
Timepieces of any description, Trinkets, Bills, Notes of any; 
Bank or of any Foreign State, Orders, Notes, or Securities for 
payment of money, English or Foreign Stamps, Maps, Writ­
ings, Title Deeds, Paintings, Engravings, Pictures, Gold or 
Silver Plate, or Plated Articles, Glass, China, Silks in a manu­
factured or unmanufactured state, and whether wrought up 
or not wrought up with other materials, Furs or Lace (other 
than machine-made Lace), or any of them, contained in any 
parcel or package which shall have been delivered, either to 
be carried for hire, or to accompany the person of any pas­
senger in any public conveyance, when the value of such 
Article or Articles or Property aforesaid contained in such 
parcel or package shall exceed the sum of Ten Pounds, un­
less at the time of the delivery thereof at the office, ware­
house or receiving house, of such Carrier, or to his her or 
their bookkeeper, coachman or other servant, for the pur­
pose of being carried or of accompanying the person of any 
passenger as aforesaid, the value and nature of such Article 
or Articles or Property shall have been declared by the per­
son or persons sending or delivering the same, and such in­
creased charge as hereinafter mentioned, or an engagement 
to pay the same, be accepted by the person receiving such 
parcel or package.
3— When any parcel or package containing any of the 
Articles above specified shall he so sent or delivered, and its 
value and contents declared as aforesaid, and such value shall 
exceed the sum of Ten Pounds, it shall be lawful for such Car­
riers to demand and receive an increased rate of charge, to be 
notified by some Notice affixed in legible characters in some 
public and conspicuous part o f the office, warehouse or other 
receiving house, where such parcels or packages are received 
by them for the purpose of conveyance, stating the increased
[Oh. 7.] The Can-iers Law, 1889.
The Carriers Lmo, 1889. 5
rates of charge required to be paid over and above the ordi­
nary rate of carriage, as a compensation for the greater risk 
and care to be taken for the safe conveyance of such valuable 
Articles; and all persons sending or delivering parcels or 
packages containing such valuable Articles as aforesaid at such 
office shall be bound by such Notice without further proof of 
the same having come to their knowledge.
4— Provided always that when the value shall have been Receipt for package
_ _ _ . sent at extraso declared, and the increased rate ot charge paid, or an charges, 
engagement to pay the same shall have been accepted as 
hereinbefore mentioned, the person receiving such increased 
rate of charge or accepting such agreement shall, i f  thereto 
required, sign a Receipt for the package or parcel, acknow­
ledging the same to have been insured, which Receipt shall 
not be liable to any Stamp duty ; and if such Receipt shall 
not be given when required, or such Notice as aforesaid shall 
not have been affixed, the Carrier shall not have or be entitled 
to any benefit or advantage under this Law, but shall be 
liable and responsible as at the Common Law, and be liable 
to refund the increased rate of charge.
5—  Provided always that, from and after the first day o f Public Notice
September now next ensuing, no public Notice or declaration Uabilit7
heretofore made or hereafter to be made shall be deemed or 
construed to limit or in anywise affect the liability at Common
Law of any such Carriers as aforesaid, for or in respect o f any 
Articles or Goods to be carried and conveyed by them, but that 
all and every such Carriers as aforesaid shall from and after 
the said first day o f September be liable, as at the Common 
Law, to answer for the loss o f or any injury to any Articles and 
Goods in respect whereof they may not be entitled to the bene­
fit of this Law, any public Notice or declaration by them made 
and given contrary thereto, or in anywise lim iting such lia­
bility, notwithstanding.
6 — For the purposes of this Law every office, warehouse, re- Receiving house of 
ceiving house or other place, which shall he used or appointed Carnor'
by any Carrier as aforesaid for the receiving of parcels and 
packages to he conveyed as aforesaid, shall be deemed and
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taken to be the receiving house, warehouse or office, o f such 
Carrier.
7—  Provided always that nothing in this Law contained 
shall extend or be construed to annul, or in anywise affect, 
any special contract between any such Carrier and any other 
parties for the conveyance o f Goods and Merchandise.
8—  Provided also that nothing in this Law shall be deemed 
to protect any Carrier from liability to answer for loss or in­
jury to any Goods or Articles whatsoever arising from the 
felonious acts o f  any coachman, guard, bookkeeper, porter 
or other servant, in his or their employ, nor to protect any 
such coachman, guard, bookkeeper or other servant, from  
liability for any loss or injury occasioned by his or their own 
personal neglect or misconduct.
9—  Provided also that such Carriers as aforesaid shall not 
be concluded as to the value o f any such parcel or package by 
the value as declared as aforesaid, but that he or they shall in 
all cases be entitled to require, from the party suing in respect 
o f any loss or injury, proof o f the actual value o f  the contents 
by the ordinary legal evidence, and that the Carriers as afore­
said shall be liable to such damages only as shall be so proved 
as aforesaid, not exceeding the declared value.
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JAMAICA—LAW 8 OF 1889
The Rural Police Law, 1889.
[18th June, 1889.]
W HEREAS it is desirable to repeal and amend The Rural Police Law, 1S69:—
Be it enacted' by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows:—
1—The Rural Police Law, 1869, (Law 28 o f 1869,) is hereby 
repealed: Provided that such repeal shall not affect the vali­
dity, effect or consequences, o f anything already done or 
suffered, or any existing status or capacity already acquired or 
accrued thereunder.
2— It shall be lawful for the Governor, on the recommenda­
tion of the Inspector General of Police, to appoint in any 
Parish, except Kingston, such number of persons as he 
may think necessary, being householders resident in such 
Parish, to be llural Headmen of Police, hereinafter in this J«w 
designated as Headmen, whose power and authority under this 
Law shall extend to all parts of the Island, but who shall bp 
distributed throughout the Parish in which each shall be resi­
dent, so that particular Districts of the Parish may be superin­
tended each by its own Headman, who shall reside in the Dis­
trict to which he is appointed; and it shall be lawful for the 
Governor, from time to time, to remove any Headman so 
appointed, and to appoint another resident householder in his 
place.
3— It shall be lawful for the Inspector General o f Police, 
with the sanction and under the general orders o f the Go­
vernor, to appoint, in any Parish in which Rural Head-
Preamble.
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men of Police may be appointed, and to attach to every such 
Rural Headman, as many Rural Policemen, hereinafter in 
this Law designated Policemen, as may be necessary, or as 
may be sanctioned by the Governor, so long as the number o f 
Policemen in any one Parish shall not exceed six times the 
number o f Headmen in such Parish; and it shall be law­
ful for the Inspector General, from time to time to remove 
any Policeman so appointed, and to appoint another in 
his place. The Headmen and Policemen aforesaid are herein­
after collectively designated “ The Rural Police,”  or “ Rural 
Policemen.”
4— The Governor may, from time to time, make, alter or 
annul, such Rules relative to the Rural Police as he may deem 
necessary for the guidance and good government o f such Rural 
Police, or for their efficiency, and the prevention o f neglect 
or abuse in the discharge o f their duties.
5—  Every Headman and Policeman shall have through­
out the Island all the powers of Constables, and every Police­
man shall exercise his Office at all times when required to do 
so by the Headman to whom he is attached, and the Rural 
Police generally, when required by any Justice o f the Peace 
or any Officer o f Constabulary to whom any such Headman 
or Policeman is by this Law made subordinate, and also 
though not so required, whenever in his judgment the 
public safety or welfare, or the ends o f Justice demand 
it, for the preservation o f the peace, the prevention or 
detection o f crime, or the apprehension and punishment o f  
offenders.
6— Every Headman and Policeman shall be subordinate to 
the Inspector General o f Police, Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors, 
Sergeant Majors and Sergeants o f the Constabulary; and the 
District which each Headman is appointed to superintend 
shall be attached to a Constabulary Station, and any Head­
man or Policeman, whether belonging to such District or tem­
porarily on duty in such District, shall be subordinate to the 
Sub-Officer o f Constabulary in charge o f such Station, and
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everv Policeman shall be subordinate to the Headman to 
whom be is attached.
7— In case of any crime occurring in the District under the 
superintendence of any Headman, he shall make an enquiry 
into the circumstances, without requiring witnesses to be put 
upon oath, and shall immediately send notice of the occurrence 
o f the crime to the nearest Constabulary Station; and if he 
shall suspect that any stolen property is concealed in the 
house, premises or land, occupied by any person who has ever 
been convicted of larceny, or of knowingly receiving stolen 
goods, he shall have power, without a search warrant, to enter 
upon and search such house, premises and lands; and if the 
result of his enquiry or of his search, shall be to give him good 
reason to suspect that any person has committed the crime, 
or been accessory thereto before or after the fact, he shall 
have power to take such person to the nearest Justice of the 
Peace, to be committed, held to bail or discharged, or to the 
nearest Constabulary Station, to be brought before a Justice 
o f  the Peace.
8— When such Headman shall suspect that any stolen pro­
perty is concealed in any house, premises or lands, occupied 
by any person who has not been convicted as aforesaid, he 
shall apply to any Justice of the Peace who, on being satis- 
lied, from the information he shall obtain from such Headman 
or from any other person, of the reasonableness of such ap­
plication, and that the suspicion is such as to justify a search 
warrant being issued, may issue his warrant, directed to any 
Constable or Headman, authorising such Constable or Head­
man to make immediate search on the premises of the person 
suspected; and, for the purposes of this Law, any Justice of 
the Peace of any Parish of this Island shall have jurisdiction 
to issue such warrant to be executed in the Parish over which 
he is a Justice of the Peace, or in any adjoining Parish.
9— Every Headman shall receive such monthly pay as the 
Governor may from time to time fix in each case, and shall be 
exempt from the payment of tax on one horse, and every Police-
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man shall receive pay at the rate o f one shilling and six pence 
for each day on which such Policeman is employed on Police 
duties, and the pay o f any such Policeman may he increased 
with the sanction o f the Inspector General to any amount not 
exceeding two shillings and sixpence per day on special occa­
sions and for any special reason; and such pay shall only he 
issued on the Certificate o f the Headman o f the District to 
which such Headman or Policeman belongs, countersigned by 
the Chief Officer o f Police o f the Parish in which such District 
is situated.
10— I f  any Headman or Policeman shall he guilty o f any 
neglect or violation o f duty in his Office, he shall be liable to 
a fine not exceeding four shillings for every such offence, which 
may be inflicted after due enquiry, by the Inspector or Sub-In­
spector of Constabulary in charge o f the Parish in which such 
Headman or Policeman was doing duty at the time of the com­
mittal o f such neglect or violation of duty, or to a fine not ex­
ceeding ten shillings for every such offence, which may be in4 
flicted by the Inspector General of Police after due enquiry, 
held either by himself, or in the same manner as is directed 
in regard to the Constabulary Force in Section 25 o f Law 8 o f 
1867:—Provided that any fine inflicted by an Inspector or Sub- 
Inspector shall be subject to appeal to the Inspector General 
and any such fine as aforesaid shall be deducted from any pay 
that may be due, or may afterwards become due, to such Head­
man or Policeman.
11— Any Headman or Policeman who may he charged with 
any neglect or violation o f his duty, or with acting therein 
unlawfully or oppressively, for which, in the opinion o f the 
Inspector General of Police, the penalty set forth in the pre­
vious Section would be insufficient, may be brought by order 
o f the Inspector General o f Police before the Resident Magis­
trate o f the Parish in which such Headman or Policeman was 
doing duty at the time at which the offence with which he is 
charged was committed, and on conviction may be sentenced 
to pay a fine not exceeding forty shillings or, in default o f pay­
ment thereof, to imprisonment with or without hard labour to 
any period not exceeding one m onth; and any Headman or
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5Policeman charged, in the manner above stated, with using or 
threatening to use the power vested in him by the Law for the 
purpose of extortion, may on conviction be sentenced to a fine 
not exceeding five pounds, or to imprisonment with or without 
hard labour for any period not exceeding three months.
12— All fines and penalties imposed on any Headman or 
Policeman under this Law shall be paid to the Treasurer, and
•shall be carried to a Pund called the “ Rural Police Fund,” 
to be devoted to the payment of such rewards or gratuities as 
the Governor may from time to time direct.
13— Every Headman and Policeman, before acting under 
his appointment, shall take an Oath in the Eorm prescribed in 
the Schedule to this Law annexed : every Headman shall receive 
a Warrant of appointment in the Eorm prescribed in the Sche­
dule to this Law annexed, and shall be provided with a badge, 
and with a small flag to be posted during the day time be­
fore the house of such Headman, such flag and badge to be 
respectively of such devices as the Governor shall from time 
to time direct. Every Policeman shall receive a badge and 
baton: and such badge shall be evidence of the Office of any 
member of the Rural Police, and shall in all cases be displayed 
by every such member when exercising the duties of his
• Office.
14— Any Headman or Policeman desiring to resign his Of7 
fice in the Rural Police shall give one month’s notice of his 
intention to do so to the Chief Officer of Constabulary of the 
Parish in which his District is situated, and, on the resigna­
tion or removal of any Headman or Policeman, he shall within 
ten days deliver over to such Chief Officer of Constabulary, 
at such place as he may appoint, any warrant, flag, badge or 
baton, which he may hold in virtue of his Office, or otherwise 
he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty shillings, to 
be recovered summarily before any two Justices of the Peace 
of the Parish; and, on the death of any Headman or Police­
man, his wife, next of kin, representative, or any other per-
• son in possession of his warrant, flag, badge or baton, shall 
■ deliver over the same in like manner under a similar penalty
to be recovered as aforesaid.
The Rural Police Law, 1889. [Cn. 8.]
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15— I f  any person shall have in his possession any badge,, 
flaw, baton, or other article furnished for the use of the Rural1 
Police, and shall not satisfactorily account for his possession 
thereof, or if any person shall falsely answer the name, desig­
nation or description of, or act as or personate, a Headman 
or Policeman, he shall be liable, on conviction before a Resi­
dent Magistrate, in addition to any other punishment to which 
he shall have subjected himself, to a penalty not exceeding ten 
pounds, or to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for 
a period not exceeding six months.
16— Every Headman and Policeman shall have the like 
protection, rights and privileges, in case o f and before the 
commencement of any action or proceedings at Law against 
him, as a Constable at Common Law, or under any Law now 
or hereafter to he in force in this Island, is or may be enti­
tled to claim:— And assaulting or obstructing a Headman or 
Policeman in the execution of his duty shall be punishable as 
assaulting or obstructing a Constable in the execution of his 
duty is or may he punishable.
17— MThe Inspector General of Police shall keep a Roll o f  
all the Headmen and Policemen appointed under this Law 
and the Inspector of Constabulary of every Parish to which 
Rural Police are appointed shall keep a Roll of all the Head­
men and Policemen in his Parish, and copies o f such Rolls 
shall be made out and delivered by the Inspector o f Consta­
bulary to the Clerk of the Courts o f such Parish, whereof one 
shall be affixed in each Court House; and every Headman 
shall report himself personally at least once a month to the 
Officer or Sub-Officer in charge of the Constabulary Station 
to which he is attached.
18— It shall he lawful for the Custos o f any Parish, on the 
application of any person or persons showing the necessity 
thereof, to call upon the Chief Officer o f Constabulary of such 
Parish to appoint, and have sworn in, any additional number 
o f persons as Policemen to be Special Constables, to be sta­
tioned at any place within the Parish to be designated by 
such Chief Officer, at the charge o f the person or persons by
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7whom the application shall be made, or, if the Governor so 
direct, at the public charge; and such Special Constables 
shall have, and exercise, all the powers and privileges, and 
shall perform all the duties of, and shall be subject to the 
same penalties and punishments as, other Policemen under 
this Law, and shall be subordinate to and subject to the orders 
o f the Headman of the District in which they are employed, 
and to all Officers and Sub-Officers o f Constabulary ;— Pro­
vided always that the Custos shall report the appointment 
of such Policemen as early as practicable to the Governor, and 
■ obtain his sanction for their continuance in employment:— 
Provided also that it shall be always lawful for the person or 
persons on whose application such appointment shall have 
been made, upon giving ten days’ notice in writing to the In­
spector of Police for the Parish, to require that the Special 
■Constables so appointed shall be discontinued; and at the ex­
piration of such notice the services o f such additional Police­
men shall be discontinued.
19— It shall be lawful for the Inspector General of Police 
with the sanction of the Governor, in cases of emergency 
to call on the Rural Police, or any portion of the Rural 
Police, in any Parish, to undertake, for such time as they may 
be required to do so, regular duties similar to those generally 
performed by the Constabulary; and in any case in which any 
Member of the Rural Police is engaged in such duties for a 
longer period than one week consecutively, he shall be entitled, 
in lieu of his usual pay, to such daily pay as will be equal to 
that of a Corporal of Constabulary if  a Headman, and of a 
. Second Class Constable if a Policeman.
20—  It shall be lawful in cases of emergency, caused by the 
attack or threatened attack of an enemy, or any public danger, 
for the Governor in Privy Council to declare by Special Pro- 
-clamation that this Law shall apply to Kingston as fully as to 
other Parishes for so long as the Governor shall direct.
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SCHEDULE.
F o r m  o f  W a r r a n t  t o  H e a d m a n .
Jama ica— Pa rish
To (1) residing at (2)
in the Parish o f (3) (i)
appointed and sworn a Headman under the Rural’) 
Police Law, 1889.
These are to authorize and require you, the said (5)
in Her Majesty's-;
name, in all things and at all times, for such period as 
you shall continue to be a Headman under the said 
Law, to act in such Office and capacity o f  Headman 
thereunder, and as a conservator o f the Peace and Con­
stable generally, and with all the powers and authori­
ties incident to the Office o f Constable at Common Law. 
and under the said or any other Law which may now 
or hereafter be in force in this Island, agreeably to - 
the Provisions of the Rural Police Law, 1889.
Given under my Hand and Seal, this day o f 
18
(1) Name o f  Headman.
(2) Place of Residence.
(3) Name o f Parish.
(4) Calling or occupation o f Headman.
(5) Name o f Headman.
F o r m  o f  O a t h .
I, A. B., do swear, that I w ill well and truly serve Her - 
Majesty the Queen as a Rural Headman o f Police (or 
Rural Policeman, as the case may be) under the Rural 
Police Law, 1889, and as Constable generally.— So help 
me God.
A. B.
Sworn before me, this day o f 18
C. D., j .p .
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JAMAICA—LAW 9 OF 1889.
The Export Duties Law, 1889.
[.18th June, 1889.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of preamble. Jamaica, as follows :—
1 —Erorn and after the passing of this Law, in lieu o f the Export Duty on 
Duties on the Export o f Sugar and Rum imposed hy Section c S ’ f S t  
1 of Law 20 of 1887, and on the Export of Coffee imposed hy 
Section 23 of Law l l  of 1867, there shall he received, levied 
and collected, by the Officers of Customs o f this Island the 
following Duties on such Exports
On Sugar at the rate of one shilling and nine pence per 
hogshead,—
On Rum at the rate o f one shilling and three pence per 
puncheon,—
On Coffee at the rate of fourpence for every hundred 
weight;—
*nd the said Laws shall be deemed to he amended accordingly.
.
JAMAICA—LAW 10 OF 1889.
'The Resident Magistrates Law, 1887, Amendment Law, 1889.
[18th Jume, 1889^ \
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f Jamaica, as follows :—
1— So much of the Resident Magistrates Law, 1887, (Law 43 
■of 1887) as imposes a Court Pee of one pound upon every In­
dictment shall he and the same is hereby repealed in respect 
o f any Indictment under “  The Act to consolidate and amend 
««the Law relating to offences against the person”  (27 Victoria, 
-Chapter 32,) or for Larceny, or under “  The Act to consolidate 
“  and amend the Statute Laws relating to Larceny and other 
“  similar offences,”  (27 Victoria, Chapter 33,) or under “  The 
“  Act to consolidate and amend the Statute Laws relating to 
■“  malicious injuries to property,” (27 Victoria, Chapter 34,) or 
under the Prsedial Larceny Law, 1877, (Law 6 of 1877) or for 
the offences of Eorcihle Entry and Detainer of Land.
2—No Defendant shall he allowed to set up any right or 
■claim by way of Counter-claim against the claim of the Plain­
tiff unless he shall have given such notice thereof as he may 
be required to give in case of the Special Defences mentioned 
in Section 140 of The Resident Magistrates Law, 1887.
Such notice shall set forth the nature of the claim made or 
o f  the relief or remedy required, in the same way and with 
the same particularity as is required o f a Plaintiff in lodging 
a Plaint.
There shall he paid by the Defendant giving notice of any
Preamble*
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such Counter-claim to the Clerk o f the Court the same Court- 
Fee as would he required o f the Defendant if he were a Plain­
tiff lodging a Plaint setting forth the Claim, put forward by 
Defendant as a Counter-claim, by way o f commencement o f  
an Action:—Provided always that where a Defendant gives 
notice o f such Counter-claim as aforesaid, it shall be lawful 
for him in such notice to state that he admits the whole or any 
part of the Plaintiff’s claim, and if the Defendant makes such 
admission, the amount of the Plaintiff’s claim so admitted 
shall, for the purpose o f the calculation o f the Court Fee, be 
deducted from the amount Counter-claimed by the Defendant 
as aforesaid:—Provided, however, that i f  the Fee is by such 
admission as last aforesaid reduced below one shilling, a 
Fee o f at least one shilling shall nevertheless he payable by 
the Defendant giving such notice.
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JAMAICA—LAW 11 OF 1889.
The Rum Duly Laws 1878-81, Amendment Law, 1889.
\_l8th June, 1889.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f Preamble. Jamaica, as follows :—
1— Section 14 o f the Rum Duty Law Amendment Law, Law 35 of 1881, 
1881, (Law 35 o f 1881,) shall be and the same is hereby re- Sectlon repealed, 
pealed.
2—The Owner of any Rum in course of removal by any 
Coasting Vessel from a Distillery or Registered Store, either to 
a Bonded Warehouse or for Exportation, shall be entitled to 
recover the Duty paid on Rum found deficient, within the 
meaning of Section 12 of Law 35 o f 1S81, from the Owner or 
Master of the Coasting Vessel whereon suchjExcess-deficiency 
may be proved to have arisen.
3—The Rum Duty Laws, 1878-81, and this Law shall be Rum Duty Law* 
taken and read together as one Law. '  incorporated.
Remedy by Owner 
of Rum in respect 
of Duty paid on 
Deficient Rum.

JAMAICA—LAW 12 OF 1889.
The Jamaica Railway Company's Law, 1889.
\_18th June, 1889.]
*1 1  THERE AS an Agreement dated the 29 th day o f March Piesmble.
VY A. D. 1S89, has been entered into, on behalf o f the 
Government of Jamaica, for the purchase of the Jamaica Rail­
way by a Company to be incorporated for that purpose, and for 
the construction by the persons in the said Agreement and in 
this Law referred to as “ the Promoters” o f certain Extensions 
o f the said Railway, and the transfer of such Extensions to the 
said Company, and for the working of the whole of the said 
Railway and Extensions by the said Company, which said Agree­
ment has been supplemented by a subsequent Agreement dated 
the 21th day of May, 1S89,—a copy of which Agreements is 
contained in the Schedule to this Law :—
And Whereas it is expedient to approve and ratify the said 
Agreements, and to make provision for carrying the same into 
effect:—
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —In the construction of this Law and of the said Agree- Definitions, 
ments the following terms and expressions shall, except when 
such meaning is inconsistent with the context, have the mean­
ings hereby assigned to them respectively:—
The term “ Person” shall include any Corporation con- Person.
2'The Company.
The Governor.
The Railway.
The present Rail­
way.
The Extension.
The said Agreement.
Ratification oi 
Agreement as ex*
stituted under either the Laws of this Island or the Laws o f  
any other Country.
The term “ The Company” shall mean The Jamaica Rail­
way Company constituted under this Law.
The term “  The Governor” shMl mean the Governor of Ja­
maica or other Officer Administering the Government thereof 
for the time being.
The term “ The Railway” shall include the present Rail­
way and such portion of the Extension as shall for the time 
being be vested in the Company.
The term “  The present Railway” shall mean the Railway 
in existence at the time of the passing of this Law, viz., the 
Railway from Kingston to Porus and that from Spanish Town 
to Ewarton.
The term “ The Extension” or “  The Extensions”  shall mean 
the Railways proposed to be built under this Law and described 
in Article 7 of the said Agreement.
The term “ The said Agreement”  shall mean the Agree­
ment dated the 29th March, 1889, between H. H. Hockin"O
and C. S. Parquharson of the one part and Erederick Wesson 
and his Associates of the other part, as modified by a Supple­
mentary Agreement dated the 21th May, A.D. 1889, between 
the Governor of Jamaica of the one part and the said Frede­
rick Wesson and his Associates of the other part, both which 
said Agreements are set forth in Schedule A  to this Law.
The term “  Metre Gauge”  as used in the said Agreement 
shall mean a gauge of thirty-nine and three-eighths inches.
The term “ Equipment” as used in the said Agreement shall 
include the provision of a proper Telegraph Line for the pur­
pose of working the said Railway.
The wrord “  Inspector” shall mean an Inspector of the Rail­
way appointed under this Law, and shall, except where such 
construction is inconsistent with the Provisions o f this Law, 
include an Assistant Inspector appointed as aforesaid.
2—The said Agreement is hereby ratified and confirmed, 
and the Governor is hereby authorised and required to per-
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form and carry out the conditions thereof according to their plained or modified 
purport, and the said Agreement shall he binding on and herain 
available to the Company as i f  the Company had been a party 
to the same.
Provided always,— that, whereas it was agreed by Article 
17 of the said Agreement that the Promoters should be 
entitled to he paid for any Section o f the Extension as the 
same is completed and “  added to the Railway,”  and by Article 
28 that “  the Promoters should not be entitled to be paid for 
any Section unless the same he part o f a continuous line to 
Kingston, or unless such Section connect with the sea at An- 
notto Bay, Port Antonio or Montego Bay,” — and whereas 
there is an apparent conflict between the two Articles 
which it is desirable to clear up in the sense in which 
the same were intended,—and whereas the concession was 
made as to connecting with the sea, at the places af jre- 
said, so as to enable the Promoters to push on the 
work more quickly, by enabling them to proceed with each 
Extension at more points than one, and not so as to enable 
them to work at the Extension to Montego Bay solely from 
Montego Bay, or at the extension to Port Antonio solely from 
Annotto Bay or Port Antonio,—it is hereby Provided that a 
Section connecting with the sea at Montego Bay, or a Section 
connectin'? with the sea at Annotto Bay or Port Antonio 
shall be deemed to be “  added to the Railway,” within the 
meaning o f Article 17, only in case that, since the com­
pletion and taking over o f any previous Section, connect­
ing with the sea as aforesaid, o f the Extension of which 
such Section forms part, an amount of work equivalent 
to that involved in the construction of such Section (not 
necessarily the same mileage) shall have been done at the- 
Porus or May Pen or the Bog Walk end (as the case- 
may be) of the Extension o f which such first named Sec­
tion forms part.
Provided also that, after the completion and taking over of' 
a Section of not less than twelve-and-a-half miles of either Ex­
tension connecting with the sea as aforesaid, the Promoters shall, 
subject to the Provisions of the preceding Proviso and o f Article-
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428 of the said Agreement, be entitled to have taken over by 
the Company any Sections of either Extension which, though 
each such section is less than twelve and a half miles, make up 
that length in the aggregate.
Provided also that in the construction o f Articles 31 and 32 
o f the said Agreement the expressions “  refusal” and “ unwil­
ling to undertake”  shall he held to refer to a refusal or an 
unwillingness expressed, or a neglect to assent, only after a 
reasonable time shall have been allowed for decision, and a 
neglect to proceed with the work in the said Article referred 
to within a reasonable time after assent to undertake such 
work shall have been given shall be deemed equivalent to an 
original refusal or expression of unwillingness to undertake.
The contract between the Government and the Atlas Steam­
ship Company Limited secondly mentioned in Article 50, and 
described as such Agreement “  dated the day of 
shall be taken to mean an Indenture o f demise by Edward Noel 
Walker, Colonial Secretary of Jamaica, o f the premises No. 
90 Port Royal Street, in the City o f Kingston, dated the first 
day of April, 1883, for the term of five years (extended by 
endorsement thereon for a further term of three years) 
together with a contract contained in a letter from the Atlas 
Steamship Company, dated 5th May, 1888, as answered by a 
letter from the Colonial Secretary dated the same day.
I f  in any way and in so far as the said Agreement shall 
have been modified or altered by the Provisions o f this Law 
the Promoters shall, on taking steps for the incorporation o f 
the Company under the next Section, be deemed to have as­
sented to such alteration or modification.
EriiTaycwpany, 3— On the said Frederick Wesson within twelve months after
«ouat!tutedWhaQ the passing o f this Law, by himself or his agent duly appointed 
under his hand, lodging in the Government Treasury in King­
ston the sum of one hundred thousand pounds to the credit o f 
the Colonial Secretary for Jamaica in trust for the Company 
when formed, and filing with the Deputy Keeper o f the Re­
cords the receipt o f the Treasurer for the same, together with 
a Memorial under the hand of him the said Frederick Wesson,
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netting forth at length the names, addresses and additions, o f 
"the several persons subscribing the said sum o f one hundred 
thousand pounds, and the proportions in which the said sum 
has been subscribed by the said several persons, and an under­
taking in writing signed by the said several persons de­
claring themselves to be the Associates o f the said Frederick 
Wesson alluded to iu the said Agreement, and their accep­
tance of the obligations o f the said Agreement, the said se­
veral persons and all other persons who, under the Provisions 
hereinafter contained, shall become the holders o f the Stock 
o f the Company, and their executors, administrators, successors 
-and assigns respectively, shall be and are hereby constituted 
. a Body Corporate by the name of “  the Jamaica Railway Com­
pany,”  and the said Deputy Keeper shall give the said Fre­
derick Wesson a Certificate of such incorporation, and shall 
•cause a notice o f such incorporation to be inserted in the Ja­
maica Gazette.
The said Frederick Wesson and the persons referred to in 
this Section as lodging the said sum of One Hundred Thousand 
Pounds as aforesaid, and who shall have become the Body Cor­
porate herein named, shall also be deemed to be “  the Promo­
ters,” referred to in the said Agreement and in this Law, though 
-as such Promoters entirely distinct and separate from the sm'd 
Corporation “  The Jamaica Railway Company.”
Such Promoters shall, for the better development o f their 
said enterprise, be permitted to form among themselves a part­
nership, Joint Stock Company or Corporation, as they may 
decide, for the carrying out of the terms and conditions of this 
Law and the said Agreement; and they may from time to time 
associate with themselves in such partnership, Joint Stock 
Company or Corporation, as the case may be, any other person 
-or persons desirous of taking part in their said enterprise.
Should a Corporation be formed by the said Promoters 
aforesaid together with such other person or persons as afore­
said for the purpose aforesaid, such Corporation shall bo 
and become “  The Promoters”  within the meaning of the 
said Agreement and this Law, and such Corporation may be
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formed under the Laws o f the Island o f  Jamaica or may 
he a Foreign Corporation; the Provisions herein before men­
tioned with respect to such Corporation shall with like force 
and effect be applicable to a Prom oter’s partnership or a Pro­
moter’s Joint Stock Company.
4 —  The Company shall have perpetual succession and a 
common seal, and shall by and in its Corporate name be enti­
tled to sue and be sued, and shall have power to acquire the 
present Railway from Kingston to Porus and from  Spanish 
Town to Ewarton, together with such Extensions o f  the same- 
to Montego Bay and Port Antonio respectively as m aybe con­
structed under the said Agreement., and shall be entitled to 
hold land, and to run trains and locom otive engines on the 
said Railway, and generally to engage in carrying goods and 
passengers as Common Carriers, and to do all things necessary 
for or incident to the conduct o f  such a business.
5—  The Company shall have power, on its acquiring the 
present Railway, to execute First M ortgage Bonds to the extent 
o f  one m illion five hundred thousand pounds, at the times and 
in the manner provided by the said Agreement, and Second 
Mortgage Bonds to the extent o f  eight hundred thousand 
pounds. The said Bonds shall be secured in manner herein­
after stated. The Company shall also have power to issue 
Stock o f  the Company subject to the Provisions hereinafter - 
contained.
6—  The Promoters shall, in return for the one hundred 
thousand pounds lodged by them to the credit o f  the Company 
as aforesaid, be entitled to one hundred thousand pounds 
Second Mortgage Bonds, and a like amount o f  Stock o f  the 
Company.
The respective Promoters shall be deemed to be individually 
interested in the said Bonds and Stock in accordance with any 
agreement that may be made by  the Promoters among them­
selves, or, in the absence o f  any such agreement, in propor­
tion to the sum subscribed by each to make up the said sum o f  
one hundred thousand pounds:— Provided that as between 
themselves and the Government o f  Jamaica they shall be 
deemed to be jointly  interested in such Second M ortgage Bonds.
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A c q u i s i t i o n  b y  C o m p a n y  o p  P r e s e n t  R a i l w a y .
7—  On the Company releasing to the Colonial Secretary, on 
the part o f the Government o f Jamaica, its interest in the sum 
■of one hundred thousand pounds sterling aforesaid, and allot­
ting to the Colonial Secretary seven hundred thousand pounds 
Second Mortgage Bonds, and on the Promoters assigning to 
the Colonial Secretary the one hundred thousand pounds 
Bonds allotted to them, to he held by him as security in ac­
cordance with the said Agreement, and causing the said Assign­
ment and Transfer to be registered in the Register o f Second 
Mortgage Bonds, the Colonial Secretary with the sanction o f 
the Governor shall convey and transfer to the Company the 
present Railway, together with all rolling stock thereon or 
used therewith, and all stations, sheds, workshops, engine- 
houses, tools, stores and other property, belonging to the same, 
to hold to them and their successors absolutely, subject only 
to the contracts o f the Government mentioned or indicated in 
Article 50 o f the said Agreem ent:—
Provided that the water supplies o f May Pen and Ewarton 
shall bo vested in the Company subject to the right o f the 
Government, and the Parochial Boards o f  Clarendon and St. 
Catherine respectively on behalf o f the inhabitants o f those 
places, to have all water after supplying the w ants o f the 
Company.
And Provided that the Government shall continue in occu­
pation of those portions o f the buildings and premises in the 
Kingston Station which are now occupied by the Public 
Works Store Department for such period, not exceeding twelve 
months from the date o f  the transfer o f  the Railway to the 
Company, as may be necessary for the acquisition and pre­
paration o f new premises and the removal o f the stores 
thereto.
8— On the transfer o f the Railway from the Government to 
the Company, all persons then employed by the Government 
-on the said Railway, and in the offices and stations pertaining 
thereto, except the Manager thereof, shall be deemed to have 
been engaged by, and to have accepted employment under, the
When, how, and 
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terms and provi­
sions, the present 
Railway is to be 
transferred to the 
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Transfer o f 
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Company in the same capacities and at the same salaries 
respectively. In all other respects, the conditions o f their- 
respective employments shall he such as would be inferred in 
Law in cases where no special contract had been entered into^ 
any previous special agreement with the Government or any 
rule o f the Government Railway to the contrary notwith­
standing.
9— On the transfer o f the Railway from the Government 
to the Company, all the Apprentices then under Indenture to- 
the Principal Officer o f the Government Railway Workshop 
shall thereupon and thereafter he deemed to be under Inden­
ture to the Principal Officer o f the Jamaica Railway Com­
pany’s Workshop, and in reading and interpreting the saidf 
Indentures respectively, the name and title o f the latter Officer 
shall be substituted for those o f the former as i f  the said1 
Indentures had been originally made with and executed by 
him.
C o n s t r u c t io n  o f  E x t e n s i o n s .
10—  It shall be lawful for the Promoters to make and 
maintain two Railways, with all proper stations, sidings, ap­
proaches, works and conveniences connected therewith, the 
one from some point near Bog Walk Station on the present 
Railway northwards to the sea and then easterly to Port 
Antonio, and the other from May Pen or Porus on the present 
Railway, or some point between those two places, through the 
interior o f the Island to Montego Bay, such Railways to be in 
accordance with Plans, Sections and Drawings, to be deposited , 
as hereinafter provided ; and for the purpose aforesaid it shall 
be lawful for the Promoters to enter upon, take and use, such 
lands as may be required for the purpose:—
Provided that, subject to theProvisions o f  Sections20 and 23,.. 
the Promoters shall make to the owners and occupiers o f and all 
other parties interested in any lands taken and used for the pur­
poses aforesaid, or injuriously affected by the construction o f the - 
Railway, full compensation for the value ofthelands so taken or 
used, and for all damage sustained by such owners, occupiers, 
and other parties, by reason o f the exercise, as regards suclfc. 
lands, o f the Powers by this Law vested in the Promoters
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9and, except where otherwise provided, the amount o f  such 
compensation shall he ascertained and determined in the 
manner provided by the Lands Clauses Law, 1872, for de­
termining questions o f compensation with regard to lands 
purchased or taken under the Provisions thereof, and for the 
purposes aforesaid the said Lands Clauses Law, with the ex­
ception o f Sections 10, 11, 15, 16, 84, 8S, 105 and 106, shall 
be deemed to be incorporated with and to form part o f this 
Law, except where the Provisions o f that Law are inconsistent 
with this Law.
11—  As a Section o f not less than twelve and a half miles Vesting of Sections
. i» l * i  of 12* miles inshall he completed within the meaning of the said Agree- the Company as 
ment, and paid for pursuant to the terms o f Article 17 o f the ther areconiPleted- 
said Agreement as explained by this Law, it shall be lawful for 
the Governor, by Notice in the Jamaica Gazette, to declare that 
the same has become vested in the Company ; and such Notice 
shall, without any conveyance or assignment, operate to vest 
the said Section, and the inheritance thereof, and the Equip­
ment provided for the same, absolutely in the Company, its 
successors and assigns, subject only to the charge upon the 
same created under this Law in favour o f the First and Second 
Mortgage Bondholders.
12- — In the construction o f the said Lands Clauses Law, Construction of 
1872, as incorporated with this Law as aforesaid, the follow - clauses Law, 1872. 
ing words and expressions shall, except where the context
requires a different construction, have the meanings hereby 
assigned to them respectively : (that is to say)—
“ The Promoters”  shall, in relation to any portion o f the The Promoters. 
Extension until the same has been acquired by the Company 
under the Provisions of this Law, mean the Promoters as 
defined by this Law, and shall, in relation to any portion o f 
the Railway after the same has been acquired by the Com­
pany as aforesaid, mean the Company.
The “  Undertaking”  and “  the W orks”  shall include the Undertaking 
laying out, constructing, making, altering and maintaining, Worka 
the Extension and the W orks or Undertaking hy this Law 
authorised to be executed, and also the maintenance o f  the
The Jamaica Railway Company's Law . [Ch. 12.]
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Railway in good working order, and shall include the widening, 
draining, ballasting, improvement and addition o f stations and 
new sidings, as may be necessary from time to time on the 
Railway, and also the supplying the Railway with water.
“  The Railway” shall include both the present Railway and 
the Extension.
enter 13— With a view to the construction o f the Extensions it
shall he lawful for the Director o f Public Works from time to 
time, by writing under liis hand, to license and authorise any 
person or persons to enter on lands and make surveys, such 
license and authority shall authorise the person named therein 
to enter on lands with such assistants as lie may deem neces­
sary, and to do all things thereon necessary for making a 
survey o f a route for the Railway, subject only to the limita­
tions and conditions that apply to the Director o f  Public 
W orks when making a survey under the powers conferred 
by the Main Road Law, 1879, Amendment Law, 1887.
14— As soon as the Promoters have determined on the 
route, or any part thereof, to be taken by the said Extensions, 
or either o f  them, they shall cause plans, sections and draw­
ings, o f  the same to be prepared on a scale not smaller than, 
five chains to the inch horizontally, and fifty feet to the inch 
vertically, and shall deposit the same at the office o f  the Direc­
tor o f Public W orks; and i f  on examination the Director o f  
Public Works shall find that the same are in accordance with 
the said Agreement he shall sign the same in token o f  his 
approval, and the same shall thereupon remain in the office 
of the Director o f Public W orks, and shall be open to public 
inspection.
>ians 15— It shall be lawful for the Promoters at any time, with 
the approval o f the Director o f Public Works, to alter the 
said plans, sections and drawings, or to substitute others for 
them, and the altered or substituted plans, sections and draw­
ings shall, i f  approved and signed by the Director o f  Public 
Works as aforesaid, have the same force and effect as the 
original.
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16— It shall be lawful for the Promoters to lay and maintain 
the rails for the said Railway and to run trains over the 
Bridges which may be built by the Government across the 
Pencar, Dry, White, Buff Bay, Spanish, Swift and Rio Grande 
Rivers, in the Parishes of Saint Mary and Portland, in such 
manner as shall be approved by the Director o f Public Works, 
and so that the upper surface o f the rails be on a level with the 
roadway,
17 __The Company shall have the right to keep and maintain
their rails and to run their trains over the Bridge crossing the 
Rio Minho at May Pen, in the Parish of Clarendon, in the same 
way as has been the practice heretofore in the case of the Go­
vernment Bailway:— Provided that the Government will not 
be answerable to the Company in case the said Bridge should 
be destroyed, broken or carried away. The said Bridge shall 
be maintained and repaired at the joint expense o f the Go­
vernment and the Company.
18 — It shall be lawful for the Government, should they so 
think fit, to make use of the Bridge which may be built by the 
Promoters over the Wag Water River near Annotto Bay, in 
the Parish o f Saint Mary, for the purposes of the Main Road. 
The cost of flooring and adapting the Bridge for that purpose 
shall in such case he borne by the Government. Persons 
using such Bridge as part of the Main Road shall do so at 
their own risk, and shall have no claim for compensation in 
case of injury or damage sustained by them through any acci­
dent which may occur thereon.
19— In the case of the Bridges in the three preceding Sec­
tions mentioned the following Provisions shall apply:—
1. Gates shall be erected and maintained at each end of
each of the said Bridges, whereby access thereto shall 
at all times be cut off from either the road or the 
Railway, but never from both.
2. The Promoters shall provide gatekeepers who shall
have charge of the said gates, and shall open and 
close them as may be required.
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3. The gates shall be closed across the Railway at all
times except during the passage o f a train across the 
Bridge, and for ten minutes previous to the arrival o f 
any train at the Bridge.
4. The speed o f every train for one mile before entering
on i he Bridge shall not exceed ten miles an hour.
20—  The Director o f Public Works, or some other person 
appointed by the Governor in that behalf, shall, on behalf and 
in the name o f the Promoters, acquire for the Promoters such 
lands, not less in width than thirty feet in excess o f  what is 
actually required for any cutting or embankment, as may be 
required for laying the track of, and building the stations, 
sidings and workshops necessary for, the said Railway outside 
the limits o f the City o f Kingston and the Towns o f M ontege 
Bay and Port Antonio, and the cost o f such lands and o f  ac­
quiring the same shall be paid on the warrant o f the Governor 
out o f  the general Revenues o f the Island.
21—  The Certificate o f the Director o f  Public Works that
any land is required for the purposes o f the Railway shall be 
prime! fa cie  evidence that such land is so required within the 
meaning o f this .1 -aw Provided that such Certificate shall not
be given except under the circumstances following (that is 
to say):
(«.) W hen such land is required for the Permanent W orks 
o f the Railway, or for diversions o f  roads, streams 
or water courses, rendered necessary thereby ; ■
(A) When such land is required for the purpose o f  mak­
ing and providing stations or additional stations, 
yards, wharves, and places for the accommodation 
o f passengers, and for receiving, depositing, and 
loading or unloading goods or cattle to be conveyed 
upon the Railway, and for the erection o f wei«hine- 
machines, toll-houses, offices, warehouses, and other 
buildings and conveniences; and for the purpose o f 
constructing dams, tanks, reservoirs, conduits, and 
other works for intercepting, collecting, storing and 
conveying, water to and for the use o f the Railway.
[Ch . 12.] The Jamaica Railway Com pany's Law.
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(c.) When such land is required for the purpose of mak­
ing convenient roads or ways to the Railway, or any 
other purpose which may be convenient for the 
formation or use of the Railway.
I f  it shall he made to appear that any Certificate as afore­
said is given for any purpose other than as aforesaid, such 
Certificate shall be void.
22— When by this Law any Power is vested in, or duty cast 
upon, the Promoters to make or do anything, the same Power 
or duty shall be deemed to be vested in, or cast upon, the 
Company in relation to so much of the Railway as may have 
become vested in the Company.
23—  Subject to the Provisions and restrictions in this Law 
it shall be lawful for the Promoters, for the purpose of the 
Undertaking, to execute any of the following W orks; (that 
is to say):—
(1) They may make or construct, in, upon, across, under 
or over, any lands, or any streets, hills, valleys, roads, 
railroads or tramroads, rivers, canals, brooks, streams 
or other waters, within the lands described in the 
said Plans, or any correction thereof, such temporary 
or permanent inclined planes, tunnels, cuttings, 
embankments, aqueducts, bridges, roads, ways, pas­
sages, conduits, drains, piers, arches and fences, as 
they think proper;—
(2) They may erect and construct such houses, warehouses, 
offices, and other buildings, yards, stations, wharves, 
engines, machinery, apparatus, and other works and 
conveniences, as they think proper;—
(31 They may alter, temporarily or permanently, the 
course of any river, stream, gully, street or public 
road, and may make drains or conduits into, 
through or under, lands adjoining the Railway or 
any public road, for the purpose of conveying 
water away from or to the Railway; and they 
may dig and carry away gravel, stone, sand, earth
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or other materials, required, for the Works, out of" 
any lands, not being land on which is any house, 
yard, garden, provision ground, planted walk or 
avenue to a house; and generally they may do all 
things necessary for making, maintaining, altering,, 
repairing or using, the said Railways;
(4) They may, any time before the completion of any 
Railway, enter upon any lands, not being more than 
two hundred yards distant, from the centre of the 
Railway, and not being a garden, orchard or planta­
tion, attached or belonging to a house, or a park, 
planted walk, avenue or ground ornamentally plant­
ed, and not being nearer to the mansion-house of 
the owner o f any such lands than five hundred yards 
therefrom, and may occupy the said lands so long as 
may be necessary for the construction or repair o f 
that portion of the Railway, or of the accommoda­
tion Works connected therewith hereinafter men­
tioned, and to use the same for any of the following 
purposes; (that is to say,)
(а) For the purpose of taking earth or soil hv side 
cuttings therefrom ;
(б) For the purpose of depositing spoil thereon;
(c) For the purpose of obtaining materials therefrom 
for the construction or repair of the Railway or 
such accommodation Works as aforesaid ; or
(d) For the purpose o f making roads thereon to or 
from or by the side o f the Railway.
(5) They may take water from any river, stream, water­
course or lake, whenever they may deem it neces­
sary for the purpose o f the Railway; and for the 
purpose of conducting the water into any pipe, con­
duit or channel, to be laid down or constructed by 
them, they may erect any dam or any works in the 
bed of any such river, stream, water-course or lake*, 
as they may deem necessary for the purpose.
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(6) They may from time to time alter, repair or discon­
tinue, the before mentioned Works or any them, and 
substitute others in their stead; and
(7) They may do all other acts necessary for making, 
maintaining, altering or repairing, and using, the 
Railway:
Provided always that, in the exercise o f the Powers by this 
Law granted, the Promoters shall do as little damage as can be, 
and shall, subject to the Provisions of Section 20, make full 
satisfaction, to be ascertained and settled either by agreement 
or in the manner provided by the Lands Clauses Law, 1872, to 
all parties interested, for all damage by them sustained by 
reason of the exercise of such Powers:—
And in exercise of the Powers aforesaid it shall be lawful 
for the Promoters to deposit, and also to manufacture and work, 
upon such lands, materials o f every kind used in constructing 
the Railway, and also to dig and take from and out o f any 
such lands any clay, stone, gravel, sand, or other things that 
•may be found therein useful or proper for constructing the 
Railway, or any such roads as aforesaid, and for the purposes 
aforesaid to erect thereon workshops, sheds, and other build­
ings of a temporary nature ■:—
Provided also that no stone or slate quarry, brick-field or 
other like place, which at the time of t he passing of this Law 
shall be commonly worked or used for getting materials there­
from for the purpose o f selling or disposing o f the same, shall 
be taken or used by the Promoters, either wholly or in part, 
for any of the purposes lastly hereinbefore mentioned
Provided that, where lands out of which materials are taken, 
or in which drains are cut, are Savanna or ruinate or waste 
land, or uncultivated land, orthebedof a riveror gully, nothing 
■shall be paid by way of compensation or as the price of materials.
And Provided that when, under the Powers conferred by this 
Section, they take water from any river, stream, water-course 
or lake, the mere fact, of the diminution of water in any such 
•river, stream, water-course or lake as aforesaid, shall not o f
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Provided always that nothing in this Iiaw contained shall 
exempt the Promoters from an action for nuisance or other 
injury (if any) done in the exercise of the Powers hereinbefore 
given to the lands or habitations of any party other than the 
party whose lands shall be so taken or used for any of the 
purposes aforesaid.
24—  Where the said Railway shall cross any road, street, 
way, lane, or other public passage or place, on a level the 
upper surface o f the rails of such Railway, for the purpose of 
guiding the wheels o f the carriages thereupon, shall not rise 
above or sink below the level of such road, street, way, lane, 
or other public passage or place, more than one inch.
25— In making the Railway it shall not be lawful for the 
Promoters to deviate from the levels o f the Railway as given 
in the plans, sections and drawings, deposited as aforesaid, or 
any alteration thereof or substitution therefor approved as 
aforesaid, referred to as aforesaid and as marked on the same, 
to any extent exceeding in any place eight feet, without the 
previous consent in writing o f the owners and occupiers o f 
the land in which such deviation is intended to be made; or 
in case any Main or Parochial Road shall be affected by such 
deviation, then the same shall not be made without the like 
consent of the Director of Public Works.
26— Where in any place it is intended to carry the Railway 
on an arch or arches or other viaduct, as marked on the plans, 
sections or drawings aforesaid, the same shall be made accord­
ingly ; and where a tunnel is marked on the said plan or sec­
tion as intended to be made at any place, the same shall be 
made accordingly, unless the owners, lessees and occupiers, o f 
the land in which such tunnel is intended to be made shall 
consent that the same shall not be so made.
27—  It shall not be lawful for the Promoters to deviate from 
or alter the gradients, curves, tunnels, or other engineering
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■works described in the said plan or section, except within the tunnels, tn ., « • -  
following limits, and under the following conditions; (that is 
to say),—
Subject to the above Provisions in regard to altering 
levels, it shall be lawful for the Promoters to di­
minish the inclination or gradients o f the Kail way to 
any extent, and to increase the said inclination or 
gradients as follows,— (that is to say) in gradients of 
an inclination not exceeding one in a hundred, to 
any extent not exceeding ten feet per mile, or to 
any further extent which shall be certified by the 
Director of Public Works to be consistent with the pub­
lic safety and not prejudicial to the public interest, 
and in gradients of or exceeding the inclination of 
one in a hundred, to any extent not exceeding three 
feet per mile, or to any further extent which shall 
he so certified by the Director o f Public Works as 
aforesaid:— Provided always that no gradient shall 
exceed the inclination o f one in thirty.
It shall he lawful for the Promoters to diminish the ra­
dius of any curve described in the said plan to any 
extent which shall leave a radius of not less than 
three hundred and thirty feet.
It shall he lawful for the Promoters to make a tunnel, not 
marked on the said plan or section, instead of a cut­
ting, or a viaduct instead o f a solid embankment, i f  
authorized by such Certificate as aforesaid from the 
Director of Public Works.
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2 8 — It shall be lawful for the Promoters to deviate from the Deviations from
the line india 
on plans, &e.line delineated on the plans, drawings and sections, so deposited the 11116 mdioato4
as aforesaid, to a distance of one hundred yards from the said 
line:—Provided that no further deviation shall be made with­
out the consent of the Director o f Public Works.
29—The Promoters shall cause fences to be erected and Obligation'to nuka
and maintain
maintained on each side of the Railway, with such accommo- fences -with
, ,  . ,  .  I accommodationdation bridges, level crossings and other works, as may be works.
IS
A« to construction 
o f additional 
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required.
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crosses a‘ Public 
Road.
fixed by agreement with the owners o f lands at the time 
when the amount o f compensation to which they may Ik s  
entitled is being settled under the Lands Clauses Law, 1872.
Thereafter, i f  at any time the owner o f any land adjoining 
the Railway shall require any additional bridge, level cross­
ing or other accommodation work, heyond those fixed by 
agreement as aforesaid, the Promoters or the Company, as the 
case m a y  he, shall, on his entering into good and sufficient 
agreement to pay the entire cost of such work and o f its 
maintenance, construct such work, or permit it to he con­
structed according to designs and specifications to be approved 
by the Engineer of the Promoters or the Company, and to 
his satisfaction:— Provided always that it shall have been 
certified by the Director of Public Works that such bridge, 
level crossing or other accommodation work, will not tend to 
impede or interfere with the proper working o f the Railway, 
or to endanger the safety o f the trains.
30—  I f  any person wilfully obstruct any person acting 
under the authority o f the Promoters in the lawful exercise 
of their Powers in setting out the line of the Railway, or pull 
up or remove any poles or stakes driven into the ground for 
the purpose o f so setting out the line o f the Railway, or 
deface or destroy any marks made for the same purpose, he 
shall, on conviction thereof in a summary way before two Jus­
tices, forfeit a si n  n< 1 exceeding Five Pounds for every such 
offence.
31—  I f  the line of the Railway cross any Main or Parochial 
Road, then either such Road shall be carried over the Rail wav, 
or the Railway shall be carried over such Road, by means of a 
Bridge, of the height and width and with the ascent or des­
cent by this Law in that behalf provided; and such Bridge, 
with the immediate approaches, and all other necessary works 
connected therewith, shall be executed by the Promoters, and 
at all times thereafter maintained by and at the expense o f  
the Company :— Provided always that, with the consent o f the 
Director of Public Works, it shall be lawful for the Promo­
ters or the Company to carry the Railway across any such 
road as aforesaid on the level.
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32— I f  the Railway cross any Road as aforesaid on a level, the 
Promoters shall erect, and at all times maintain, good and suf­
ficient gates and turnstyles for foot passengers across such road, 
on each side of the Railway, where the same shall communicate 
therewith,and a gatekeeper’s house, and shall employ proper 
persons to open and shut such gates ; and such gates shall be 
kept constantly closed across such Road on both sides of the 
Railway except during the time when horses, cattle, carts or 
carriages, passing along the same shall have to cross such Rail­
way ; and the person entrusted with the care of such gates shall 
cause the same to be closed as soon as such horses, cattle, 
carts or carriages, shall have passed through the same, under 
a penalty of forty shillings for every default therein : —
Provided always that it shall he lawful for the Director of 
Public Works, in any case in whichhe is satisfied that itwill be 
equally conducive to the public safety that the gates on any 
level crossing over any such Road should be kept open to 
the Road, at the instance of the Company to grant permission 
that such gates shall be so kept open instead o f closed across 
the Road, and in such case such gates shall be kept constantly 
open to the Road except when engines or carriages passing 
along the Railway shall have occasion to cross such Road, in the 
same manner and under the like penalty as above directed with 
respect to the gates being kept closed across the road.
33— It shall be lawful for the Governor in Privy Council to 
authorise the Promoters or the Company to lay their rails 
along the Streets of Montego Bay and Port Antonio, and to run 
locomotive engines and trains over the same so as to connect 
their Station with the seashore:—Provided always that in giving 
such authority the Governor in Privy Council may lay down 
such Rules for the use of the said Streets by the Company as 
the Governor in Privy Council may see fit, and may fix a pe­
nalty or penalties not exceeding fifty pounds to be paid by 
the Company in case of an infraction of the said Rules, or 
any of them.
84—Every Bridge to he erected for the purpose of carrying 
the Railway over any Road shall be built in conformity with 
the following Regulations; (that is to say),
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Regulations as to 
Bridges over 
Roads.
The width o f the arch shall be such as to leave thereun­
der a clear space o f not less than twenty feet i f  over & 
Public carriage Hoad, and o f  twelve feet i f  over a pri­
vate carriage Road, and o f not less than eight feet i f  
over a bridle Road :
The clear height o f  the arch from  the surface o f  the Road 
shall not be less than twelve feet for a space o f  ten 
feet i f  the arch be over a Public carriage Road, and the 
clear height at the springing o f the arch shall not be 
less than ten fe e t :
The descent made in the Road in order to carry the same 
under the Bridge shall not be more than one foot in 
twenty feet i f  over a Public carriage Road, and one foot 
in sixteen feet i f  over a private carriage Road :— Pro­
vided always that i f  the inclination o f  the existing 
Road be steeper than abovementioned it shall be law­
ful to adopt a gradient o f  equal steepness in the new 
Road.
35— Every Bridge erected for carrying any Road over the 
Railway shall he built in conform ity with the follow ing R e­
gulations ; (that is to say,)—
There shall be a good and sufficient fence on each side o f 
the Bridge o f  not less height than four feet, and on 
each side o f  the immediate approaches o f  such Bridge 
o f not less than three fe e t :
The Road over the Bridge shall have a clear space between 
the fences thereof o f  twenty feet i f  a Public carriage 
Road, and twelve feet i f  a private Road :
The ascent shall not be more than one in twenty feet i f  the 
Road he a Public carriage Road, not being a Tramroad or 
Railroad, or i f  the same be a Tramroad or Railroad the 
ascent shall not be greater than as it, existed at the pass­
ing o f this L a w :— Provided always that i f  the inclina­
tion o f  the existing Road he steeper than abovemen­
tioned, it shall be lawful to adopt a gradient o f  equal 
steepness in the new Road.
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36— If, in the exercise of the Powers by this Law granted, 
it be found necessary to cross, cut through, raise, sink or use, 
any part of any Eoad, whether carriage Road, horse Road, Tram- 
road or Railway, either public or private, so as to render it 
impossible for or dangerous or extraordinarily inconvenient to 
passengers or carriages, or to the persons entitled to the use 
thereof, the Promoters shall, before the commencement o f any 
such operations, cause a sufficient Road to be made instead of 
the Road to be interfered with, and shall at their own expence 
maintain such substituted Road in a state as convenient for 
passengers and carriages as the Road so interfered with, or as 
nearly so as may be.
37— I f  the Promoters do not cause another sufficient Road 
to be so made before they interfere with any such existing Road 
as aforesaid, they shall forfeit twenty pounds for every day 
during which such substituted Road shall not be made after 
the existing Road shall have been interrupted; and every such 
penalty shall be recoverable, with costs, by action of debt in 
the Supreme Court, by the Director o f Public Works in the 
case of any Main Road, the Parochial Board of the Parish in 
the case of any Parochial Road, and by the owner o f any private 
Road.
38— If any person omit to shut and fasten any gate set up 
at either side of the Railway for the accommodation' of the 
owners or occupiers of the adjoining lands, as soon as he, and 
the carriage, cattle or other animals, under his care, have 
passed through the same, he shall forfeit for every such offence 
any sum not exceeding forty shillings.
39— It shall be lawful for the Promoters to use and employ on 
the Railway locomotive steam engines or other moving power, 
and carriages and waggons to be drawn or propelled thereby, 
and it shall be lawful for the Company to carry and convey 
upon the Railway all such passengers and goods as shall be 
offered to them for that purpose, and to make such reasonable 
charges in respect thereof as they may from time to time de­
termine upon, not exceeding the tolls by the said Agreement 
authorized to be taken by them.
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40— Nothing in this Law contained shall extend to charge 
or make liable the Company further or in any other case than 
where, according to the Laws of this Island, Stage Coach pro­
prietors and Common Carriers would he liable, nor shall ex­
tend in any degree to deprive the Company o f any protection 
or privilege which Common Carriers or Stage Coach proprie­
tors may be entitled t o ; hut, on the contrary, the Company 
shall at all times he entitled to the benefit of every such pro­
tection and privilege.
41—  The Promoters shall cause the length o f the Railway
i to he measured, and milestones, posts, or other conspicuous 
8 objects, to he set up and maintained along the whole line 
thereof, at the distance o f one quarter of a mile from each 
other, with numbers or marks inscribed thereon denoting 
such distances.
M ortgage Bonds Generally.
42— All Mortgage Bonds of the Company (whether First or 
Second Mortgage) issued under this Law shall be distinguished 
by a number, and shall be for one hundred pounds or some 
multiple o f one hundred pounds.
Books shall he opened and kept by the Company applicable 
respectively to each such class of Bonds.
The Book aforesaid applicable to First Mortgage Bonds shall 
be styled the “  Register o f First Mortgage Bonds,”  and shall 
be kept by an agent o f the Company appointed for the pur­
pose, at such place in the City o f London as shall be from time 
to time approved by the Trustees for the First Mortgage Bond­
holders.
The Book applicable to Second Mortgage Bondholders shall 
be styled the “ Register o f Second Mortgage Bonds,”  and 
shall he kept at such place as may from time to time be 
appointed by the Governor.
In the appropriate Register aforesaid shall be recorded, at 
the time o f issuing any Bond, the number and date o f such 
Bond, and the sum secured thereby, and the name o f the 
allottee thereof, with his proper address and addition, and
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whether such Bond is made payable to the Bearer thereof or 
to the Registered Holder only.
Every Bond shall, at the option of the allottee thereof, be 
made payable either to the Bearer thereof or to the Registered 
Holder. A Bond payable to Bearer shall be transferable by 
delivery. A Bond payable to the Registered Holder shall pass 
only by deed of transfer duly registered in the Register ap­
plicable to a Bond of its class.
It shall he lawful at any time for the holder of any Bond 
to Bearer, on production of such Bond, to have such Bond 
made payable to the Registered Holder thereof, and to have 
himself or his nominee registered as the holder thereof, and 
on such Registration taking place, and an endorsement to that 
effect, being made on the Bond, the Bond shall become a Bond 
payable to the Registered Holder, and liable to all the inci­
dents of such a Bond.
It shall also be lawful for the Registered Holder of a Bond 
payable to the Registered Holder to transfer the Bond to 
Bearer, and on such Transfer being registered as aforesaid, and 
an endorsement to that effect being made on the Bond, the 
Bond shall become a Bond to Bearer and liable to all the in­
cidents of such a Bond.
43— Coupons for the interest payable on any Bond shall be 
attached to such Bond.
Payment of any interest due may be made by the Company 
to any person presenting the Coupon, whether the Bond to 
which it belongs be payable to Bearer or to the Registered 
Holder, and payment so made shall effectually discharge and 
exonerate the Company from such interest. It shall be lawfu 
nevertheless for the Company to require production of the 
Bond and, in case the same is payable to the Registered 
Holder, evidence as to the title of the person producing the 
same.
44— The Provisions of this Law hereinafter contained rela­
tive to the Transfer and transmission of Stock shall apply 
mutatis mutandis to the Transfer and transmission of Mort­
gage Bonds payable to the Registered Holders.
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45—  The respective obligees o f such Bonds as aforesaid 
shall, subject to the Provisions hereinafter contained with 
reference to the Redemption o f Bonds by periodical drawings or 
otherwise, be entitled to be paid proportionately according to 
the amount o f the monies secured thereby, out o f  the tolls, earn­
ings or other property or effects o f  the Company, the respec­
tive sums in such Bonds mentioned and thereby intended to 
be secured, without any preference one above another by rea­
son o f priority o f date o f any such Bond or otherwise how­
soever :— Provided that nothing herein contained shall entitle 
a Second Mortgage Bondholder to receive anything until 
provision has been made for payment in fu ll o f all sums due 
and payable on all Pirst Mortgage Bonds.
46—  The interest due upon any Mortgage Bond shall be 
paid at the periods and places appointed in such Bond, and, 
i f  no period be appointed, half-yearly, to the several parties 
entitled thereto, and in preference to any dividends payable 
to the Stockholders o f the Company.
F irst M ortgage Bonds.
47—  It shall be lawful for the Company to execute its First 
Mortgage Bonds to the amount hereinbefore provided, and to 
del iver them to such persons as may be agreed upon between 
the Governor and the Promoters, upon trust to hold the same 
until issue, and to issue the same from  time to time in ac­
cordance with the said Provisions o f the said Agreement, and 
not otherwise; and no such Bond shall be valid to bind the 
Company unless it bears the Certificate o f  the Trustees, or the 
major part o f them, that it has been issued by them in ac­
cordance with the terms o f  the said Agreement.
48—  A ll money borrowed or to he borrowed by the Company- 
on First Mortgage Bonds, under the Provisions o f  this Law, 
shall be devoted to the purposes set forth in the said Agreement, 
and not otherwise; and such Bonds shall have priority against 
the Company, and the property hereinafter mentioned from time 
to time o f the Company, over all other claims on account o f  
any Debts incurred or engagements entered into by the Com­
pany, excepting only claims o f the Attorney General under S ec -
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tion 148 o f this Law Provided always that nothing herein con­
tained shall affect any claim for land taken, used or occupied, by 
the Company for the purposes o f the Company, or injuriously 
affected by the construction thereof, or by the exercise o f any 
powers conferred on the Company.
49—In order more effectually to give effect to the lien or 
charge intended to bo conferred by the preceding Section, the 
Company shall, as soon as three Trustees shall have been ap­
pointed for the purpose by the allottees o f the first issue o f 
Bonds, covenant with such Trustees, for and on behalf of 
all the First Mortgage Bondholders, duly to pay the prin­
cipal and interest secured by the Bonds at the times appointed 
for payment thereof respectively, and also to pay to the said 
Trustees at the end o f  Five years from the date o f the first 
issue o f the said Bonds, and at the end o f every year there­
after, such sums as by the said Agreement the Company is to 
pay for the purpose o f the Redemption o f the said Bonds, and 
further to use due diligence to keep up the Line and the W orks 
and the rolling stock in good order and condition, so that con­
tinuous communication may be had along the whole Lino, 
and so that trains may be run with safety at the speed 
o f  fifteen miles an hour, or at such greater speed as 
under the traffic arrangements o f the Company is attained 
by their trains. And for properly securing the performance 
o f  the said Covenants the Company shall convey to the said 
Trustees, as well the present Railway as the contemplated 
Extensions thereof, as and from the time that the same or any 
portion thereof shall be acquired by the Company under the 
Provisions o f the said Agreement, together with all rolling 
stock and other property thereon or used therewith, and all 
lands, bridges, viaducts, workshops, tools, appliances and 
stores, and other property connected therewith or belonging 
thereto, in trust, until default shall be made by the Company 
to the extent hereinafter stated in observance o f the Covenants 
aforesaid or either o f them, to allow the Company to possess and 
enjoy the same, and with power to the Trustees, on theCompany 
making default in observance o f either o f  the Covenants afore­
said (and such default as to the payment o f  monies cove-
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nanted to be paid continuing for a period exceeding one year, 
or sucb default as to keeping in good order and condition 
after the attention o f  the Company has been called to 
same by the Trustees, for a period exceeding three months), 
to call upon the Governor o f  Jamaica to assume and take 
possession o f the Railway and property assigned, and to work 
the same for the benefit o f all concerned until the Company 
shall be no longer in default; and with further power to the 
Trustees, in case the Governor, being called upon as aforesaid 
shall decline to interfere, themselves to assume and take pos­
session as aforesaid. And on the Governor, at the request o f 
the Trustees as aforesaid, or on the Trustees themselves, taking 
over and working the Railway as aforesaid, the Trustees shall 
so long as the Government or the Trustees remain in such 
possession, at least once in every year, by advertisement to 
be published in two London newspapers, convene a meeting 
o f  the Bondholders in the City o f London for the purpose o f  
considering and discussing the future prospects o f the Under­
taking ; and i f  at any sucb meeting duly convened after such 
advertisement as aforesaid, there be present, in person or by 
proxy, Bondholders representing at least one-third o f  the 
whole o f the Bonds issued, and it be determined by a majority 
o f those present, in person or by proxy, (such majority repre­
senting not less than one-third o f  the Bonds as aforesaid) to 
present a Petition to the Supreme Court o f  Jamaica to wind 
up the Company, the Trustees shall present such Petition ac­
cordingly.
50— The covenants entered into and assignment made as 
aforesaid shall be.deemed to be a compliance on the part o f  
the Company with the requirements o f  Article 20 of the said 
Agreement.
51—  The said First Mortgage Bonds shall be in such Form 
as shall be agreeable with the Provisions o f  this Law.
52 In the event o f  the Governor at the request o f  the 
Trustees for the Bondholders, or o f  the said Trustees, entering 
and taking possession o f  the Railway and other mortgaged 
property, it shall be lawful for the Officer or person appointed 
by the Governor for that purpose or for the Trustees (as the
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case may be), by his or their Superintendents, Managers,
Receivers or Agents, to work the said Railway, and conduct 
the business thereof, in as full and ample a manner as the 
Company is by this or any other Law authorized to do, and to 
make all necessary repairs and replacements, and to collect all 
tolls, freights, rents, income, issues and profits, o f the Rail­
way and every part thereof, and after deducting the expense 
of working the said Railway and conducting the business there­
of, and the cost of all repairs and replacements, all payments 
which may be made for rent, taxes and assessments, as well as 
a just compensation for their own services, to apply the monies 
arising as aforesaid to the payment of the interest on the said 
First Mortgage Bonds, in the order in which such interest shall 
have become or shall, after such entry and taking possession as 
aforesaid, become due, rateably to theseveral persons holding the 
coupons evidencing the right to such interest, and next in pay­
ment of all monies agreed to be paid to the said Trustees for 
the purpose of Redemption of the said Bonds ; and after pay­
ment of all interest which shall have become due on the said 
First Mortgage Bonds, and all monies payable for the purpose 
o f Redemption as aforesaid, to apply any balance in payment 
o f the interest due to the holders o f the Second Mortgage 
Bonds :—Provided that neither the Governor nor the said Trus­
tees entering and taking possession as aforesaid shall be entitled 
to retain such possession as against the Company when the 
Company is no longer in default to the First Mortgage Bond 
holders, or the Trustees as aforesaid.
53- -It shall be lawful for the Trustees for the Bondholders Pettion by T ra ­
in the cases mentioned in Article 20 of the said Agreement, to company.”* ”P ^  
petition the Supreme Court to wind up the Company ; and if it 
shall be made to appear to the said Court—
(a.) that the default mentioned in the said Article occur­
red and continued as therein mentioned,—
(6.) that the Trustees for the Bondholders thereupon call- 
ed upon the Governor to assume and take possession 
of the Railway and property assigned, and that the Go­
vernor thereupon assumed and took possession ac­
cordingly, or that on the Governor declining to inter-'
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fere the Trustees assumed and took possession them­
selves,— and
(c.) that at a Meeting o f the Bondholders duly convened 
in the City o f London, after advertisement published 
in two London newspapers, there were present Bond­
holders representing one-third o f the whole o f the 
Bonds issued, and that at such Meeting it was deter­
mined by a majority o f those present in person or 
by proxy (such majority representing not less than 
one-third o f the Bonds as aforesaid) to present a 
Petition to wind up the Company;
the Court shall make a Decree accordingly.
Court to give effect 54—The Supreme Court, and every Judge thereof, shall "ive
to provisions o f 1 ■ . . .  0 < o
Agreement and full power and effect to any Provision in the said Agreement 
First Mortgage  ^ . . . . - *
Bonds and con- and to any Provision inserted in such ± irst Mortgage Bonds as
veyance m Trust. aforesaidj 0r in any conveyance in Trust to secure the same 
made in pursuance o f the said Agreement, for enforcing the 
rights o f the Bondholders or their Trustees, or o f the Govern­
ment o f the Island, in the event o f the default mentioned in 
the said Agreement being made by the Company in the ob­
servance o f the Covenants which under the said Agreement 
are required to be made by the Company with the Bond­
holders.
Second M ortgage Bonds.
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Payment of in- 55— The interest on the Second Mortgage Bonds issued bv the
torest on Second , , ,  „  . . J
Mortgage Bonds. Company under the Provisions o f this Law, at the rate
mentioned in the said Agreement, shall be paid out o f the 
profits o f each half-year before any dividend is paid on 
the Stock o f the Company; but i f  in any year ending on such 
day as may be agreed on between the Governor and the Com­
pany, or if no such day is agreed on then on the 31st Decem­
ber, there are no profits available for the payment o f the full 
amount o f interest on the said Bonds for such half year, no 
part o f the deficiency shall be made good out o f the profits o f  
any subsequent half-year, or out o f  any other funds o f the 
Company.
20
56— The Second Mortgage Bonds, with, the interest pay­
able thereon as aforesaid, shall by force o f this Law be a 
charge on all the property o f the Company assigned to 
Trustees for the First Mortgage Bondholders, as hereinbefore 
provided, to the same extent as, but second only to, the First 
Morto’age Bonds issued under the Provisions o f this Law ; but 
the holders o f such Second Mortgage Bonds shall not, as be­
tween themselves, be entitled to any preference or priority.
57__At the end o f any year in which the full interest shall
not have been paid to the Second Mortgage Bondholders, it 
shall be lawful for any Second Mortgage Bondholder, suing 
on behalf o f himself and the other Second Mortgage Bond­
holders, to bring an Action in the Supreme Court against the 
Company ; and if in such Action it be made to appear that, on a 
proper account being taken of the transactions and earnings 
o f the Company, a larger net profit was earned by the Com­
pany, after paying all prior charges properly payable thereout, 
than was divided by the Company among the Second Mortgage 
Bondholders, the Plaintiff shall be entitled to Judgment 
against the Company for the amount of the difference between 
the amount paid (if any) as interest for such half year and 
the amount properly payable:— Provided that it shall not be 
lawful for the Company to make any payment in satisfac­
tion or part satisfaction of any such Judgment that would in 
the year in which the same is made, or in any subsequent year, 
prevent the Company from paying the full interest payable 
on the Second Mortgage Bonds for that year.
As to the Stock of the Compact.
58— The Company shall from time to time allot to the Pro­
moters Stock of the Company, in pursuance o f the terms of 
Article 17 o f the said Agreement, as Sections of the Extension 
are completed and added to the present Railway.
59— It shall be lawful for the Company from time to time, 
with the consent o f three fifths o f the votes o f the Stockholders 
entitled to vote in that behalf at Meetings of the Company, 
present (personally or by proxy) at a Meeting o f the Company 
specially convened for the purpose, to raise any sum or sums
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Ijy issue o f  new Stock; on its being determined to issue ■ 
such Stock as aforesaid, the Company may from  time to time 
dispose o f  the same at such tinaes, to such persons, on such 
terms and conditions, and in  such manner, as the Directors 
think advantageous to the Company.
stock  is personalty. g o — The Stock o f  the Company shall he personal estate and
transmissible as such, and shall not be o f  the nature o f  real 
estate.
Stockholders of the 61— Every person who, under the Provisions o f  this Law or
C om pany. 0 f  any R a w  that may he passed in amendment o f  the sam e,.
shall become entitled to a share in the Stock o f the Company, 
and whose name shall have been entered on the Register o f  
Stockholders hereinafter mentioned, shall he deemed a Stock­
holder o f  the Company.
The Register o f 62— The Company shall keep a book to he called “  The
Stockholders. Register o f  Stockholders,”  and in such hook shall be fairly and 
distinctly entered, from  time to time, the names and additions - 
o f  the several persons entitled to Stock o f the Company, with 
the amount o f  the interest therein possessed by them respec­
tively, and the surnames o f  the said Stockholders shall he 
placed in alphabetical order; and such book shall be authen­
ticated by the Common Seal o f  the Company being affixed 
thereto; and such authentication shall take place at the first 
Ordinary Meeting, or at the next subsequent Meeting o f  the 
Company, and so from  time to time at each Ordinary Meeting 
o f the Company.
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Stockholders’ 63— In  addition to the said “  Register o f  Stockholders,”  the
.AddressBook. Company shall provide a Book, to he called the “  Stockholders’
Address Book,”  in which the Secretary shall from  time to time 
enter in alphabetical order the corporate names and places o f  
business o f  the several Stockholders o f  the Company being 
Corporations, and the surnames o f  the several other Stock­
holders with their respective Christian names, places o f  abode 
and descriptions, so far as the same shall be known to the 
Com pany; and every Stockholder, or any person duly au­
thorised by him for the purpose, may at all convenient times 
peruse such books gratis, and may require a copy thereof or
o f any part thereof; and for every hundred words so required 
to be copied the Company may demand a sum not exceeding 
sixpence.
64—On demand of the holder of any portion of the Stock of 
the Company, the Company shall cause a. Certificate of the stock, 
proprietorship of such Stock to be delivered to such Stock­
holder; and such Certificate shall have the Common Seal of 
the Company affixed thereto; and such Certificate shall specify 
the amount of Stock of the Company to which such Stock­
holder is entitled; and the same may be according to the Form Schedule, F orm  B . 
in the Schedule B to this Law annexed, or to the like effect; 
and for such Certificate the Company may demand any sum 
not exceeding two shillings and sixpence.
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6 5 __The said Certificate shall be admitted in all Courts as its effect aeevidenoe
m  Court.
prima facie evidence of the title of such Stockholder, his 
executors, administrators, successors or assigns, to the amount 
o f Stock therein specified; nevertheless the want of such Cer­
tificate shall not prevent the holder of any Stock from dispos­
ing thereof.
6 6 — I f  any such Certificate be worn out or damaged, then, Substituted Certi- 
upon the same being produced at some meeting of the Direc­
tors, such Directors may order the same to be cancelled; and 
thereupon another similar Certificate shall be given to the
party in whom the property of such Certificate, and o f the 
share therein mentioned, shall be at the time vested; or if 
such Certificate be lost or destroyed, then, upon proof thereof 
to the satistaction of the Directors, a similar Certificate shall 
be given to the party entitled to the Certificate so lost or 
destroyed; and in either case a due entry of the substituted 
Certificate shall be made by the Secretary in the Register of 
Shareholders; and for every such Certificate so given or ex­
changed the Company may demand a sum not exceeding two 
shillings and sixpence.
67— Subject to the Regulations herein contained, every Transfer of stoek. 
Stockholder may sell and transfer all or any part of his
interest in the Stock of the Company; and every such Transfer 
shall be by deed duly stamped, and such deed may be accord-
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ins to the Form in the Schedule C to this Law annexed, or to. 
the like effect.
68—  No transfer o f any Stock or Bond shall be registered' 
in any o f  the Registers o f Transfers o f  the Company unless 
the Deed o f  Transfer is duly stamped in accordance with the- 
Laws o f  this Island; and i f  the Secretary o f the Company 
register or allow to be registered any Transfer as aforesaid, 
without the Deed being duly stamped as aforesaid, he shall 
for every such offence forfeit and pay a sum not less than 
Ten and not exceeding F ifty Pounds.
69—  The said Deed o f  Transfer (when duly executed) shall 
be delivered to the Secretary, and he kept by him ; and the 
Secretary shall enter a Memorial thereof in a hook to he 
called the “ Register o f  Transfers,”  and shall endorse such 
entry on the Deed o f  Transfer, and shall, on demand, deliver 
a new Certificate to the purchaser ; and for every such entry 
together with such endorsement and Certificate, the Company 
may demand any sum not exceeding two shillings aud six­
pence ; and on the request o f  the purchaser o f  any Stock an 
endorsement o f  such Transfer shall be made on the Certificate 
o f such Stock, instead o f  a new Certificate being granted; and 
such endorsement, being signed by the Secretary, shall he 
considered in every respect the same as a new Certificate; and 
until such Transfer has been so delivered to the Secretary as 
aforesaid, the vendor o f  the Stock shall continue liable as a 
Stockholder o f  the Company, and the purchaser o f  the Stock 
shall not be entitled to receive any share o f  the profits o f  the- 
undertaking, or to vote in respect o f  such Stock.
70— It shall be lawful for the Directors to close the Regis­
ter o f  Transfers for a period not exceeding fourteen days pre­
vious to each Ordinary Meeting, and they may fix a day for 
the closing o f the same, o f  which seven days notice shall be 
given by advertisement in some newspaper as after mentioned s 
and any Transfer made during the time when the Transfer 
Books are so closed shall, as between the Company and the 
party claiming under the same, but not otherwise, be consi­
dered as made subsequently to such Ordinary Meeting.
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71— I f  the interest in any Stock shall have become trans- Transmission of" I Stock by death or
mitted in consequence o f the death or bankruptcy or insol- otherwise than by
vency o f any Stockholder, or in consequence o f the marriage o f 
a female Stockholder, or by any other lawful means than by a 
transfer according to the Provisions o f this Law, such trans­
mission shall he authenticated by a Declaration in writing as 
hereinafter mentioned, or in such other manner as the Direc­
tors shall require ; and every such Declaration shall state the 
manner in which and the party to whom such Stock shall have 
been so transmitted, and shall be made and signed by some 
credible person before a Justice o f the Peace or Notary Pub­
lic ; and such Declaration shall be left with the Secretary, 
and thereupon he shall enter the name o f the person entitled 
under such transmission in the Register o f Stockholders ; and 
for every such entry the Company may demand any sum not 
exceeding five shillings ; and until such transmission have been 
so authenticated no person claiming by virtue o f  such trans­
mission shall be entitled to receive any share o f the profits o f 
the undertaking, or to vote in respect o f  any such Stock as 
the holder thereof.
What evidence o f  
transmission by 
Marriage, W ill o r  
Letter of Ad­
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72—  I f  such transmission be by virtue o f the marriage o f 
a female Stockholder, the said Declaration shall contain a 
copy o f the Register o f such marriage, or other particulars o f 
the celebration thereof, and shall declare the identity o f the 
wife with the holder o f such Stock; and i f  such transmission 
have taken place by virtue o f any testamentary instrument, 
or by intestacy, the probate o f the W ill or the Letters o f 
Administration, or an Official Extract therefrom, shall, together 
with such Declaration, be produced to the Secretary; and upon 
such production in either o f the cases aforesaid the Secretary ' 
shall make an entry o f  the Declaration in the said Register o f 
Transfers.
73—  The Company shall not be bound to see to the execu- Company n®t 
tion o f any Trust, whether express, implied or constructive, T f^s^mther 
to which any o f its Stock may be subject; and the receipt o f N'oUce"without 
the party in whose name any such Stock shall stand in the
books o f the Company, or, i f  it stands in the names o f more 
parties than one, the receipt o f one o f the parties named in
the Register o f Stockholders, shall from time to time be a 
sufficient discharge to the Company for any dividend or other 
sum of money payable in respect of such Stock, notwithstand­
ing any Trusts to which such Stock may then he subject, and 
whether or not the'Company have had notice o f such Trust; 
and the Company shall not he bound to see to the application 
o f the money paid upon such receipt.
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74— It shall in no case he lawful for the Company to divide 
profits at a rate exceeding ten per cent, per annum on the 
Stock o f the Company, unless for every one per cent, per an­
num so divided in excess o f ten per cent, a reduction has been 
made in the fares and tolls chargeable on the Railway equal 
to five per cent, on the fares and tolls previously chargeable.
M anagement of A ffairs of Company by  D irectors.
Directors of 
-Company—their 
duty and powers, 
•and how controlled.
75— The management and superintendence o f the affairs o f  
the Company shall be vested in the Directors, who may law­
fully exercise all the Powers o f the Company, except as to such 
matters ns are directed by thisLawto be transacted by a General 
Meeting o f the Company, hut all the Powers so to be exercised 
shall be exercised in accordance with and subject to the Pro­
visions o f this Law ; and the exercise o f all such Powers shall 
he subject also to the control and regulation o f any General 
Meeting specially convened for the purpose, but not so as to 
render invalid any act done by the Directors prior to any 
Resolution passed by such General Meeting.
what powers o f 76— Except as otherwise provided by this Law, the follow -
beee iS d m m,1!t ing Powers o f the Company (that is to say), the choice and 
General Meeting, removal o f the Directors, except as hereinafter mentioned, 
the choice o f Auditors, the determination as to the remunera­
tion o f the Directors, Auditors, Treasurer and Secretary, the 
determination as to the raising o f  any sum or sums o f money 
by the issue o f new Stock, and the declaration o f  dividends, 
shall be exercised only at a General Meeting o f the Company.
Meetings of 77— The Directors shall hold meetings at such times as they
shall appoint for the purpose, and they may meet and adjourn, 
as they think proper, from time to time, and from place to
place ; and at any time any two of the Directors may require 
the Secretary to call a meeting of the Directors, and in order 
to constitute a meeting o f Directors there shall he present at 
the least three Directors; and all .questions at any such meet­
ing shall, except as may be herein provided, be determined by 
the majority of votes of the Directors present, and in case of 
an equal division of votes the Chairman shall have a casting 
vote in addition to his vote as one o f the Directors.
7 8 — At the first meeting of Directors held after the passing Chairman and
. . .  Vice-Chairman o f
o f this Law, and at the first meeting of the Directors field Directors, 
after each annual appointment of Directors, the Directors 
present at such meeting shall choose one of the Directors to 
act as Chairman o f the Directors for the year following such 
choice, and shall also, if they think fit, choose another 
Director to act as Deputy Chairman for the same period ; and 
if  the Chairman or Deputy Chairman die or resign, or cease 
to be a Director, or otherwise become disqualified to act, the 
Directors present at the meeting next after the occurrence of 
such vacancy shall choose some other of the Directors to fill 
such vacancy; and every such Chairman or Deputy Chair­
man so elected as last aforesaid shall continue in office so 
long only as the person in whose place he may be so elected " 
would have been entitled to continue if such death, resig­
nation, removal or disqualification, had not happened.
7 9 — If at any meeting of the Directors neither the Chair- Choice of chairman
- . of the meeting
man nor Deputy Chairman be present, the Directors present when Chairman 
shall choose some one of their number to be Chairman of abseIt?*Chainn,n 
such meeting. • -
80— It shall be lawful for the Directors to appoint one or Select Committees.
• of Directors.more Committees, consisting o f such number of Directors as 
they may think fit, and they may grant to such Committees 
respectively power, on behalf of the Company, to do any acts 
relating to the affairs of the Company which the Directors 
could lawfully do, and which they shall from time to time 
think proper to entrust to them.
8  L— The said Committees may meet from time to time, and Meetings of 
may adjourn from place to place, as they think proper for Commlt
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carrying into effect the purposes of their appointment: and 
no such Committee shall exercise the powers entrusted to them 
except at a meeting at which there shall be present such 
quorum as may be prescribed by the Directors appointing 
such Committee; and at all meetings of the Committees one 
of the members present shall be appointed Chairman; and all 
questions at any meeting of the Committee shall be deter­
mined by a majority of votes of the members present, and in 
case of an equal division o f votes the Chairman shall have a 
casting vote in addition to his vote as a member o f the Com­
mittee.
82— No contract for goods or stores in excess of one hundred 
pounds shall be binding on the Company, and no salary in ex­
cess of that amount shall he granted, except with the concur­
rence of the Government Director appointed as hereinafter 
provided:—Provided that in the event of the Government 
Director refusing his concurrence in any such proposal, the 
Company shall have the right of Appeal to the Governor in 
Privy Council.
The Government Director shall have the right to see and 
examine all books, papers, accounts, vouchers and invoices o f 
the Company, and any Clerk or other Officer o f the Company 
preventing or attempting to prevent the said Government Di­
rector from seeing or examining the same or any of them shall 
he liable to a penalty of Fifty Pounds.
83— The power which may be granted to any such Com­
mittee to make contracts, as well as the power of the Direc­
tors to make contracts, oh behalf of the Company, may law­
fully, subject to the Provisions of the preceding Section, be 
exercised as follows; (that is to say,)—
With respect to any contract which if  made between 
private persons would be by law required to be in 
writing and under seal, such Committee or the Di­
rectors may make such contract on behalf o f the 
Company in writing and under the common seal o f 
the Company, and in the same manner may vary or 
discharge the same.
[Ch. 12.] The Jamaica 'Railway Company's Law.
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W ith respect to any contract which i f  made between 
private persons would be by law required to be in 
writing and signed by the parties to be charged there­
with, then such Committee or the Directors may 
make such contract on behalf o f the Company in 
writing signed by such Committee or any two o f 
the Directors, and in the same manner may vary or 
discharge the same.
With respect to any Contract which i f  made between 
private persons would by Law be valid although 
made by parol only and not reduced into writing, 
such Committee or the Directors may make such 
Contract on behalf o f the Company by parol only, 
without writing, and in the same manner may vary 
or discharge the same.
And all Contracts made according to the Provisions herein 
-contained shall be effectual in Law, and shall be binding upon 
the Company and their Successors, and all other parties there­
to, their heirs. Executors or Administrators, as the case may 
be ; and on any default in the execution o f any such Contract, 
cither by the Company or any other party thereto, such 
-actions or suits may be brought, either by or against the 
■Company, as might be brought had the same Contracts been 
made between private persons only.
81—The Directors shall cause notes, minutes or copies, as 
the case may require, o f  all appointments made or Contracts 
entered into by the Directors, and o f the orders and proceed­
ings o f all Meetings o f the Company, and o f the Directors and 
■ Committees o f Directors, to be duly entered in books, to be 
from time to time provided for the purpose, which shall be 
kept under the superintendence o f the Directors ; and every 
such entry shall be signed by the Chairman o f such Meeting ; 
and such entry so signed shall be received as evidence in all 
Courts, and before all Judges, Justices and others, without 
proof o f such respective Meetings having been duly convened 
or held, or o f the persons making or entering such orders or 
proceedings being Stockholders or Directors or Members o f 
'Committee respectively, or o f the signature o f the Chairman,
The Jam aica R ailw ay Company's Law. [Ch . 12.]
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or of the fact of his having heen Chairman, all of which last - 
mentioned matters shall be presumed until the contrary be • 
proved.
85— All acts done by any meeting of the Directors, or of a 
Committee of Directors, or by any person acting as a Director,. 
shall, notwithstanding it may he afterwards discovered that 
there was some defect in the appointment of any such Direc­
tors or persons acting as aforesaid, or that they or any of them 
were or was disqualified, he as valid as i f  every such person 
had been duly appointed and was qualified to he a Direc­
tor.
86— No Director, by being party to or executing in his 
capacity of Director any Contract or other instrument on 
behalf of the Company, or otherwise*lawfully executing any 
of the powers given to the Directors, shall be subject to be 
sued or prosecuted, either individually or collectively, by any 
person whomsoever; and the bodies or goods or lands of the 
Directors shall not he liable to execution of any legal process 
by reason of any Contract or other instrument so entered 
into signed or executed by them, or by reason of any other 
lawful act done by them in the execution of any of their 
powers as Directors; and the Directors, their heirs, Executors - 
and Administrators, shall be indemnified out of the Capital o f 
the Company for all payments made or liability incurred in 
respect of any acts done by them, and for all losses, costs and 
damages, which they may incur in the execution of the powers 
granted to them; and the Directors for the time being of the 
Company may apply the existing funds and Capital of the 
Company for the purposes of such indemnity.
The Directors— Theie number, appointment, Powers &c.
87— The number of Directors shall be]five—one “ Govern­
ment Director” and four “  Company’s Directors.”
88— The Government Director shall from time to time be 
nominated by the Governor, who may from time to time deter­
mine any such appointment and nominate another person in . 
his stead. The Governor shall also from time to time 
nominate a fit and proper person to act as a Director in lieit.
[Ch. 12.] The Jamaica Railway Company's Law.
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-o f the Government Director during the temporary illness, 
incapacity or absence from the Island, o f the latter.
89—  The first Company’s Directors shall he the said Frede­
rick Wesson and three other persons to he nominated hy him 
and consenting to such nomination. The said Frederick Wes­
son and three other persons aforesaid shall continue in Office 
until the first Ordinary Meeting o f the Company held after 
the passing of this Law.
90— At the first General Meeting of the Company held after 
the passing of this Law the Stockholders present, personally 
or by proxy, may either continue in office the said Frederick 
Wesson and other three persons nominated hy him as afore-
y said, or any number o f them, or may elect a new body of 
Directors or Directors to supply the places of those not con- 
. tinued in Office, the said Frederick Wesson and other three 
persons aforesaid being eligible as members o f such new body. 
And at the first Ordinary Meeting to be held every year after 
the present, the Stockholders present, personally or by proxy, 
shall elect a person to supply the place o f the Director then 
retiring from Office agreeably to the Provisions hereinafter 
•contained; and the several persons elected at any such Meet­
ing, being neither removed nor disqualified nor having re- 
rsigned, shall continue to be Directors until others are elected 
•in their stead as hereinafter provided.
9 1—  If, at any Meeting at which an election o f Directors 
ought to take place, the prescribed quorum shall not be pre­
sent within one hour from the time appointed for the Meet- 
_in», no election of Directors shall be made, but such Meeting 
shall stand adjourned to the following day at the same time and 
place ; and if at the Meeting so adjourned the prescribed
.,quorum be not present within one hour from the time 
.appointed for the Meeting, the existing Directors shall con- 
. tinue to act and retain their powers until new Directors be 
appointed at the first Ordinary Meeting of the following year.
92— No "'person shall be capable o f being a Company’s 
^Director unless he be a holder o f at least One Thousand 
Pounds of the Stock o f the Company ; and no person holding
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an Office or place of trust or profit under the Company, or~ 
interested in any contract with the Company, shall be capable 
o f being a Director; and no Director shall be capable o f 
accepting any other Office or place of trust or profit under the 
Company, or o f being interested in any Contract with the Com­
pany, during the time he shall he a Director.
93— I f  any o f the Directors at any time subseqently to his 
election accept or continue to hold any other Office or place 
o f trust or profit under the Company, or he either directly or 
indirectly concerned in any Contract with the Company, or 
participate in any manner in the profits o f any work to be 
done for the Company, or if such Director at any time cease 
to be a holder o f the prescribed amount of the Stock of the 
Company, then in any of the cases aforesaid the Office o f such 
Director shall become vacant, and thenceforth he shall cease 
to vote or act as a Director.
94— Provided always that no person being a Shareholder 
or member o f any Corporation shall be disqualified or prevent­
ed from acting as a Director by reason of any Contract entered 
into between such Corporation and the Company incorporated 
by this L aw ; hut no such Director being a Shareholder or 
member o f such Corporation shall vote on any question as to 
any Contract with such Corporation:— Provided that nothing- 
in this or the two preceding Sections contained shall apply to 
a Promoter, being also a Director, constructing the Extensions 
in accordance with the said Agreement.
95—  The Company’s Directors appointed under this Law,, 
and continued in Office as aforesaid, or the Directors elected 
to supply the places of those retiring as aforesaid, shall retire 
in the following order, (that is to sav),— one at the end o f the 
current year, and one other at the end o f each succeeding vear,. 
the individuals to retire being in each instance determined 
by ballot among the Directors, unless they shall otherwise 
agree.
And in each instance the place o f the retiring Director 
shall be supplied by the election o f a duly qualified person, 
to take his place; and at the first Ordinary Meeting in every
[Ch. 12.] The Jamaica Railway Company's Law.
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subsequent year, the Director who has been longest in Office 
shall go out of Office, and his place shall be supplied in like 
manner; nevertheless, every Director so retiring from Office 
may be re-elected immediately or at any future time, and after 
such re-election shall, with reference to the going out by ro­
tation, be considered as a new Director.
96 —If any Company’s Director die or resign, or bee ime 
disqualified or incompetent to act as a Director, or ceas« to be 
a Director by any other cause than that of going out of Office 
by rotation as aforesaid, the remaining Directors, if they 
think proper so to do, may elect in his place some other Stock­
holder duly qualified to be a Director; and the Stockholder 
so elected to fill up any such vacancy shall continue in Office 
as a Director so long only as the person in whose place he 
shall have been elected would have been entitled to continue 
if he had remained in Office.
G e n e r a l  M e e t in g s  o f  t h e  C o m p a n y .
97 —The first General Meeting o f  th e Stockholders of the Com­
pany shall be held within one month after the incorporation 
of the Company, and the future General Meetings shall be 
held in the months of February and August in each year, or 
at such other stated periods as shall be appointed for that 
purpose by an order of a General Meeting; and the Meetings 
so appointed to be held as aforesaid shall be called “  Ordinary 
Meetings and all Meetings, whether ordinary or extraordi­
nary, shall be held at some place within the Island to be 
appointed by the Directors.
98— No matters except such as are appointed by this Law 
to be done at an Ordinary Meeting shall be transacted at any 
such Meeting, unless special notice of such matters have been 
given in the advertisement convening such Meeting.
99- —Every General Mteting of the Stockholders other than 
an ’ Ordinary Meeting shall be called an “  Extraordinary 
Meeting,” and such Meetings may be convened by the Direc­
tors at such times as they think fit.
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100—No Extraordinary Meeting shall enter upon any busi­
ness not set forth in the notice upon which it shall have been, 
convened.
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Calling o f Extra- i o i — It shall be lawful for Stockholders holding in the ag-
gregate not less than one-tenth of the Stock o f the Company, 
Shareholders. ^y wrlting under their hands, at any time to require the Di­
rectors to call an Extraordinary Meeting of the Company; 
and such Requisition shall fully express the object o f the 
Meeting required to be called, and shall be left at the office 
o f the Company, or given to at least three Directors, or left 
at their last or usual places o f abode; and forthwith upon the 
receipt of such Requisition the Directors shall convene a Meeting 
of the Stockholders : and if  for twenty-one days after such 
notice the Directors fail to call such meeting, Stockholders o f 
the Company holding in the aggregate Stock as aforesaid 
may call such Meeting, by giving fourteen days’ public notice 
thereof.
Notice of Meetings K)2— Fourteen days’ publ ic noticeat the least o f all Meetings,
tasi^ L T tbereoff whether Ordinary or Extraordinary, shall be given by advertise­
ment in some newspaper published and circulating in the 
Island, which shall specify the place, the day, and the hour 
of Meeting; and every notice o f an Extrordinary Meeting, or 
of an Ordinary Meeting if any other business than the business 
hereby appointed for Ordinary Meetings is to be doDe thereat, 
shall specify the purpose for which the Meeting is called.
Quorum of share- 103:—In order to constitute a Meeting (whether Ordinary or
tute'a^ Meetk  ^ Extraordinary,) there shall be present to form a quorum, 
either personally or by proxy, Stockholders holding in the 
aggregate not less than the major part of the Stock of the 
Company, and being in number not less than one for every 
five hundred pounds of such required proportion of Stock 
unless such number would be more than twenty, in which 
case twenty Stockholders holding not less than the major part 
o f the Stock of the Company shall be the quorum ; and if  
within one hour from the time appointed for such Meeting 
the said quorum be not present, no business shall be transacted 
at the Meeting other than the declaring o f a Dividend, in case
43
that shall be one of the objects of the Meeting, hut such 
Meeting shall, except in the case of a Meeting for the elec­
tion of Directors herein before mentioned, be held to be ad­
journed sine die.
104— At every Meeting of the Company one or other of the 
following persons shall preside as Chairman ; that is to say, 
the Chairman of the Directors, or in his absence the Deputy 
Chairman (if any), or in the absence of the Chairman and De­
puty Chairman some one of the Directors of the Company to 
be chosen for that purpose by the Meeting, or in the absence 
o f the Chairman and Deputy Chairman and of all the Direc­
tors, any Stockholder to be chosen for that purpose by a 
majority of the Stockholders present at such Meeting.
105— The Stockholders present at any such Meeting shall 
proceed in the execution of the powers of the Company with 
respect to the matters for which such Meeting shall have been 
convened, and those on ly; and every such Meeting may be 
adjourned from time to time, and from place to place; and 
no business shall be transacted at any adjourned Meeting 
other than the business left unfinished at the Meeting from 
which such adjournment took' place.
106— At all Meetings of the Company every Stockholder 
shall be entitled to one vote for every twenty pounds Stock.
107— The votes may be given either personally, or by proxies 
being Stockholders, authorized by writing according to the 
Form in the Schedule D to this Law annexed, or in a Form 
to the like effect, under the hand of the Stockholder nomi­
nating such proxy, or, if such Stockholder be a Corporation, 
then under their common seal; and every proposition at 
any such Meeting shall be determined by the majority of 
votes of the parties present, including proxies, the Chairman 
o f the Meeting being entitled to vote not only as a principal 
and proxy, but to have a casting vote if there be an equality 
o f votes.
108— The Chairman at any Meeting of the Company may 
appoint two tellers, who shall scrutinise the proxies for the
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purpose of deciding whether the same are valid and in all re­
spects in accordance with the Provisions of this Law.
109—If several persons he jointly entitled to any Stock, the 
person whose name stands first in the Register of Stockhold­
ers as one of the holders of such Stock shall, for the purpose 
of voting at any Meeting, be deemed the sole proprietor there­
of ; and on all occasions the vote of such first named Stock­
holder, either in person or by proxy, shall be allowed as the 
vote in respect of such Stock, without proof of the concur­
rence of the other holders thereof.
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Votes of lunatics 110 —If any Stockholder be a lunatic or idiot, such lunatic 
and infants. or idiot may vote by his Committee; and if any Stockholder
he a minor, he may vote by his Guardian or any one of his 
Guardians; and every such vote may be given either in per­
son or by proxy.
How particular 
majority of Votes 
is ascertained, 
evidenced and ren­
dered.
I l l —Whenever in this Law the consent of any particular 
majority of votes at any Meeting of the Company is required 
in order to authorize any proceeding of the Company, such 
particular majority shall only be required to be proved in the 
event of a poll being demanded at such Meeting ; and if such 
poll be not demanded, then a declaration by the Chairman 
that the Resolution authorizing such proceeding has been 
carried, and an entry to that effect in the book of proceedings 
of the Company, shall be sufficient authority for such pro­
ceeding, without proof of the number or proportion of votes 
recorded in favour of or against the same.
Company to afford 
facilities as Car­
riers and to deal 
fairly and equally 
with Customers.
D u t ie s  o e  t h e  C o m p a n y  a s  C a r r i e r s .
112—The Company shall, according to its powers, afford all 
reasonable facilities for the receiving and forwarding and 
delivering of traffic upon and from the Railway worked 
by the Company, and for the return of carriages, trucks, boats 
and other vehicles, and the Company shall not make or give 
any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to or in 
favour of any particular person or Company, or any particular 
description of traffic in any respect whatsoever, nor shall the 
Company subject any particular person or Company, or any 
particular description of traffic, to any undue or unreasonable
45
prej ndice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever: —Provided 
however that nothing in this Section shall be construed so as to 
prevent the Company from agreeing to carry or carrying large 
quantities at a lower rate than that charged by them for small 
quantities.
1 1 3 —The Company shall be liable for the loss of or for 
any injury dono to any horses, cattle or other animals, or to 
any articles, goods or things, in the receiving, forwarding or 
delivering, thereof occasioned by the neglect or default of the 
Company or its servants, notwithstanding any notice, condi­
tion or declaration, made and given by the Company contrary 
thereto, or in anywise limiting such liability; every such 
notice, condition or declaration, shall be null and void ^ P r o ­
vided always that nothing herein contained shall be construed 
to prevent the Company from making such conditions with 
respect to the receiving, forwarding and delivering, of any of 
the said animals, articles, goods or things, asshallbeadjudgedby 
the Court or Judge before whom any question relating thereto 
shall be tried to be j ust and reasonable: —Provided always that no 
greater damage shall be recovered for the loss of or for any 
injury doue to any of such animals beyond the sums herein- 
afeer mentioned, (that is to say)—for any horse twenty pounds, 
for any neat cattle, per head tea pounds, for any sheep or pigs, 
per head thirty shillings.— unless the person sending or deli­
vering the same to the Company shall, at the time of such 
delivery, have declared them to be respectively of higher value 
than as above mentioned, in which case it shall be law­
ful for the Company to demand and receive, by way of com­
pensation for the increased risk and care thereby occasioned, 
a reasonable par centage upon the excess of the value so de­
clared above the respective sums so limited as aforesaid, and 
which shall be paid in addition to the ordinary rate of charge ; 
and such per centage or increased rate of charge shall be 
notified in the manner prescribed in the Carriers Law, 1889, 
and shall be binding upon the Company in the manner 
therein mentioned:—Provided also that the proof of the value 
of such animals, articles, goods and things, and the a nount 
-of the injury done thereto, shall in all cases be upon the per-
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son claiming compensation for such loss or injury:—Provided' 
also that no special contract between the Company and any 
other parties respecting the receiving, forwarding or deliver­
ing, of any animals, articles, goods, or things as aforesaid, shall 
be binding upon or affect any such party unless the same be 
signed by him, or by the person delivering such animals, ar­
ticles, goods or things respectively, for carriage : — Provided 
also that nothing herein contained shall alter or affect the 
rights, privileges or liabilities, of the Company under the said 
Carriers Law with respect to articles of the descriptions 
mentioned in the said Law.
114— Whenever it is shown that the Company charges one 
trader or class o f traders, or the traders in any District, lower 
tolls, rates or charges, for the same or similar merchandise, or 
lower tolls, rates or charges for the same or similar services, 
than it charges to other traders, or classes o f traders, or to- 
the traders in another District, or makes any difference in 
treatment in respect of any such trader or traders, the burden 
of proving that such lower charge or difference in treatmeut 
does not amount to an undue preference shall lie on the Com­
pany.
115— The Company shall cause to be kept constant­
ly exhibited, in a conspicuous place in the booking 
office of each Station on their Line, a list or lists 
painted, printed, or written in legible characters, containing 
the fares o f passengers by the trains included in the Time 
Tables of the Company from that Station to every place for • 
which passenger tickets are there issued.
116— The Company shall keep at each of its Stations 
a book or hooks, showing every rate for the time being 
charged for the carriage of traffic, other than passengers 
and their luggage, from that Station to any place to which 
they hook, including any rates charged under any special con­
tract, and stating the distance from that Station of everv Sta­
tion, siding or place, to which any such rate is charged. Every 
such hook shall, during all reasonable hours, be open to the 
inspection o f any person, without the payment of any fee
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I f  the Company fail to comply with the Provisions of this 
Section, it shall, for each offence, and in the case of a continu­
ing offence, for every day during which the offence continues, 
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
H 7__The Company shall keep always posted up in a con­
spicuous place at each of their Stations a Time Table, showing 
the times of arrival at and departure from each Station of 
each ordinary train run by the Company; and the publica­
tion of such Time Table shall be deemed to amount to a pro­
mise, on the part of the Company, to every person who may 
desire to travel or to have goods conveyed on the Railway, 
that, allowance being made for accidents and other unavoid­
able causes of delay, trains will run as advertised in such 
Time Table.
118— The Company shall carry Officers and men of Her 
Majesty’s Army, or the Militia, or the Constabulary, being in 
uniform and on duty, at half the ordinary rate of fare.
1 19 — No person shall be entitled to carry, or to require the 
Company to carry, upon the Railway, any aqua fortis, oil of 
vitriol, gunpowder, lucifer matches, or any other goods which, 
in the judgment of the Company, may be of a dangerous na­
ture ; and if any person send by the Railway any such goods 
without distinctly marking their nature on the outside of the 
package containing the same, or otherwise giving notice in 
writing to the book-keeper or other servant of the Company 
with whom the same are left at the time of so sending, he 
shall forfeit to the Company a sum not exceeding twenty 
and not less than five pounds for every such offence, and it 
shall be lawful for the Company to refuse to take any parcel 
that they may suspect to contain goods of a dangerous nature, 
or require the same to be opened to ascertain the tact.
120— The Company shall convey by any train all such 
Mails as may be tendered for conveyance by such train, 
whether such Mails be under the charge of a guard appointed 
by the Postmaster for Jamaica' or not, and notwithstanding 
that no notice in writing requiring Mails to be conveyed by
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such train has been given to the Company by tbe Postmaster 
for Jamaica. The Company shall afford all reasonable facili­
ties for tbe receipt and delivery of Mails at any of their 
Stations without requiring them to be booked, or inter­
posing any other delay. Where tbe Mails are in charge of 
a guard appointed by the Postmaster for Jamaica, the 
Company shall permit such guard, if he think fit, to 
receive and deliver them at any Station, by himself or his. 
assistants, rendering him nevertheless such aid as he may 
require.
121—The Company shall be entitled to reasonable 
remuneration for any services performed by them in 
pursuance of this Law with respect to the conveyance of 
Mails, and such remuneration shall be paid by the Postmaster 
for Jamaica. Any difference between the Postmaster for 
Jamaica and the Company as to the amount of such 
remuneration, or ns to any other question arising under this 
Law, shall be decided by Arbitration in manner provided by 
the said Agreement.
Power to vary the 122—And Whereas it is expedient that the Company should
tolls on the Rail- enabled to vary the tolls upon the Railway so as to accom­
modate them to the circumstances of the traffic, but that 
such power of varying should not be used for the purpose 
of prejudicing or favouring particular parties, or for the 
purpose of collusively and unfairly creating a monopoly, 
either in the hands of the Company or of particular- 
parties,—it shall be lawful, therefore, for the Company, 
subject to the Provisions and limitations herein and in the 
said Agreement contained, from time to time to alter or vary 
the tolls by this Law authorized to be taken, either upon the 
whole or upon any particular portions of the Railway, as they 
shall think fit:— Provided that all such tolls be at all times 
charged equally to all persons, and after the same rate, whe­
ther per ton per mile, or otherwise, in respect of all passengers, 
and of all goods or carriages of the same description, and con­
veyed or propelled by a like carriage or engine, passing only 
over the same portion of the Line of Railway, under the same
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circumstances; and no reduction or advance in any such tolls 
shall be made, either directly or indirectly, in favour of or 
against any particular Company or person travelling upon or 
using the Railway.
123—It shall not be lawful for the Company at any time to Right of all persons 
demand or take a greater amount of toll, or make any greater toUto be tandedor 
charge for the carriage of passengers or goods, than they are caTrie*don thTfcui- 
by this Law and the said Agreement authorized to demand; "V 
and upon payment of the tolls from time to time demanda- 
ble all Companies and persons shall be entitled to be carried 
or to have their goods carried on the Railway, and to have 
all reasonable facilities and accommodation accorded to them.
124 —If, on demand, any person fail to pay the tolls due Lion for tolls not 
in respect of any carriage or goods, it shall be lawful for the pali 
Company to detain and sell such carriage, or all or any part 
o f such goods, or, if the same shall have been removed 
from the premises of the Company, to detain and sell any 
other carriages or goods within such premises belonging to 
the party liable to pay such tolls, and out of the monies aris­
ing from such sale to retain the tolls payable as aforesaid, 
and all charges and expenses of such detention and sale, ren­
dering the overplus, (if any,) of the monies arising by such 
sale, and such of the carriages or goods as shall remain unsold, 
to the person entitled thereto ; or it shall be lawful for the 
Company to recover any such tolls by Action at law.
Inspection op R ailway.
125—The Governor may from time to time appoint a fit Inspector ofptaii- 
and proper person to be “ Inspector of the Railway,”  and any one Assistants, 
or more persons to be Assistant Inspectors, for the purpose of 
inspecting the Railway as well during construction as after­
wards, and of making any inquiry with respect to the Railway, 
or into the cause of any accident thereon, and of enabling 
the Governor to carry the Provisions of the said Agreement 
and of this or any other Law relating to the Railway into exe­
cution, or for any of such purposes:—Provided that no person 
so appointed shall exercise any powers of interference in the 
affairs of the Company.
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And it. shall be lawful for every person so appointed at any 
time to enter upon and examine the said Railway, whether in 
progress or completed, and the Stations, works and buildings, 
and engines and carriages belonging thereto, and to travel 
upon any carriage or engine free of charge.
The Assistant Inspectors appointed under this Law shall 
exercise all the functions and have all the powers of the In­
spector; they shall nevertheless exercise the same subject to 
the control, directions and superintendence, of the Inspector.
126— Every Inspector under this Law shall, for the purpose 
o f any Inspection or Inquiry which in the performance of his 
duties he may think it necessary to make or conduct, have 
the following powers ; (that is to say),
( 1 ) He may enter and inspect the Railway, whether in 
progress or completed, and all the Stations, works, 
buildings, offices, stock, plant and machinery, be­
longing thereto;
(2 ) He may, by Summons under his hand, require the 
attendance of any person who is engaged in the man­
agement, service or employment, of the Company, and 
whom he thinks fit to call before him and examine 
for the said purpose, and may require answers or 
returns to such inquiries for the said purpose as he 
thinks fit to make from such person or Company;
(3) He may require and enforce the production of all 
hooks, papers and documents, of the Company, which 
he considers important for the said purpose.
A ccidents on R ailw ay .
127— Where in or about the Railway, or any o f the work or 
buildings connected with the Railway, or any building or 
place, whether open or enclosed, occupied by the Company, 
any of the following Accidents takes place in the course o f 
working the Railway, (that is to say ),^
(1 ) Any Accident attended with loss of life or personal 
injury to any person whomsoever,—
(2) Any collision where one of the trains is a passenger 
train,—
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(3) Any passenger train, or any part of a passenger train 
accidentally leaving the rails,—
(4) Any Accident of a kind not comprised in the forego­
ing descriptions, but which is of such a kind as to have 
caused, or to be likely to cause, loss of life or personal 
injury, and which may be specified in that behalf by 
any Order to be made from time to time by the Go­
vernor,—
the Company shall send Notice of such Accident, and of 
the loss of life or personal injury (if any) occasioned thereby, 
to the Governor.
Such Notice shall be in such form, and shall contain such 
particulars, as the Governor may from time to time direct, 
andshall in all cases be sent forthwith, or by the earliest practi­
cable post after the Accident takes place.
The Governor may from time to time by Order direct that 
Notice of any class of Accidents shall be sent to him by tele~ 
graph, and may revoke any such Order. Notice of every such 
Order shall be sent to the Railway Company, and while it is 
in force Notice of every Accident of the class to which the 
Order relates shall be sent to the Governor by telegraph im­
mediately after the Accident takes place.
I f  the Company shall fail to comply with the Provisions 
o f this Section it shall be liable for each offence to a penalty not 
exceeding twenty pounds, and not less than five pounds.
1 2 8 —The Governor may direct an Inquiry to be made by inquiries and in- 
an Inspector into the cause of any Accident of which Notice is Acdftotsf"1,140 
for the time being required by or in pursuance of this Law 
to be sent to the Governor ; and where it appears to the 
Governor, either before or after the commencement of any 
such Inquiry, that a more formal Investigation of the Accident, 
and of the causes thereof, and of the circumstances attending 
the same, is expedient, the Governor may, by Order, direct such 
Investigation to be held; and with respect to such Investiga­
tion the following Provisions shall have effect:—
(1 .) The Governor may, by the same or any subsequent 
Order, appoint any person or persons possessing legal
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or special knowledge to assist the Inspector in holding 
such formal Investigation, or may direct the Resi­
dent Magistrate of the Parish, or other person or 
persons named in the same or any subsequent Order, 
to hold the same with the assistance of the Inspector, 
or any other Assessor or Assessors named in the 
Order.
(2.) The persons holding any such formal Investigation 
(hereinafter referred to as the Court) shall hold the 
same in open Court, in such manner and under such 
conditions as they may think most effectual forascer 
tainingthe causes and circumstances of the Accident, 
and enabling them to make the Report in this Section 
mentioned.
(3.) The Court shall have, for the purpose of such Inves­
tigation,- all the powers of a Court of Summary Juris­
diction when acting as a Court in the exercise of its 
ordinary jurisdiction, and all the powers of the In­
spector under this Law, and in addition the following 
powers; namely,—
(a.) They may enter and inspect any place or build­
ing the entry or inspection whereof appears to 
them requisite for the said purpose:—
(fi) They may, by Summons under their hands, or 
under the hand of either of them, require the 
attendance of all such persons as they think 
fit to call before them and examine for the 
said purpose, and may for such purpose re­
quire answers or returns to such inquiries as 
they think fit to make :—
(c.) They may require and enforce the production 
of all books, papers and documents, which they 
consider important for the said purpose:—■
(d.) They may administer an oath, and require 
any person examined to make and sign a de­
claration, of the truth of the statements made 
hy him in his examination :—
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(e) Every person, so summoned, not being a per­
son engaged in the management, service or 
employment, of the Company, or otherwise 
connected with the Company, shall be allowed 
such expenses as would be allowed to a wit­
ness attending on subpoena before a Court of 
Record; and in case of dispute as to the amount 
to be allowed, the same shall be referred by 
the Court to the Registrar of the Supreme 
Court, who, on request under the hand of 
any Member of the Court, shall ascertain and 
certify the proper amount o f such expenses :
(4.) The Inspector making an Inquiry into any Accident, 
and the Court holding an Investigation of any Acci­
dent, shall make a Report to the Governor, stating 
the causes of the Accident, and all the circumstances 
attending the same, and any observations thereon, or 
on the evidence, or on any matters arising out of the 
Investigation which they think right to make to the 
Governor, and the Governor shall cause every such 
Report to be made public in such manner as he may 
think expedient.
q29—Where any Coroner, or person appointed to act as 
Coroner, holds or is about to hold an Inquest on the death of 
any person, occasioned by an Accident of which Notice for the 
time.being is required by or in pursuance of this Law to be 
sent to the Governor, and makes a written request to the Go­
vernor in this behalf, the Governor may appoint an Inspector, 
orjBome^person possessing legal or special knowledge, to as­
sist in holding such Inquest, and such appointee shall act as 
the Assessor of the Coroner, and shall make the like Report to 
the Governor, and the Report shall be made public in like man­
ner as in the case of a formal Investigation of an Accident un­
der this Law.
130—If any person without reasonable excuse (proof 
whereof shall lie on him) does any of the following things, 
namely,—
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(1.) Having been summoned, fails to attend as a witness 
before any Inspector under this Law, or before a 
Court holding an Investigation under this Law, or 
fails, when required by the Inspector or such Court 
in pursuance of this Law so to do, to make any 
answer, or to give any return, or to produce any 
document, or to make or sign any declaration, or ;£j 
(2.) Prevents or impedes the Inspector or such Court in 
the execution of his or their duty,— 
he shall, for every such offence, incur a penalty not exceed­
ing ten pounds, and in the case of a refusal to make any re­
turn or produce any document, not exceeding ten pounds 
for every day during which such failure continues ; and where 
the offence consists of preventing or impeding as aforesaid, the 
Inspector or any member of such Court, or any person called 
by him to his assistance, may seize and detain the offender 
until he can he conveniently taken before a Court of Sum­
mary Jurisdiction, to he dealt with according to Law.
131— Where a person has been injured or killed by an Ac­
cident on the Railway, the Governor, upon application in writ­
ing made jointly by the Company from whom compensation 
is claimed, and the person if he is injured, or his representa­
tives if he is killed, may, if he think fit, appoint an Arbitra­
tor, who shall determine the compensation (if any) to be paid 
by the Company.
132— Whenever any person injured by an Accident on the 
Railway claims compensation on account of the injurv, any 
Judge of the Court in which proceedings to recover such com­
pensation are taken, or any person who, by the consent of the 
parties or otherwise, has power to fix the amount of compen­
sation, may order that the person injured be examined by some 
duly qualified Medical Practitioner named in the Order, and 
not being a witness on either side, and may make such Order 
withrespectto the costsof such Examination as he may thinkfit.
By-L aws.
133— It shall be lawful for the Company, from time to time, to 
make Regulations for the following purposes, (that is to say):—
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For regulating the times of the arrival and departure 
of their trains;
For regulating the loading or unloading of carriages, 
and the weights which they are respectively to carry ;
For regulating the receipt and delivery of goods and 
other things which are to be conveyed upon such 
carriages;
For preventing the commission of any nuisance in 
or upon such carriages, or in any of the Stations or 
premises occupied by the Company ;
And generally for regulating the conduct of all persons 
travelling upon or using the carriages of the Com­
pany, or using their Stations or Railway.
But no such Regulation shall authorize the closing of the Rail­
way, or prevent the passage of engines or carriages on the 
Railway at reasonable times, except at any time when in 
consequence of any of the Works being out o f repair, or 
from any other sufficient cause, it shall be necessary to close 
the Railway, or any part thereof.
134—For better enf orcing the observance of all or any of Powar to make By 
such Regulations it shall be lawful for the Directors of the 
Company to make By-laws, and from time to time to repeal 
or alter such By-laws and make others, provided that such 
By-laws be not repugnant to the Laws of the Island, or to the 
Provisions of this Law ; and such By-laws shall be reduced 
into writing, and shall have affixed thereto the Common Seal 
of the Company.
133 —A true copy of such By-Laws made by the said Di- By-Laws to be rat* 
rectors, and certified under the seal of the Company as afore- 
said, shall be laid before the Governor in Privy Council for hU°ap° rovd. 
his approval; and the Governor may allow or disallow such 
By-Laws, as he ma.y think fit. Such By-Laws shall not come 
into operation until they have been so allowed, and it shall 
be lawful for the Governor to require that any By-Laws laid 
before him under this Section shall be published in one or 
more Kingston Newspapers specified by him before he will 
allow such By-Laws.
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136— It shall be lawful for such By-Laws to impose penalties 
upon all persons offending against the same, not exceeding- 
forty shillings for any one offence.
137— The last mentioned By-Laws, when approved as afore­
said, shall be painted on boards, or printed on paper and 
pasted on boards, and hung up and affixed and continued . 
on the front or other conspicuous part of every Wharf 
or Station belonging to the Company, according to the 
nature or subject matter of such By-Laws respectively, and 
so as to give public notice thereof to the parties interested 
therein or affected thereby ; and such boards shall from time to 
time be renewed as often as the By-Laws thereon or any part 
thereof shall he obliterated or destroyed; and no penalty im­
posed by any such By-Laws shall be recoverable unless the 
same shall have been published and kept published in manner 
aforesaid.
138— Such By-Laws, when so approved, published and af­
fixed. shall be binding upon and be observed by all parties, 
and shall he sufficient to justify all persons acting under the 
same; and for proof of the publication of any such By-Laws 
it shall be sufficient to prove that a printed paper or painted 
hoard, containing a copy of such By-Laws, was affixed and 
continued in manner by this Act directed, and in case of its 
being afterwards displaced or damaged then that such paper 
or board was replaced as soon as conveniently might be.
139— Provided always that in all cases of prosecution for 
offences against the Rules, By-laws, Orders and Regulations, of 
the Company, the production of a written or printed paper 
purporting to be the Rules, By-laws, Orders and Regula­
tions, of the Company, and authenticated by having the 
common seal of the Company affixed thereto, shall be evidence 
of the existence of such Rules, By-laws, Orders and Regula­
tions; And it shall be sufficient to prove that such Rules, By­
laws, Orders and Regulations, have been made public by ex­
hibiting in a conspicuous place at the termini of the said 
Railway for the time being, and in or upon any toll house of 
the said Company, a written or printed copy thereof.
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140— Until the making by the Company of any By-Laws un­
der the Provisions of this Law, the By-Laws in force on the 
present Railway at the time of the passing of this Law shall 
be of full force and effect upon the Railway, as if the same had 
been made and approved under the Provisions of this Law.
O f f e n c e s  o n  t h e  R a i l w a y .
141— I f any person shall be or pass upon the Railway ex­
cept for the purpose of crossing the same at any authorized 
crossing, after having once received warning by the Company, 
or by any of their agents or servants, not to go to or pass 
thereon, every person so offending shall forfeit and pay any 
sum not exceeding forty shillings for every such offence.
142— I f any person travel, or attempt to travel, in any car­
riage of the Company, without having previously paid his 
fare, and with intent to avoid payment thereof,—or if any per­
son, having paid his fare for a certain distance, knowingly and 
wilfully proceed in any such carriage beyond such distance, 
without previously paying the additional fare for the addi­
tional distance, and with intent to avoid payment thereof,—or 
if  any person with such intent as last aforesaid knowingly and 
wilfully refuse or neglect, on arriving at the point to which 
he has paid his fare, to quit such carriageS-or if any person 
refuse to show or deliver up the ticket, furnished him by the 
Company, to any servant of the Company, whenever required 
to do so for any purpose, every such person shall, for every 
such offence, forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding forty 
•shillings.
143— It shall be lawful for any Officer or Agent of tbe Com­
pany, and all persons called by him to his assistance, to seize 
and detain any person who shall have committed any offence 
against the Provisions of this Law, or against the By-Laws of 
the Company made under the Provisions of this Law, and 
whose name and residence shall be unknown to such Officer 
or Agent, and convey him with all convenient despatch before 
some Justice of the Peace, without any warrant or other au­
thority than this Law; and such Justice shall with all conve-
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continued until 
others made.
Trespass on Rail­
way.
Attempt to evade 
fare.
Refusal to show or 
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nient despatch remand, hold to bail or discharge, any per­
son brought before him under the Provisions of this Section.
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Malicious acts to 1 4 4 —Whosoever shall unlawfully or maliciously put or
endanger the safety _ x
of persons on the throw upon or across the Railway any wood, stone, or other 
matter or thing,—or shall unlawfully and maliciously take up, 
remove or displace, any rail, sleeper, or other matter or thin" 
belonging to the Railway,— or shall unlawfully and maliciously 
turn, move or divert, any points or other machinery belonging 
to the Railway,—or shall unlawfully and maliciously make or 
show, hide or remove, any signal or light upon or near 
to the Railway,—or shall unlawfully and maliciously do or 
cause to be done any other matter or thing,— with intent, in 
any of the- cases aforesaid, to endanger the safety of per­
sons travelling or being upon the Railway—shall be guilty of 
felony, and, being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the 
discretion of the Court, to be kept in penal servitude for life, 
or for any term not less than three years, or to be imprisoned 
for any term not exceeding two years, with or without hard 
labour, and if a male under the age of sixteen, with or with­
out whipping.
Malicious acts to 145— Whosoever shall unlawfully and maliciously throw
endanger the safety , /' .of any perssn in  or cause to fall or strike, at, against, into or upon, any engine,
'* i-»m»ge, tender, carriage or truck, used upon the Railway, any wood, 
stone, or other matter or thing, with intent to injure or endan­
ger the safety of any person being in or upon such engine, 
tender, carriage or truck, or in or upon any other engine, 
tender, carriage or truck, of any train of which such first 
mentioned engine, carriage, tender or truck, shall form part, 
shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof, shall 
be liable, at the discretion of the Court, to be kept in penal 
servitude for life, or for any term not less than three years, 
or to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two years, 
with or without hard labor, and if a male under the age of 
sixteen, with or without whipping.
Power to arrest 
Employees of Com­
pany if drunk or 
offending against 
By-Laws or en-
146—It shall be lawful for any Officer or Agent of the Rail­
way Company, or for any Special Constable duly appointed, 
and all such persons as they may call to their assistance, to-
5ff
■seize and detain any engine driver, waggon driver, guard, 
porter, servant, or other person employed by the Company 
or by any person in conducting traffic upon the Railway, 
or in repairing and maintaining the Works of the said 
Railway, who shall he found drunk while so employed upon 
the said Railway, or who shall commit any offence against 
any of the By-laws, Rules or Regulations, of the Company, 
or who shall wilfully, maliciously or negligently, do or omit 
to do any act whereby the life or limb of any person pass- 
in" along, or being upon such Railway, or the Works thereof 
respectively, shall be or might be injured or endangered, 
or whereby the passage of any engines, carriages or trains, 
shall be or might be obstructed or impeded, and to con­
vey such engine driver, guard, porter, servant, or other per­
son so offending, or any person counselling aiding or as­
sisting in such offence, with all convenient despatch before 
some Justice of the Peace for the Parish within which such 
offence shall be committed, without any other warrant or 
authority than this Law, to he by such Justice discharged, 
remanded or held to bail, as such Justice may think proper; and 
every such person so offending, and every person counselling 
aiding or assisting therein as aforesaid, shall, when convicted 
before any two Justices of the Peace of the Parish in which 
such offence was committed, be imprisoned with or without 
hard labour for any term not exceeding two calendar months 
or in the discretion of the Justices shall, for every such offence 
forfeit to Her Majesty any sum not exceeding Ten Pounds 
and in default of payment thereof shall be imprisoned, with 
or without hard labour as aforesaid, for such period not ex­
ceeding two calendar months as the Justices shall appoint; 
such commitment to be determined on payment of the amount 
of the penalty.
R e p a i r s  o f  R a i l w a y .
147—The Company shall at all times keep up the Railway, 
including the permanent way, sidings, Stations, sheds, and all 
belonging to it, together with the rolling stock and other 
Equipment of the same, in a proper and adequate state of re­
pair, and shall from time to time as occasion requires it re-
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place all parts of the same as shall from wear and tear or 
otherwise be past repair, so that the carrying capacity of the 
said Railway shall always be maintained at a pitch equal to 
that at which it stood when the Railway was acquired by the 
Company, or to which it has been brought by the Company by 
means of capital expenditure, and so that continuous commu­
nication may be had along the whole Line, and so that trains 
may be run with safety at the speed of fifteen miles an hour, or 
at such greater speed as, under the traffic arrangements of 
the Company, is attained by their fastest trains.
Bower of Inspector 14jS—I f  in the judgment of the Inspector of the Railway
tCcompl6yta the Company makes default in observance of the obligation 
gleets on notice imp0se(i by the preceding Section, and the Company shall not, 
on its attention being called by the Inspector thereto, forth­
with remedy the defect to the satisfaction of the Inspector, 
such Inspector shall forthwith report the matter to the Direc­
tor of Public Works, and it shall be lawful for the Inspector, 
on direction from the Director of Public Works, to hire work­
men and procure materials, and to repair such defects himself, 
and the cost of such work and materials certified under the 
hand of the Inspector, countersigned by the Director of Pub­
lic Works, shall be paid by the Treasurer out of the General 
Revenues of the Island on the Warrant of the Governor, and 
on such payment being made, unless the amount be forthwith 
repaid by the Company, the Attorney General, on behalf of 
the Government, shall be entitled to have a Receiver appointed 
to receive all the tolls and earnings of the Company in 
priority of any other person as if the debt were a debt by 
judgment of the Supreme Court. The Company shall be bound 
to afford every proper facility to tbe Inspector for the purpose 
of enabling him' to carry out the Provisions of this Section. 
In any application for a Receiver under this Section it shall 
be sufficient for the Attorney General to shew that the money 
was paid by the Treasurer on the Certificate of an Inspector, 
countersigned by the Director o f Public Works as aforesaid.
Duty to run at least 14:9— The Company shall be bound to run at least one train
in^ veryweek1dayf on each week-day, each way, available to the public for passen-
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gers and goods over the whole length of the Railway, at a mini­
mum average speed (inclusive of stoppages) of fifteen miles an 
hour ; in case the Company fail in this obligation, it shall he 
liable to a penalty of Fifty Pounds for each and every day of such 
failure, such penalty to he recovered by Action of debt in the 
Supreme Court at the suit of the Attorney General:—Provided 
always that if continuous safe communicationalong the Linebe 
interrupted so as to render it impracticable for theCompany on 
any day or days to run such train as aforesaid, such interruption 
shall he an answer to such Action as aforesaid, provided that 
the Company can show,—
(a.) That it has taken prompt and energetic measures to 
restore communication, and
(6.) That it has run such trains aforesaid at the speed 
aforesaid over those parts of the Line where the com­
munication is not interrupted.
W i n d i n g - u p  o p  C o m p a n y .
150 —It shall further he lawful for the Attorney General on Under what eir- 
behalf of the Government of Jamaica,—in case the Company wlndingTp^ eti-
,  i i  n »i tion may be pre-
snall ta il sented against the
(a) to keep up the Line and the Works and the rolling and
stock in good order and condition to the satisfaction orders thereon, 
of the Inspector under this Law, so that continuous 
communication may be had along the whole Line, and 
so that trains may he run with safety at the speed of 
fifteen miles an hour, or at such greater speed as 
under the traffic arrangements of the Company is 
attained by their trains, or
(b.) to run at least one train on each week day, each way, 
available to the public for passengers and goods over 
the whole length of the Line at a minimum average 
speed (inclusive of stoppages) of fifteen miles an hour 
to call the attention o f the Trustees of the Bondholders, and 
of the Company, to the default, and if after attention has been 
called as aforesaid such first mentioned default is not reme­
died within six calendar months, or such second mentioned 
default continues for three calendar months, to present a 
Petition to the Supreme Court to wind up the Company.
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Accounts to be 
taken tinder a 
Winding-up Order.
Such Petitiod shall be served as well on the Trustees afore­
said as on the OomDanv, and if on the hearing of the said 
Petition it be made to appear
(a) that such default occurred as aforesaid,
(b) that attention to the same was called as aforesaid, and 
(n) that after attention was called as aforesaid, such de­
fault was not remedied within such period as aforer- 
said,
the said Court shall order the Company to be wound up um- 
less, within such limited time as the Court shall in and by 
such Order fix for the purpose, such default as aforesaid be 
remedied, and thereupon, on proof being made that such de­
fault was not remedied within such time as aforesaid, the 
Courtshall make such Order absolute :—Provided always that if, 
on motion being made to make such Order absolute, it be made 
to appear that the Company have taken prompt and ener­
getic measures to remedy such default, and that they have 
been prevented from doing so by the act of God, or other­
wise by circumstances beyond their control, the Court shall, 
instead of making the said Order absolute, enlarge the time 
previously fixed as the time within which the default aforesaid 
was to be remedied.
161—On a Decree being made for the Winding-up of the 
Company on a Petition presented by the Trustees for the 
Bondholders under Section 53 of this Law, or by the Attorney 
General on behalf of the Government under the preceding 
Section, an account shall be taken by the Court
(a.) of the principal sum due on the First Mortgage Bonds 
remaining unredeemed and uncancelled,
(b.) of the amount (if any) required to make up the sums 
received by each First Mortgage Bondholder within 
two years of the date of the Winding-up Order by 
way of interest, (whether the same shall have been 
in satisfaction of previously accrued arrears or not) 
to an amount equal to three and a half per cent, per 
annum for such two years on the principal sum se­
cured by his Bond,
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(c.) o f the Second Mortgage Bonds outstanding, and 
(d.) o f the debts o f the Company incurred within twelve 
months o f the date o f the Winding-up Order for 
stores, material or rolling-stock, supplied for the 
Railway.
Proof shall be made o f such debts as in case o f bankruptcy, 
and it shall be lawful for the Attorney General to dispute and 
require proof o f any o f such debts, even though the creditors 
may have recovered Judgment against the Company.
152— On such account having been taken as aforesaid, the Final deoree
Court shall decree “  winding-np
Proceedings.
(a.) that the Government o f the Island do allot to each 
First Mortgage Bondholder whose Bond has not been 
redeemed and cancelled, Jamaica Government In ­
scribed Stock, bearing interest at the rate of- three 
and a half per cent, per annnm, at the rate o f one 
hundred pounds Stock for each one hundred pounds 
Bond;
^6.) that the Government do pay to each such Bondholder 
the sum (if any) ascertained as aforesaid by way of 
interest;
(e.) that the Government do pay the debts o f the Com­
pany incurred as aforesaid and proved as aforesaid;
(d.) that absolute possession be thereupon given to the 
Government o f all and singular the Railway and 
other mortgaged property, and all debts owing to the 
Company, and all the property o f the Company, sub­
ject only to the claims o f the Second Mortgage 
Bondholders to receive their interest, at the rate o f 
four per cent, per annum, in any year in which the 
net profits o f the Railway, after payment thereout of 
three and a half per cent, interest, and one per cent.
Sinking Fund on the Inscribed Stock allotted to the 
Bondholders, are sufficient for such payment.
Such Decree shall vest the said Railway and property abso­
lutely in the Government, subject only as aforesaid, and shall 
be a perpetual bar to all claim or right o f the Stockholders
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of the Company, and of the said Trustees for the Bondholders, 
and of every other person, to the said premises and every part 
thereof.
P o r f e i t u r e  o f  P r o m o t e r s ’ B o n d s .
Procedure to 
declare and 
enforce forfeiture 
o f B ond lodged 
as indemnity.
15 3—In any case in which the Governor may claim that any 
portion of the one hundred thousand pounds Second Mort­
gage Bonds is forfeited under the said Agreement, or has been 
appropriated as an indemnity under the said Agreement, or 
that the whole of the Stock is forfeited under Article 31, he 
shall cause notice to be given to the Promoters and to the 
Company of such claim as aforesaid, and if, within one calen­
dar month from the giving of such notice, the Promoters or 
the Company shall not give notice to the Colonial Secretary 
that they or either of them dispute such forfeiture or appro­
priation, the same shall be absolute, and effect shall be given 
thereto in the Register Book of the Company; if such last 
mentioned notice he given as aforesaid, the Attorney General 
shall on behalf of the Government bring an Action in the 
Supreme Court to enforce the right of the Government to such 
forfeiture or appropriation.
Service of notice 
of claim of for­
feiture.
154—Por the purpose of giving or receiving any such notice 
as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the Promoters from time to 
time to nominate any one of their number as their Agent in 
this behalf, and to give notice thereof to the Governor; in 
default of any such nomination and notice, the said Prederick 
Wesson shall be deemed and taken to fully represent the Pro­
moters, and in the event of his death the Governor may treat 
any one of the Promoters as representing the whole Body.
Service of docu- 155—Service of any document or notice required to be
ments and notices. s e r v e ( j  on the Promoters shall be deemed valid and effective
Enforcement of 
Judgment, how 
restricted and en­
forced.
if a copy of the same be left with the Secretary, Manager or 
other Principal Officer, o f the Company, at the Principal Office 
of the Company in the Island.
E n f o r c i n g  P a y m e n t  o f  D e b t s  b y  C o m p a n y .
156— The engines, tenders, carriages, trucks, machinery 
tools, fittings, materials and effects, constituting the Rolling
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Stock and Plant used or provided by the Company for the 
purposes o f the traffic on their Railway, or of their Stations or 
■workshops, shall not be liable to be taken in execution on any 
Judgment otherwise than in accordance with the Provisions of 
4his Law; but the person who has recovered any such Judgment 
may obtain from the Supreme Court the appointment of a Re­
ceiver and if necessary of a Manager of the Undertaking of 
the Company, by application to the Court by Petition in a sum­
mary w ay; and all money received by such Receiver or 
Manager shall, after due provision for the working expenses of 
the Railway, and other proper outgoings in respect oftheUnder- 
taking, be applied and distributed, under the direction of the- 
Court, in payment of the debts of the Company, and otherwise 
-according to the rights and priorities of the persons for the 
time being interested therein; and on payment of the amount 
due to every such Judgment creditor as aforesaid the said Court 
may, if it think fit, discharge such Receiver or Receiver and 
Manager.
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157— If, m any case where property of the Company has Question as to
,  r  . r  '  liability of anybeen taken in execution, a question arises whether it is liable property taken in 
to be taken in execution notwithstanding this Law, the same settiei™’ h°W 
may be heard and determined on an application by either 
party, by Summons in a summary way, to the Court out of which 
execution issued, or i f  the Courtis the Supreme Court, then to 
-a Judge of such Court, and such determination shall be final 
and binding.
On the taking out of any such Summons, and on the Com­
pany giving an undertaking in writing to restore the property 
in question to the seisor in case the decision of the Court shall 
be adverse to the Company, the Company shall be entitled to 
have the custody of the said property restored to it.
158—The appointment of a Receiver, or Receiver and Receiver super-
n/r i n sededif GovernorManager, to enforce payment or a debt due to any person 0r Trustees assume 
shall be superseded by the Governor or the Trustees for the i,0BBeaal0“- 
Bondholders assuming possession of the Railway under the 
Provisions of Section 52 of this Law, or by the appointment of 
-a Receiver under Section 148 o f this Law.
Penalties not to be 
paid out of profits. 
Remedy, if so paid.
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159— 'In all case9 in which under this or any other Law a- 
penalty has been recovered against the Company, and pay­
ment o f such penalty has been made out of the assets of tha- 
Company, thereby diminishing the amount that would other­
wise he payable during that year to the Second Mortgage 
Bondholders, the Attorney General, suing on behalf of the 
Government and o f all other Second Mortgage Bondholders, 
shall be entitled to recover by Action at Law against the 
Stockholders of the Company, jointly or severally, an amount 
equal to that by which the amount otherwise payable as 
aforesaid has been diminished by the payment o f such penal­
ties as aforesaid.
160— Subject to the Provisions o f the preceding Section, no­
person shall be deemed to be personally liable for any of the 
debts or engagements of the Company by reason only of his 
being a holder o f Stock therein.
A c c o u n t s .
161—  The Company shall keep all such Books o f Account, 
and make such periodical Returns of the traffic and earnings- 
and expenses of the Railway, and of the debts (if any) and 
assets of the Company, as the Governor shall from time to- 
time require.
A u d i t .
162—  So long as the Government continues to hold any 
Second Mortgage Bonds of the Company, there shall be, at 
such intervals as the Governor shall fix, an official Audit by 
the Auditor-General, or by such other Officer as the Governor 
may appoint, of all the Books, Accounts and transactions, of" 
the Company. The Auditor General or other Officer as afore­
said shall, for the purposes of such Audit, have all the powers- 
conferred on the Auditor General by Law 3 of 1868 for the 
purposes of the Audit therein mentioned.
E x e m p t i o n  p r o m  T a x e s .
163— All l ands vested in the Company under this Law shall 
for the space of thirty years be exempt from all taxes :—Pro­
vided always that nothing herein shall exempt the Company 
from any tax on any occupied house in its possession or occu­
pation.
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164—  A ll contracts and conveyances between tlie Govern­
ment and the Promoters, or the Government and the Company, 
•or between the Promoters and the Company, and the Bonds 
issued by the Company under this Law, and the Deed of 
Trust to secure the same, shall be free o f Stamp Duty.
165—  A ll plant, tools and materials, imported into the 
Island to be used in construction, working or maintenance, 
o f  the Railway or the Extension, shall for a period of thirty years 
from the passing o f this Law be exempt from all Customs Du­
ties :— Provided always thatit shall be lawful for the Governor, 
from time to time to make such Regulations as he may see fit to 
prevent the introduction or use o f any o f the articles aforesaid 
otherwise than for one o f the purposes aforesaid, and after 
the making o f such Regulations, and so long as the same con­
tinue in force, the exemption conferred by this Section shall be 
deemed to be conditional on a compliance with such Regula­
tions.
166— A ll land granted to the Promoters under Article 34 of 
the said Agreement shall be exempt from taxes as therein 
stated, but not further or otherwise.
M i s c e l l a n e o u s .
167— All penalties imposed by this Law shall, except where 
otherwise stated, be recoverable in a summary manner before 
two Justices o f the Peace.
168— On the publication in the Jamaica Gazette of the Cer­
tificate o f incorporation o f the Company, as required by Sec­
tion 3 o f this Law, the several Acts and Laws enumerated 
in Schedule E to this Law shall be and the same are hereby 
repealed j but such Repeal shall not affect the validity o f any­
thing heretofore done or suffered, or o f any proceeding taken; 
before such Repeal, nor shall it affect any claim or cause o f 
action or liability, whether civil or criminal, vested or exist­
ing at the time o f such Repeal.
S c h e d u l e  A.
The Agreement between Messrs. Hocking and Earquharson 
o f  one part, and Mr. Erederick Wesson o f the other, o f 29th
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March, 1889, and the Supplemental Agreement between the- 
Governor and Mr. Frederick Wesson, of 24th May, 1889.
This Agreement, made the 29th day o f March, A.D. 18S9, 
between H enry H icks Hocking, Attorney General of" 
Jamaica, and Charles Salmon Farquharson, of Savanna- 
la-Mar, in the Island of Jamaica, Merchant and Member 
o f the Legislative Council of the said Island, (acting on 
behalf of the Government o f Jamaica as hereinafter 
stated), of the one part, and Frederick Wesson, of the 
City of New York, in the United States of North Ame­
rica, Merchant, and his Associates, of the other part.
W hereas an Agreement was made on the 3rd day of Novem­
ber, A.D. 1888, between General Sir Henry Wylie Norman,. 
G.C.B..G.C.M.G., C.I.E., Governor of Jamaica, of the one part, 
and the said Frederick Wesson and his Associates (therein­
after and hereinafter termed “ the Promoters” ), o f the other 
part, for the transfer, to a Company to he formed, of the 
Jamaica Railway, and for the construction o f certain Exten­
sions thereof:
A nd W hereas such Agreement was expressed on the part 
o f the said Governor to he provisionally only, and subject to 
the approval of Her Majesty’s Secretary o f State for the 
Colonies, and to confirmation by the Legislative Council o f  
Jamaica:
And Whereas the parties hereto of the first part have been 
deputed by the Government o f Jamaica, at the request of the 
said Secretary of State, to proceed to London to further 
negotiate with the said Frederick Wesson and his Associates- 
on the subject of the said Agreement:
And W hereas, as the result o f the negotiation aforesaid, it 
has been agreed between the parties hereto to draw up this-, 
fresh Agreement in substitution for the first mentioned Agree­
ment and in further elaboration o f  the same :
A nd W hereas accordingly this fresh Agreement has been 
made between the parties hereto :
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A nd W hereas the parties hereto o f the first part have re­
ceived no direct authority from the Government o f Jamaica 
to enter into any Agreement on its behalf, hut Her Majesty’s 
said Secretary of State has approved o f their doing so, and 
they consent to do so, it being understood that such Agree­
ment on their part is subject to the approval and confirma­
tion o f the Legislative Council o f Jamaica :
Now t h i s  A g r e e m e n t  w i t n e s s e t h  that the parties aforesaid 
have, subject aforesaid, and with the approval aforesaid, 
agreed as follow s:—
1 . A Law shall be passed by the Legislature o f Jamaica for 
the incorporation of a Company, with its domicile in Jamaica 
and under the Laws of the Island. Such Company shall be 
styled “  The Jamaica Railway Company.”  The Members o f  
such Company shall he the holders for the time being o f the 
Ordinary Stock thereof. Such Company shall have power to 
acquire the present Jamaica Government Railway, and the 
Extensions mentioned in Article 7 hereof, and to carry on the 
trade of Common Carriers o f passengers and goods thereon. 
Such Company shall have power, as soon as it shall have ac­
quired the present Jamaica Government Railway, to mortgage 
the same, together with the aforesaid contemplated Extensions 
o f the same to Montego Bay and Port Antonio respectively, 
for £1,500,000, by the issue of First Mortgage Bonds in manner 
and subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth. The Com­
pany shall also issue Second Mortgage Bonds to the amount 
o f  £800,000, which shall rank next to the First Mortgage 
Bonds as a charge on the Undertaking and also Ordinary 
Stock, the holders o f which shall be entitled to divide the 
profits of the Undertaking after providing for the interest on 
the First Mortgage Bonds and the Second Mortgage Bonds. 
The issue o f the First and Second Mortgage Bonds and Or­
dinary Stock shall be regulated as hereafter provided.
2. The Promoters agree to take up at par £100,000 of the 
Second Mortgage Bonds, and it shall be a term of the Law for 
their incorporation of the Company that they shall be incor­
porated only on their lodging this sum in a place to he in-
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dicated by the Government to the credit of the Company as 
the purchase money for the said Bonds.
3. The Promoters shall be entitled to £100,000 Ordinary 
Stock of the Company in consideration of their taking up the 
like amount of Second Mortgage Bonds.
4. The Government agree to sell to the Company the exist­
ing Railway, with a rolling stock and other equipment belong­
ing thereto, for £ 100,000 cash, and £700,000 Second Mortgage 
Bonds. This price shall include all stores in hand on the day 
of the Assignment; but stores ordered and not then come to 
hand shall be paid for by the Company.
5. The Second Mortgage Bonds shall bear interest at four 
per cent, per annum, conditioned on the earnings of the Rail­
way being sufficient to earn that sum, and if in any year they 
are not sufficient, then at such lower rate as the earnings of 
such year may enable the Company to pay, but there shall be 
no claim in any year for the unpaid balance of a past year. 
Such interest shall be a charge on the whole property and 
■earnings of the Company, second only to the Pirst Mortgage 
Bonds.
6. The £100,000 Second Mortgage Bonds purchased by the 
Promoters shall be transferred by them to the Government, 
to be held as security for the performance by the Promoters 
o f  this Agreement, and shall be subject to forfeiture from time 
to time as hereinafter provided. The Promoters shall from 
time to time be entitled to receive the interest due in respect 
o f  such Bonds, or of so much of the same as has not been for­
feited or appropriated as hereinafter mentioned. On the 
final completion of the Extensions the Government will re­
store to the Promoters the Bonds deposited as aforesaid, or so 
much thereof as has not been forfeited or appropriated in 
satisfaction of indemnities under these Articles.
7. The Promoters agree to extend the existing Railway from 
some point near Bog Walk Station northwards to the Sea, and 
then easterly to Port Antonio; and from May Pen or Porus, 
nr some point between these two places, through the interior
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of the Island, to Montego Bay. The said Railway shall be of 
a gauge of not less than three feet, and shall be constructed 
in accordance with the specification contained in Schedule 
one hereto. The construction of the said Railway shall pro­
ceed at the rate of 12 J miles within 18 months of the passing 
of the Law for the incorporation of the Company, and shall 
continue at the minimum rate of 12 | miles per annum there­
after, until through communication is afforded by the routes 
above indicated between Kingston and Port Antonio and 
Kingston and Montego Bay.
8. Any surplus beyond the above rate in one year shall he 
credited to the next or any subsequent year; Irat, subject as 
aforesaid, the Promoters shall forfeit to the Government 
£1,000 of the Second Mortgage Bonds held by the Government 
as security as before provided, for every mile short of 12 | 
miles completed in the said period of 18 months, and for 
every mile short of 12 | miles completed in any year there­
after. Provided that the promoters shall be excused from 
such forfeiture to the extent to which they may be able to 
establish that they have been prevented from performance of 
their Agreement by the act of God or the Queen’s enemies.
9. Immediately on the formation of the Company, the- 
Company shall execute First Mortgage Bonds, bearing interest 
at a rate not exceeding five per cent, per annum, to the total 
amount aforesaid, and shall place them in the hands of Trus­
tees to be agreed upon between the Government and the 
Promoters, upon trust to hold the same until issue, and to- 
issue the same from time to time only in accordance with this 
Agreement and with the consent of the Governor of Jamaica 
for the time being, and on production by the allottee of a 
receipt from the Bank or other Institution into which under 
Article 12 the proceeds of Bonds have to be paid, showing that 
the sum in respect of which the same has been allotted has 
been paid into such Bank or Institution to the joint account 
o f the Governor and the Company.
10 . No Bond shall be valid to hind the Company unless it 
has been issued by the Trustees aforesaid.
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1]. The Promoters undertake to negotiate these Bonds at 
their own risk, trouble and expense; Provided that they shall 
not be issued below 95 without the consent of the Governor.
12. All proceeds of Bonds shall be placed in some Bank or 
responsible moneyed Institution to be agreed on between the 
Governor and the Promoters, to the joint credit of the Gover­
nor and the Company, and shall be paid out only on their 
joint signature. Any interest paid by the Bank or other In­
stitution in respect of any such deposit shall be the property 
of the Company, and shall be applicable, as far as the same 
will extend, to payment of the interest on the said Bonds.
13. The issue of First'Mortgage Bonds shall be regulated as 
follows-.^Immediately on the formation of the Company the 
Company may issue Bonds to the extent of £320,000; as soon as 
25 miles are completed a second issue may be made of £ 200,000; 
on completion of a second 25 miles a third issue may be made 
to the same extent; and on completion of 75 miles a fourth issue 
may be made, so as to provide such sum as may be required to 
make up £8,000 Bonds per mile of the estimated length of the 
Extensions. On the ultimate completion and transfer to the 
Company of the said Extensions, a further issue may from time 
to time be made to the full extent of £1,500,000.
14. The proceeds of Bonds shall be devoted solely to defray­
ing the cost of the Extensions, in manner hereinafter pro­
vided, and of capital improvements on the Line.
15. The Bailway and its Equipment shall be kept up in th 
state in which the same is acquired by the Company out of the 
earnings of the Company ; but any new building or works, 
and any increase in the amount of rolling stock that may be 
deemed necessary for the proper development of the traffic on 
the Kailway, shall be deemed to be a Capital Improvement, and 
the cost of the same shall not be paid out of the earnings.
16. Eor the purpose of executing any such Capital Improve­
ment as aforesaid, any Bonds remaining unissued and kept in 
reserve as hereinafter provided may be issued, and, moreover, 
power shall be given to the Company from time to time to 
issue Ordinary Stock in return for Capital subscribed.
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17. The Promoters are to build and equip the Extensions at 
their own expense, As a Section of not less than 12| miles is 
completed and added to the Railway, within the meaning o f 
■this Agreement, the same shall become the property o f the 
Company on its paying for the same in proceeds of Ronds at 
the rate o f £8,000 Bonds per mile, and an equal amount of 
Ordinary Stock o f the Company.
18. On the final completion o f the Extensions, any o f the 
Bonds remaining unissued that shall be in excess o f the rate 
o f £8,000 Bonds per mile o f completed road, Original and Ex­
tension, shall he kept in reserve, to he issued only from time to 
time, as occasion may require, with the consent o f the Trustees 
for the Bondholders and o f the Governor o f Jamaica, for de­
fraying the cost o f any Capital Improvements on the Line, as 
hereinbefore defined. The remaining Bonds (after reserving 
Bonds of the value of £30,000) shall he allotted to the Promo­
ters by way o f deferred payment for the construction o f the 
Extensions. The above-mentioned £30,000 Bonds shall he 
kept in reserve for a period o f 12  month^ during which time 
they may from time to time he issued as money is required to 
defray the cost o f any repairs or replacements that the Pro­
moters may he under obligation to make upon the Railway. 
At the conclusion o f such period o f 12 months the said Bonds, 
or so much o f them as may remain unissued, shall he allotted 
to the Promoters. Provided that this Clause shall not be 
deemed to limit the liability o f the Promoters to make all 
necessary repairs and replacements.
19. And Whereas it is foreseen that by this method o f bor­
rowing money in advance of actual requirements, a loss will 
always be going on to the extent o f the difference between 
the five per cent, interest payable on the Bonds issued and the 
interest paid by the Bank or other Institution aforesaid on the 
proceeds o f the same, and that this loss will fall primarily on 
the Second Mortgage Bonds, the Promoters hereby agree that 
after the expiration of two years from the day when any such 
Bonds are issued as aforesaid any such loss shall be borne by 
themselves, and that they will indemnify the Company 
•against the same, and that their £100,000 Second Mortgage
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Bonds deposited with the Government as aforesaid shall stand 
as security for such indemnity.
20. The Company shall enter into a Covenant with the Bond­
holders duly to pay the principal and interest secured hy the 
Bonds at the times appointed for payment thereof respectively, 
and further to use due diligence to keep up the Line and the 
Works and the rolling stock in good order and condition, so 
that continuous communication may he had along the whole 
Line, andso that trains may berun with safety at the speed of 15 
miles an hour or at such greater speed as under the arrange­
ments of the Company is attained hy their trains. For pro­
perly securing^the performance of these Covenants the Com­
pany shall convey to Trustees to he appointed hy the Bond­
holders, with the approval of the Government of Jamaica, as 
well the present Railway from Kingston to Porus and from 
Spanish Town to Ewarton as the contemplated Extensions 
thereof mentioned in Article 7, as and when the same shall 
he acquired by the Company under the Provisions of this Agree­
ment, together withall rolling stock and other property there­
on or used therewith, and all lands, bridges, viaducts, work­
shops, tools, appliances and stores, and other property con­
nected therewith or belonging thereto, in trust, until default 
shall he made by the Company to the extent hereinafter stated 
in observance of the Covenants aforesaid or either of them, to 
allow the Company to possess and enjoy the same, and with 
power to the Trustees, on the Company making default in ob­
servance of either of the Covenants aforesaid (and such first-men­
tioned default continuing for a period exceeding one year, or such 
second-mentioned default continuing after the attention o f 
the Company has been called to the same by the Trustees, for a 
period exceeding three months), to call upon the Governor 
o f Jamaica to assume and take possession of the Railway and 
property assigned, and to work the same for the benefit o f all 
concerned, until the Company shall be no longer in default, 
and with further power to the Trustees, in case the Governor 
being called upon as aforesaid shall decline to interfere, 
themselves to assume and take possession as aforesaid. And it 
shall be provided that on the Government at the request o f
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the Trustees as aforesaid, or on the Trustees themselves, taking 
over and working the Bail way as aforesaid, the Trustees shall 
convene periodical Meetings of the Bondholders in the City of 
London for the purpose of considering and discussing the 
future prospects of the Undertaking, and that if at any such 
meeting duly convened, after such advertisement as may be 
provided, there be present in person or by proxy Bondholders 
representing £500,000 bonds, and it he determined by a ma­
jority of those present, in person or hv proxy, (such majority 
representing not less than £500,000 Bonds) to present a Peti­
tion to the Supreme Court of Jamaica to wind up the Com­
pany, the Trustees shall present such Petition accordingly. 
And it shall be provided that the said Court, on being satisfied— 
(a) that such default as aforesaid occurred and continued 
as aforesaid,
(5) that the Government on such request as aforesaid, or
the Trustees on the refusal of the Government 'as 
aforesaid, entered and took possession as aforesaid, and 
(c) that at such Meeting, duly convened as aforesaid, 
while the Company remained in default as aforesaid, 
the requisite majority of the Bondholders determined 
that the Petition should be presented as aforesaid, 
the Court shall make a Decree for the winding up of 
the Company.
21. The Government shall he empowered in case the Com­
pany fail—
(a) to keep up the Line and the Works and the rolling 
stock in good order and condition, to the satisfaction 
of any Officer of the Government appointed to in­
spect the same, so that continuous communication 
mav be had along the whole Line, and so that trains 
may be run with safety at the speed at which trains 
are required to be run, or at such greater speed as 
under the traffic arrangements of the Company is 
attained by their trains; or
(6) to run at least one train a day each way, available to
the public for passengers and goods over the whole 
length of the Line, at a minimum average speed (in­
clusive of stoppages) of 15 miles an hour;
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to call tlie attention of the Trustees and of the Company to the 
default, and if, after attention has hcen called as aforesaid, 
such first-mentioned default is not remedied within six calendar 
months, or such second-mentioned default continues for a period 
o f three calendar months, it shall he made lawful for the Go­
vernment to present a Petition to the Court aforesaid to wind 
up the Company. Such Petition shall he served as well on the 
Trustees as on the Company ; and if, on the presentation of such 
Petition it be made to appear—
(a) that such default occurred as aforesaid,
(5) that attention to the same was called as aforesaid, and 
(c) that after attention was called as aforesaid such default 
was not remedied within such period as aforesaid, 
the Court shall order the default to be remedied within such 
sufficient time as the Court shall fix for the purpose, and unless 
such Order is complied with, shall make a Decree for the 
winding up of the Company.
22. On a Decree being made in either of the cases afore­
said for winding up the Company, an account shall be taken 
by the Court—
(a) o f the principal and interest due upon the First Mort­
gage Bonds;
(5) of the Second Mortgage Bonds outstanding; and 
(c) of the unsatisfied debts of the Company.
Proof shall be made o f the debts as in case o f Bankruptcy, 
and it shall be made lawful for the Attorney General to dis­
pute and require proof o f any of the debts, even though the 
creditors may have obtained Judgment against the Company.
23. On such account having been taken as aforesaid, the 
Government shall—
(a) Give to each First Mortgage Bondholder, Jamaica Go­
vernment inscribed 3^ per cent. Stock at the rate o f  
£100 Stock for each £100 Bond, and pay to each such 
Bondholder [such sum as, added to sums received by 
way of interest (whether the same shall have been 
[ in satisfaction of previously accrued arrears or not)
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during the two years preceding that date of wind­
ing up, will make up the interest received during 
such two years to 3| per cent, per annum, and
ib )  Pay in full all the creditors who have duly proved 
their debts as aforesaid, and shall then take over 
the Railway subject only to the right of the Second 
Mortgage Bondholders to receive their interest at 
the rate o f 4 per cent, per annum in any year in 
which the net profits o f the Railway, after pay­
ment thereout o f 3| per cent, and 1 per cent, for 
Sinking Fund on the inscribed Stock allotted to 
the Bondholders are sufficient for such payment, 
and thereupon the Court shall decree absolute pos­
session to the Government of all and singular the 
Railway and other mortgaged property, and such 
Decree shall vest the said Railway and property in 
the Government subject only as aforesaid, and 
shall he a perpetual bar to all claim or right of the 
ordinary Stockholders o f the Company to the said 
premises, and every part thereof.
24. Provision shall be made in the Law for the incorpo­
ration o f the Company for obliging the Company—
(1 .) To keep all proper books of account to the satisfac­
tion o f the Government, and make such periodical 
Returns of the traffic and earnings as may he re­
quired by the Government.
(2.) To keep up the Line and the Works and the rolling 
stock in good order and condition, to the satisfac­
tion o f any Officer of the Government who may be 
appointed to inspect the same, so that continuous 
communication may he had along the whole Line, 
and so that trains may be run with safety at the 
speed at which trains are required to be run, or at 
such greater speed as under the traffic arrangements 
o f the Company is attained by their trains.
^3.) To run at least one train a day each way, available
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to the public for passengers and goods over the- 
whole length o f the Line, at a minimum average 
speed (inclusive o f stoppages) o f 15 miles an hour, 
provided that i f  continuous safe communication be 
from any cause interrupted, the Company shall not 
incur any penalty for the breach o f this obligation 
i f  they can show—
(a.) that they have taken prompt and energetic mea­
sures to restore the communication; and 
(b.) that they have run such trains as aforesaid, at the 
speed aforesaid, over those parts o f the Line where 
the communication is not interrupted.
25. It shall he lawful for the Officer aforesaid from time to 
time and at all times to inspect the Lino and the Works and 
the rolling stock o f the Company, and bring to the notice o f 
the Company any defect in the same, and unless such defect 
is forthwith repaired to the satisfaction and under the inspec­
tion o f the Officer aforesaid, it shall be made lawful for the 
Officer aforesaid to hire workmen and procure materials and 
to repair such defects himself, and the cost o f such work and 
materials, certified under the hand o f the Officer aforesaid 
shall he enforced against the Company in the same way and 
by the same means as a Judgment recovered in the Supreme 
Court.
26. In case o f any breach o f obligation (3) aforesaid the 
Company shall he made liable for a penalty o f £50 a day, to 
be recovered by Action of debt in the Supreme Court at the 
suit o f the Attorney General.
27. In all cases in which it may be provided by Law that 
any penalty shall be incurred by the Company, payment o f  
such penalty shall not be made out o f the assets of the Com­
pany to the prejudice o f the Second Mortgage Bondholders, 
but payment o f any such penalty may be enforced against the 
ordinary Stockholders, jointly or severally, and’ i f  any such 
penalty recovered against the Company shall have been paid 
out of the assets o f the Company, thereby diminishing the 
amount coming by way o f interest to the Second Mortgage
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Bondholders, such sum may he recovered at the suit of the 
'Attorney General on behalf of the Government by Action of 
•debt either against the Company or against the ordinary 
Stockholders, jointly or severally.
28. No Section of Extension shall be considered “ completed” 
within the contract until it has been examined by a Govern­
ment Inspector, and been reported by him to be built in ac­
cordance with this Agreement, and to be safe for public traffic, 
and to be properly and adequately equipped with Station 
buildings and sidings, and with rolling stock, &c. Moreover, 
in case the Promoters determine to construct the Extensions 
of a lesser gauge than the present Line, no Section shall be 
deemed to be complete unless the Promoters shall have added 
a third rail on the whole of the old Line between the junction 
-of the Extension therewith and Kingston, and made such 
alteration in the Stations and buildings and sidings on the old 
Line as may be necessary to accommodate the narrow gauge 
stock. The Promoters shall not be entitled to be paid for any 
Section unless the same be part of a continuous Line to Kingston, 
or unless such Section connect with the sea at Annotto Bay, 
Port Antonio, or Montego Bay.
The “ Equipment” to be furnished by the Promoters for each 
Section shall be such as, when the whole Line is completed, 
will give to the 185 miles of road’(that being the estimated 
length of the whole Line, Original and Extensions) an Equip­
ment which, taking into account the size and capacity of the 
locomotives and carriages constituting the same, will, in the 
judgment of the Director of Public Works, be as full and ade­
quate an Equipment for a Line of 185 miles as that which was 
on the present Government Rail way on the 3rd Nov ember, 18S8, 
(inclusive of new engine trucks and carriages which at that 
•date were ordered) was for a Line of 65 miles.
29. The government of the Railway shall be in a Board of 
Directors, of whom the ordinary Stockholders shall nominate 
four members and the Government of the Island one member, 
.three to be a quorum. No contract for goods or stores in 
excess of £100 shall be binding on the Company, and no salary
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in excess of that amount shall he granted, except with the 
concurrence of the Director appointed hy the Government, 
Provided, that in the event of the Government Director refus­
ing his concurrence in any proposal, the Company shall have 
the right of Appeal to the Governor in Privy Council.
30. Nothing heyond travelling expenses shall he paid to the 
Directors for their services that shall prevent the interest on 
the Second Mortgage Bonds being paid in full.
31. Should the whole of the £100,000 Second Mortgage 
Bonds deposited with the Government as security aforesaid 
become exhausted for forfeitures, the whole of the Ordinary 
Stock of the Company shall be forfeited to and become the 
property of the Government. Until such exhaustion as afore­
said, the Government will not itself build, nor win it grant its 
sanction to any other body to build, any other Railway in the 
Island (except Tramways for horsecarsalong the public roads). 
After completion of the said Extensions the Government will 
not for a period of 40 years sanction the construction of any 
Line calculated to compete with the Railway, the subject of this 
Agreement; Provided that if any Railway should be proposed 
that would not he open to the objection of being a competing. 
Line, the Government would give the Company the prior right 
o f undertaking it, and only on their refusal should be at 
liberty to allow its construction by others.
32. A  Line of Railway from some point between the Station 
at Kingston and the sea, along the foreshore of the Harbour 
eastward, shall not be deemed a “  competing line”  within the
■ meaning of these Articles. Accordingly, if the Government
or any person or body of persons desire to construct such 
Line, and the Company or the Promoters are unwilling to un­
dertake the same, it may be undertaken by others, and in the 
latter event the Company shall allow such Line to be connected 
with the Railway, and shall allow its trucks to run over the 
said Line to the different wharves connected therewith, so as 
to allow to the occupiers of such wharves facilities equal to 
those enjoyed by persons shipping from the Princes Wharf. 
There shall be allowed to the Company, on its working the
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said Line as aforesaid, demurrage in respect of any undue de­
tention of the rolling stock employed in the said service at a 
rate to be agreed upon.
33. In the event of the Company constructing such fore­
shore Railway, the same shall count as an “  Extension” of the 
Railway within the meaning of these Articles
34. The Government shall, for each mile of the Extension 
completed as aforesaid, give to the Promoters one square mile 
of land (provided that the Government has that quantity of 
land as hereinafter described at its disposal), and the same 
shall be given free of all charges. Such land shall be made 
free of all Taxes (except such as fall on occupied houses), in­
cluding quit rents for 10 years. After the expiration of 10 
years, quit rents shall he payable and be a charge on the land, 
but shall not be enforceable against Promoters personally or 
-against the Company. The lands to be granted as aforesaid 
shall include only the lands of the Crown that are not in the 
occupation of the Crown or any lessee of the Crown. The 
Promoters shall not be entitled, except with the sanction of 
the Governor, to take up any lands hereto-before patented 
except in whole blocks or patents, or any unpatented lands 
except in blocks of not less than 300 acres.
35 . The Promoters shall be at liberty within one year of the 
conclusion of this Agreement to select 100 square miles of 
land, and Government agrees not to sell to other persons any 
part of such land so selected for a period of five years from 
the date of the conclusion of this Agreement.
36. The Company in respect of its earnings and the Rail­
ways shall for 30 years be free of all Taxes, except that the 
Stations will be liable to parochial taxation as being occupied 
houses.
37. The Government shall provide the track for the said Ex­
tensions, except through the limits of Kingston, Montego Bay, 
and Port Antonio. The Government will further, so far as 
engineering difficulties and local circumstances permit, allow 
the Railway Company to lay its rails and run its trains over
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the Streets in the said towns o f Montego Bay and Port Anto­
nio so as to connect the Station with the seashore, on the 
Company undertaking that the trains passing along the said 
Streets shall not exceed the speed of four miles an hour, and 
taking such other precautions for the safety o f passengers as the 
Government may approve of.
38. A ll contracts, &c., between the Government and Promo­
ters, or between Government and the Company, or between 
the Promoters and the Company, shall be free of Stamp Dutv.
39. Company shall have the right to construct telegraph 
and telephone lines along the lines o f Bail way, hut not to make 
the same available to the public so as to compete with Govern­
ment telegraph.
40. The rates for traffic shall be from time to time deter­
mined by the Company without any interference on the part 
o f  the Government or the Legislature, so that the same shall 
not exceed the rates mentioned in Schedule 2 hereto, and no 
preference to any person or persons shall be shown ; but this 
shall not be understood to prevent the Company from agreeing 
to carry large quantities at a lower rate than they carry small 
quantities.
Any contract made by the Company or the Promoters with 
any person or body o f persons, which may be calculated to 
give such person or body o f persons any undue preference or 
monopoly, shall be null and void to all intents and purposes.
41. Government reserves to itself th e right fro m time to time 
to promote such Legislation as may appear to be ne.cessary to 
give effect to preceding Clause, and to prevent the Company 
from using the practical control it will have o f traffic over a 
large part o f the Island so as to secure to itself or its friends 
anything like a monopoly o f any branch o f industry or article 
o f  produce.
This article shall not be deemed in any way to limit or affect 
the inherent right o f the Government from time to time to pro­
mote such Legislation, not inconsistent with the terms o f this 
Agreement, as may appear to be necessary in the interest o f
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the Island, whether for the regulation of the affairs of the 
Company or otherwise.
42. The Line shall be inspected during construction, and 
from time to time during its working, by a Government In­
spector, and the Government shall have the right to insist 
upon proper provision being made for the safety of traffic.
43. So long as the Government is holder of Second Mort­
gage Bonds there shall be an official Audit of the books of the 
Company.
44. The Company will afford all proper facilities for the safe 
carriage of Mails, and will carry the same at such reasonable 
rate as may be agreed upon or failing agreement as may be 
determined by arbitration.
45. The Company will carry Her Majesty’s Troops or Militia 
and the Constabulary in uniform and travelling on duty at 
half rates.
16. It is understood that the Government will give the Pro­
moters the benefit of all surveys of the projected Lines of Ex­
tension. Provided that the Government shall not be deemed 
to incur any liability to the Promoters in respect of any errors 
or omissions in the said surveys or the estimates furnished in 
connection therewith.
47. It is understood that the bridges about to be built across 
the Pencar, Dry, White, Buff Bay, Spanish, Swift and Rio 
Grande Rivers, are intended to bear locomotives, and the Go­
vernment will allow the Company to lay their rails and run 
their trains over the said bridges, the Company providing gates 
and gatekeepers for security of traffic. After the construction 
of the said bridges the Government will not be answerable 
to the Company, in case the same should be destroyed, broken 
or carried away. After the completion of the bridges afore­
said the same shall be maintained and repaired at joint ex­
pense of the Government and the Company.
The Government shall not be liable to the Promoters or the 
Company in respect of any delay in the construction of the 
saidbridges; provided that if any Section of the Railway through
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the District watered by the said rivers is completed (save and 
except the crossing of the said rivers or any of them) before 
the completion of the said bridges, the Governor will not with­
hold his sanction to the drawinsr of the money to pay for the 
same.
48. The Government shall procure the passing o f a Law to 
render free of duty for 30 years all plant, tools and materials, 
used in construction, working and maintenance, of the Railway.
49. Should there at any time arise any difference between 
the Government and the Promoters, or the Government and 
the Company, or the Company and the Promoters, us to the 
performance of this contract, the same shall be settled by 
arbitration, the one party to such difference selecting one 
arbitrator and the other party another, and the arbitrators so 
appointed failing to agree shall appoint an umpire whose 
decision shall be final. Should the arbitrators be unable to 
agree upon an umpire, such umpire shall be appointed by the 
Supreme Court. Should the Government refuse to accept 
any work under this contract, thereby giving rise to an arbi­
tration, and such arbitration is decided against the Govern­
ment, the Government shall allow the Promoters interest at 
the current rate for the. period they have been kept out of 
their money.
50. It is understood that the expression “  the Railway” shall
include the Princes Wharf and all the property of the Railway 
connected with such w harf; but the said wharf and property 
will be transferred subject to the Provisions of an Agreement 
between the Government and the Atlas Steamship Company, 
dated the twenty-second day o f November, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-one, and to the Provisions of another 
Agreement between the Government and the Atlas Steamship 
Company, dated the day o f , and generally
the Company in taking over the said Railway from the Govern­
ment will take over the same subject to any subsisting Agree­
ment between the Government and any person or body of 
persons, and will indemnify .the Government against the
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51 ■ The Government agrees to furnish the Promoters with 
a Schedule o f all properties o f the Railway, such as real estate, 
lands, wharves, storehouses, rolling stock, machinery, sur­
veys, maps and drawings.
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SC H E D U LE  I .
The Works o f the Extension Railways must comply with the 
following conditions:—jj
The track o f the Railway must be fenced on both sides with 
fences equal in stability and du rahility to those o f the existing 
Railway, except in cases where by special written agreement 
with landowners the fences are dispensed with or modified. 
Such accommodation gates and other works shall be provided 
as shall be stipulated for in the conveyance o f land or may be 
required by law.
Alterations and deviations o f public roads, where necessary, 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and sections 
approved by the Director o f Public Works. At all level cross­
ings o f public roads, gates and gatehouses shall be provided 
similar to those on the existing Railways, or otherwise as may 
be approved by the Director o f Public Works.
The width o f the formation o f all cuttings shall, for a single 
track, be not less than the follow ing:—
For a gauge o f 4 feet 8| inches -  -  18 feet.
3 “  6 -  -  • 15 “
8 “  0 “  ^ ' 14 «  .
The width o f the formation o f all embankments shall, for 
a single track, be not less than—
For a gauge o f 4 feet 8^ inches -  -  16 feet.
“  “  3 “  6 “  -  -  13 “
“  „ “  3 “  D “  -  -  12 “
The slopes o f the cuttings and embankments shall be suffi­
cient to ensure their stability, and must be approved by the 
Government Inspector before the Line shall be considered to 
be completed.
Parallel tracks shall have a width o f not less than six feet 
between the adjacent rails, and the formation widths in such
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cases shall he-such as will give a width beyond the outer rail 
on each side equal to that provided for single tracks.
Drainage works shall he provided on all parts of the Line 
sufficient to keep the formation of the Railway free from water 
at all times, and to prevent injury to the slopes of the cuttings 
and embankments. Culverts and drains shall in all cases be 
constructed of durable materials.
All bridges, viaducts and retaining walls, shall be con­
structed on solid foundations, secure from injury by floods, 
and shall be of uninflammable and durable materials.
They shall be competent to support a distributed rolling 
load equal to one ton per lineal foot of the Railway track, with 
a factor of safety of not less than five. The designs and speci­
fications must be approved by the Director of Public Works.
The permanent way shall be laid with steel rails weighing 
not less than 501bs. per lineal yard, fished at the joints, and 
securely fastened to good and durable cross sleepers, of dimen­
sions and material to be approved by the Director of Public 
Works, at intervals averaging not more than three feet from 
centre to centre, and in no case exceeding three feet three 
inches. The Line shall be ballasted throughout with good 
clean gravel or broken stone, completely encasing the sleepers, 
and there shall in all cases be not less than six inches depth 
of ballast under the sleepers.
The Promoters shall guarantee the stability of all the Works 
of the Extension Lines, and the sufficiency of the drainage 
works for a period of 12  months after the completion of each 
Section, and shall indemnify the Company from all and any 
loss which may be incurred during such period through in­
sufficient stability or insufficient drainage in any part of the 
Line or Works. No gradient shall be steeper than L in 30 (3j 
per cent.), nor shall any curve be of less radius than 330 feet.
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There shall always be on all trains, by which the Company 
carry passengers at least two classes of fares for the carriage
o f  passengers, o f Which the lower shall not (except with the 
consent o f the Governor in Privy Council) exceed per mile the 
present rate in force per mile on the Government Railway 
for third-class passengers, and the higher shall not exceed 
(except with the consent aforesaid) the present rate for first- 
class passengers. I f  the Company has an intermediate class o f 
fares, the same shall not (unless with the consent aforesaid) 
exceed the present second-chiss rate.
The charges for the carriage o f goods shall in no case, un­
less with the previous sanction o f the Governor in Privy 
Council, exceed the rates per mile now charged on the exist­
ing Railway by more than 10 per cent, in addition to ter­
minal charges, not exceeding by more than 10  per cent, the 
terminal charges now charged on the existing Railway.
In witness whereof the parties hereto have hereunto set 
their Hands on the day and year first herein-before written.
(S igned) H e n r y  H . H ocking .
C. S. F arquharson.
F r e d e r i c k  W e s s o n .
Executed by the parties in duplicate.
In it ia l  H . H . 11.
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This A g r e e m e n t  m a d e  the Twenty-fourth day of May, Anno
Domini, One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty- Section l .  ~  
nine between His Excellency Sir Henry Arthur 
Blake, K  C.M.G., Governor o f Jamaica o f the one 
part, and Frederick Wesson o f the City o f New York, 
in the United States o f North America, Merchant, 
and his Associates, o f the other part.
Whereas an Agreement was made and entered into on the 
29th day o f March, Anno Domini, One Thousand Eight Hun­
dred and Eighty-nine, between Henry Hicks Hocking, Attor­
ney General o f Jamaica, and Charles Salmon Farquharson, o f 
Savanna-la-Mar in the Island o f Jamaica, Merchant and Mem­
ber o f the Legislative Council o f  the said Island, (acting on be­
half o f the Government o f Jamaica) o f the one part and the 
said Frederick Wesson o f the other part
€8
And Whereas it has been agreed between the parties hereto 
that the amendments and alterations hereinafter mentioned 
shall be and become a part o f the said Agreement and be em­
bodied therein with the like force and effect as though origi­
nally therein contained:
Now, therefore the said Frederick Wesson agrees on his part 
and that of his Associates that the following amendments shall 
become and be part of the Agreement aforesaid, v iz:— Para­
graph seven of the said Agreement shall read: “  The Pro- 
“  moters agree to extend the existing Railway from some point 
“ near Bog Walk Station northwards to the sea and then 
«• easterly to Port Antonio; and from May Pen or Porus or 
“ some point between these two places through the interior o f 
“  the Island to Montego Bay.”
“  The Promoters agree that the said Railway shall be built 
“  of a gauge not less than what is known as the “ metre 
“  gauge,' and that if after their survey they shall find that the 
“  money available enables them to construct the Extensions 
“  on the standard gauge o f four feet, eight-and-a-half inches, 
“  they will so build it ;"  and in all other respects Paragraph 
seven shall remain intact as in the original Agreement con­
tained.
And Paragraph nine shall he amended by substituting the 
word “  four” for the word “  five” in line two of the copy o f 
the said Agreement printed in the Jamaica Gazette, and 
by the addition at the end of the said Paragraph of the fol­
lowing rider:—
“ With the view to the gradual Redemption of the said Bonds 
within a period not to exceed fifty-five years, the Company 
shall at the end of five years from the date of the first issue 
of Bonds, and at the end of every year thereafter, pay to the 
Trustees for the Bondholders in the said Agreement men­
tioned a sum equal to one per cent, on the whole o f the 
Bonds issued, (including any that have been redeemed), 
and the said Trustees shall apply the said sum to the re­
demption of so many of the said Bonds as the said sum 
may he sufficient to redeem. As any such Bonds are by
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the means aforesaid redeemed, the same shall be cancelled, 
hut the Trustees shall continue to receive the interest pay­
able on the same, together with the 1  per cent, aforesaid, 
as if the said Bonds had not been redeemed and they 
were the holders thereof, and shall apply the moneys so 
received in further Redemption as aforesaid until all the 
Bonds shall have been redeemed and cancelled. No Bond 
after being redeemed shall be re-issued.
“  The Bonds to be redeemed shall be selected by annual 
drawings, unless a sufficient number can be purchased at not 
exceeding par in the open market.”
In witness whereof the said Frederick Wesson hath here­
unto set his Hand and Seal the day and year first hereinbe­
fore written.
(Signed) F r e d e r i c k  W e s s o n .
Signed in the presence of
C h a r l e s  B u r n e t t .
S c h e d u l e  B .
Form o f Certificate o f Share.
The Jamaica Railway Company.
Number.
This is to Certify that A. B., of is
the Proprietor of £  Stock of the abovenamed
Company, subject to the Regulations of the said Company.
Given under the Common Seal of the said Company, the 
day of 18
S c h e d u l e  C .
Form o f Transfer o f Stock.
I, ’ of .
in consideration of the sum of > Pa*d to me
by > of , do
hereby transfer to the said
pounds Stock in the undertaking called The Jamaica Railway 
Company, standing (or part of the Stock standing) in my
The Jamaica Railway Company's Law. [Ch. 12.]
Schedule B .
Certificate. 
Section 64.
Schedule C.
Transfer. 
Section 67.
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name in the Boohs of the said Company, to hold unto the 
said his Executors, Administrators 
and Assigns (or, “  Successors and Assigns” ), subject to the 
several Conditions on which I held the same at the time of 
the execution hereof; and I, the said
, do hereby agree to take the said 
Stock subject to the same Conditions.
As witness our Hands and Seals, the 
day of , 18
Schedule D.
Proxies. 
Section 107.
S c h e d u l e  D .
Form o f Proxy.
A . B ., one of the Stockholders of The Jamaica Railway 
Company, doth hereby appoint C. D ., of , 
to be the proxy of the said A. B., in his absence to vote in 
his name upon any matter relating to the undertaking pro­
posed at the meeting of the Stockholders of the said Company, 
to he held on the day of Dext, 
in such manner as the said C. L>. doth think proper. In 
witness whereof the said A .B . hath hereunto set his Hand (or 
i f  a Corporation, say, ”  the Common Seal of the Corporation ) 
the day of one thousand eight 
hundrc d and
Schedule E . 
Laws repealed. 
Section 168.
S c h e d u l e  E.
7 Viet. c. 25.
8 Viet. c. 12.
9 Viet. c. 30.
22 Viet. c. 68.
Law 28 of 1873.
Law 12 of 1875.
Law 32 of 1879.
Law 8 o f  1880, Sections 24 to 36, both inclusive. 
Law 19 of 1882.
JAMAICA—LAW 13 OF 1889.
The Settled Land Law, 1888, Amendment Law, 1889.
[19th June, 1889.~\
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —Notwithstanding anything in the Settled Land Law, 
1888, (Law 16 of 1888) contained, in all Settlements within 
the definition of the said Law in which the Administrator 
General of Jamaica is Trustee, he shall he deemed to he Trus­
tee for the purposes of the said Law, and shall in all respects 
fill the place of two or more Trustees under the said Law, with 
all the rights, powers, duties and obligations, attaching to two 
Trustees under the said Law, and in any case in which the 
Administrator General of Jamaica is appointed by the Court 
or otherwise sole Trustee for the purposes of the said Law, 
such appointment shall in all respects he as valid and effec­
tual as if two or more persons were appointed, notwithstand­
ing anything in the said Law to the contrary.
2__The Administrator General shall not he disqualified for
appointment as a Trustee within the meaning of the said Law 
by reason of his being Committee of any Lunatic, Guardian of 
any Infant, or Trustee of any Bankrupt, who may he in­
terested in any Settlement within the meaning of the said Law, 
nor by reason of his being Receiver of any estate in respect of 
which he shall he appointed such Trustee, nor by reason of 
his being otherwise officially interested in any Settlement on 
behalf of any fiduciary.
Preamble.
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incorporated with 3— This Law shall be read together with the Settled Land
la w  16 of 1888. 0
Law, 1888, as one Law.
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JAMAICA—LAW 14 OF 1889.
A Law to amend the Law as to Larcenies by Trustees.
[20th June, 1889.~\
BE it enacted by tbe Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica, as follows :—
1 —.Whosoever shall be entrusted by any person with any 
money, with directions in writing to purchase any goods, pro­
duce, animal or other property, for or on behalf o f such per­
son, or with any goods, produce, animal or other property, 
with directions in writing to sell the same for or on behalf 
o f such person, and shall, with intent to defraud, convert 
or appropriate to or for his own use or benefit, or the 
use or benefit of any person other than such person as afore­
said, or otherwise dispose of or destroy, in the case first above 
mentioned, such money, or the goods, produce, animal or 
property, purchased therewith or any part of the same, or, in 
the case secondly above mentioned, such goods, produce, 
animal or property, or the money realised by the sale of the 
same, or any part of the same, shall be guilty of a misde­
meanour, and being convicted thereof shall be liable, at the 
discretion of the Court, to be kept in penal servitude for any 
term not exceeding five years or to be imprisoned, with or 
without hard labour, for any term not exceeding two years.
2—It shall be lawful for the several Resident Magistrates’ 
Courts to hear and determine any offence under this Law.
3—In every prosecution under this Law or under the Act 
27 Victoria, Chapter 33, where it is necessary to prove a con-
Preamble.
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version or appropriation disposition or destruction, there shall 
be sufficient prima, Jade evidence against any person of such 
conversion or appropriation, disposition or destruction, if it he 
shown that such person, being entrusted as aforesaid or as in the 
said Act mentioned, whether as bailee or as a banker, merchant, 
broker, attorney, factor or other agent or otherwise howsoever, 
absconded without accounting, or kept out of the way in order 
not to account, or that, being duly called upon to account, he 
failed to account to his principal or cestui-que-trust for either 
the money entrusted to him, or the goods, produce, animal or 
property, purchased therewith, or the goods, produce, animal 
or property, entrusted to him, or the money realised by the sale 
thereof, or any part of the money, goods, produce, animals or 
property aforesaid, or the subject matter of the trust or bail­
ment, as the case may be.
When a person is by the terms of his employment or trust 
hound to deliver over any money or property to his principal 
or cestui-que-trust, he shall not be deemed to account for the 
same within the meaning of this Law unless he either deliver 
over the same or mve a reasonable excuse for not delivering’ 
over.
4—In any Indictment under this Law or under the said 
Act, where it is necessary to prove either a conversion or 
appropriation, or disposition or destruction as aforesaid, it shall 
be sufficient to allege in the Indictment that the Defendant 
converted to his own use as aforesaid the money, or the goods, 
produce, animal or other property, entrusted to him as afore­
said, or the subject matter of the trust or bailment, as the 
case may be; and on such proof being given as aforesaid it 
shall be immaterial that it does not appear which particular 
offence created by this Law or the said Act the Defendant has 
committed, nor shall the Defendant be entitled to be acquitted 
if it does appear that, though not guilty of such commission 
as aforesaid, he has been guilty of one of the other offences 
created by this Law or the said Act.
JAMAICA—LAW 15 OF 1889.
The Agricultural Produce Buyers Paw, 1881, Repeal Law,
1889.
[20th Ju/ne, 1889.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Preamble. Jamaica, as follows:—
1 —The Agricultural Produce Buyers’ Law, 1881, (Law 14 Lavi4of|i88i 
of 1881,) shall be and the same is hereby repealed:—Provided ”  8
that such Repeal shall not affect anything actually done un­
der the said Law, or any prosecution pending thereunder at 
the time of the passing of this Law.

JAMAICA—LAW 16 OF 1889.
The Cadastral Survey Fund Law, 1889.
[26th June, 1 8 8 0 .~\
W HEREAS it is necessary to provide and raise Funds to meet the cost of carrying out a Cadastral Survey of 
this Island:—
Bo it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows
1 —There shall be imposed upon all persons in possession 
of Land in any Parish of this Island, whether as owner, tenant 
or in any other character, a Tax of one half-penny per acre or 
fractional part of an acre.
2— Every person liable to the Tax aforesaid shall on the 
first day of August next, and on the first day of August in 
every succeeding year, or within ten days thereafter, make a 
true and full Return in writing to the Collector of Taxes of 
the Parish in which the Land is situated, according to the 
Form to be obtained from the Collector, of all Land in his pos­
session within such Parish, and set forth the full number of 
acres of all such Land, and shall declare to the truth of such 
Return:—Provided that in cases in which an estate, pen or pro­
perty lies in two or more Parishes, such estate, pen or property, 
shall for the purposes of this Law be deemed to be wholly within 
the Parish in which the dwelling house, or other principal 
building thereon, shall be situate, and in cases in which there 
shall be no such dwelling house or building, shall be deemed 
to be in the Parish in which the larger part thereof shall be 
situate.
Preamble.
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3—Every person making or required to make such Return 
as aforesaid shall pay to the Collector of Taxes the Tax here­
inbefore mentioned for the number of acres, reckoning as an 
acre any fractional part of an acre of the said Land, included 
in such Return; and the Tax under this Law shall he paid on 
the first day of August in each year or within ten days there­
after ; and in every case where no Return shall have been 
made as required by this Law, shall he liable to the surcharge 
of one-fourth part of such Tax :p-Provided always that in all 
cases in which the Tax imposed by this Law is paid by a 
tenant in possession of the Land, such tenant shall be entitled 
to deduct the amount of the Tax so paid from the rent pay­
able by him in respect of the occupation of such Land.
Co-owners. 4—Where two or more persons shall be seised or entitled 
in undivided shares or proportions, either as tenants in com­
mon, joint tenants, coparceners or otherwise, any one or more 
of them shall he liable for the said Duty, as if he was or they 
were solely seised or entitled.
Tax Collection 5—All the powers, provisions, regulations and directions,
Laws'incorporated. contaifled in the Tax Collection Laws 1867-1869, (Laws 32
Duration of Law
of 1867 and 14 of 1869), shall he of full force and effect with 
respect to the Tax hereby granted, so far as the same are ap­
plicable, and shall be observed, applied and enforced, for and 
in the collecting, regulating and recovering, of the Tax hereby 
granted, and the surcharge thereon if and when the same 
shall he chargeable, and otherwise in relation to the said 
Tax so far as the same shall be consistent with and not 
superseded by the express Provisions of this Law, as fully 
and effectually as if the same had been herein repeated and 
especially enacted.
6—This Law shall remain and continue in force for seven 
years from the first day of August next.
.
PRIVY COUNCIL REGULATIONS.
Rules approved by His Honor the Officer Administering the Government m Privy Council, 
to meet the case o f Vessels in Quarantine proceeding from one Port o f the Island to 
another.
Should the Master of any Vessel that has been ordered into quarantine in any Port of the Island 
desire to proceed to any other Port of the Island before such Vessel has performed and been duly dis­
charged from quarantine, he shall give notice of such desire to the Visiting Officer of the port at which 
his vessel is in quarantine and shall in such notice name the Port to which he desires to proceed, and it 
shall be the duty of the Visiting Officer to furnish to such Master a certificate showing the number of 
days the Vessel has been in quarantine, and the number remaining to complete the quarantine term ; 
and thereupon it shall be lawful for him to proceed to such last mentioned Port, but he must enter such 
Port flying the quarantine flag and proceed straight to the quarantine ground at such Port.
The Master of any Vessel neglecting or contravening any of the provisions of this Rule shall incur 
a fine or penalty not exceeding ten pounds.
Passed by the Officer Administering the Government, 16.1.89.
J. A l l w o o d , c.p .C.
Rules for the Registration o f Trade Marks—Law 17 o f 1888.
B y virtue of the provisions of the Registration <>f Trade Marks Law, 17 of 1888, the Governor in 
Privy Council hereby makes the following General Rules subject to the provisions of the said Law.
A p p l i c a t i o n  f o r  R e g i s t r a t i o n .
1. An application for registration of a Trade Mark shall be made in the Form A . in the second 
sohedule to these Rules, or in such other form as may be from time to time prescribed and must be 
left at or sent by post to the Registry Office.
2. An application for registration of a Trade Mark if made by any firm or partnership may be 
signed by some one or more members of such firm or partnership as the case may be.
I f  the application be made by a body corporate it may be signed by the Secretary or other prin­
cipal officer of such body.
3. The application of a proprietor of any Trade Mark registered in England under the Patent 
Designs and Trade Marks Act 1883 (Imperial A ct 46 and 47 Victoria c. 57) for registration of such 
Trade Mark in this Island shall be accompanied by a copy, certified by the Comptroller General of 
Patents Designs and Trade Marks and be sealed with the Seal of the Patent Office, of the entry in 
the Register kept under the said Imperial A ct relating to such Trade Mark
4. An application for registration and all other communications between the applicant and the 
Registrar may be made by or through an agent whose authority is satisfactory to tne Registrar.
5. On receipt of an application for registration the Registrar shall forthwith furnish the applicant 
with an acknowledgment thereof.
6. Three representations of each Trade Mark must be supplied upon foolscap paper of a size of 13 
inches by 8 and such paper must be of a durable quality.
In  the case of Marks applied for in Classes 23 to 35 inclusive, the applicant shall supply four 
representations of each Mark for each Class.
Where a drawing or other representation or specimen cannot be given in manner aforesaid a speci­
men or copy of the Trade Mark may be sent either of full size or on a reduced scale, and in such form 
-as the Registrar may prescribe as most convenient.
The Registrar may, if dissatisfied with the representation of a Trade Mark require a fresh repre­
sentation either before he proceeds with the application or before he registers the Trade Mark.
The registrar may also in exceptional cases deposit in the Register Office a specimen or copy of 
-any Trade Mark which cannot conveniently be shown by a representation, and may refer thereto in the 
register in such manner as he may think fit.
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7. When an application relates to a series of Trade Marks differing from one another in respect to- 
■the particulars mentioned in section 7 of the Registration of Trade Marks Law, a representation of 
each Trade Mark of the series shall be made or affixed upon the form of application and also upon each 
of the separate half sheets of paper aforesaid
8. Wherever a mark consists of or includes words printed in other than Roman character there 
shall he given at the foot, or on the back of each representation a translation of such words signed by 
the applicant or his agent.
9. A ny application, statement, notice or other document authorised or required to be left, made 
or given at the Register Office, or to the Registrar, or to any other person under these Rules may be 
sent by a prepaid letter through the post, and if so sent shall be deemed to have been left, made or 
given respectively at the time when the letter containing the same would be delivered in the ordinary 
course of post.
In proving such service or sending, it shall be sufficient to prove that the letter was properly ad­
dressed and put into the post.
E x e r c is e  o f  D is c r e t io n a r y  P o w e r s .
10. Before exercising any discretionary power given to the Registrar by section 3 of the said Law 
adversely to the applicant for registration of a Trade Mark the Registrar shall give him ten days’ no­
tice of the time when he may be heard personally or by his Agent before the Registrar.
11. Within five days from the date of when such notice would be delivered in the ordinary course- 
o f post the applicant shall notify to the Registrar whether or not he intends to be heard upon the matter.
12. The decision of the Registrar in the exercise of any such discretionary power as aforesaid 
B h all be notified to the applicant.
A p p e a l  t o  t h e  S u p r e m e  C o u r t .
13. Where the Registrar refuses to register a Trade Mark and the applicant intends to appeal to 
the Supreme Court from such refusal in manner provided by sections 3 and 28 of the said Law he shall 
within one month from the date of the decision appealed against leave at the General Register Office a 
notice of such his intention.
14. Such notice shall be accompanied by a statement of the grounds of appeal and of the applicant’s, 
case in support thereof.
A d v e r t i s e m e n t  o f  A p p l i c a t i o n .
15. Every application for registration, not being an application for registration under the provisions 
of section 16 of the said Law, shall as soon as may be after its receipt be advertised by the Registrar 
four times at intervals of not less than a week, and not exceeding a fortnight in some newspaper circu­
lating in the Island and in the Jamaica Gazette in such manner as the Registrar may direct.
I f  no representation of the Trade Mark be inserted in the official paper in connexion with the ad­
vertisement of an application, the Registrar shall refer in such advertisement to the place or places 
where a specimen Or representation of the Trade Mark is deposited for exhibition.
16. For the purposes of such advertisement the applicant may be required to furnish a wood block 
or electrotype (or more than one if necessary) of the Trade Mark of such dimensions as may from time 
to time be directed by the Registrar or with such other information or means of advertising the Trade 
Mark as may be required by the Registrar, and the Registrar, if dissatisfied with the block or electro­
type furnished by the applicant or his agent may require a fresh block or electrotype before proceeding 
with the advertisement.
17. When an application relates to a series of Trade Marks differing from one another in respect 
of the particulars mentioned in section 7 of the said Law, the applicant may be required to furnish a 
wood block or electrotype (or more than one if required by the Registrar) of any or of each of the Trade 
Marks constituting the series, and the Registrar may, if he thinks fit, insert with the advertisement 
of the application a statement of the manner in respect of which the several Trade Marks differ from 
one another.
O p p o s it io n  t o  R e g i s t r a t i o n .
18. (1) Where a case stands for the determination oi the Supreme Court under the provisions
of sections 10 and 28 of the said Law, the Registrar shall require the applicant within one 
month, or such further time as the Registrar may allow, to issue a summons in the Cham­
bers of a Judge of the Supreme Court for an order that notwithstanding the opposition 
of which notice has been given the registration of the Trade Mark be proceeded with by
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the Registrar or to take such proceedings as my be proper and necessary for the deter­
mination of the case by the Court.
(2) The applicant shall thereupon issue such summons or take such other proceedings as 
aforesaid within the period of one month above named, or such further time as the Re­
gistrar may allow, and shall also within the like period give notice thereof to the Registrar.
(3) I f  the applicant shall fail to issue such summons or to take such other proceedings of 
which failure the non-receipt by the Registrar of the said notice shall be sufficient proof 
the applicant shall be deemed to have abandoned his application.
(4) Such notice to the Registrar shall be given by delivery at or sending to the General Re­
gister Office a copy of the summons or other initiatory proceedings bearing an endorse­
ment of service signed by the applicant or his solicitor or an endorsement of acceptance 
of service signed by the opponent or his Solicitor.
R e g is t e r  o f  T r a d e  M a r k s .
19. As soon as may be after the expiration of two months from the date of the first advertisement 
of the application for registration made under section 3 of the said Law by or on behalf of any person 
carrying on any trade or manufacture within this Island the Registrar shall, subject to any such sum­
mons or other proceeding us aforesaid and the determination of the Court thereon, it’ he is satisfied that 
the applicant is entitled to registration, and on payment of the prescribed fee, enter the name, address 
and description of the applicant, in the Register of Trade Marks as the registered Proprietor of the 
Trade Mark in respect of the particular goods or classes of goods described in his application, together 
with such other particulars as the Registrar may think necessary.
20- In case pf the death of any applicant for registration of a Trade Mark after the date of his 
application, and before the Trade Mark applied for has been entered on the Register, the Registrar, 
after the expiration of the prescribed period of advertisement, may, on being satisfied of the applicant’ s 
death, enter on the Register, in place of the name of such deceased applicaut, the name of the person 
owning the good-will of the business, if such ownership be proved to the satisfaction of the Registrar.
21. Upon registering any Trade Mark the Registrar shall enter in the Register the date on which 
the application for Registration was received by the Registrar and such day shall be deemed to be the 
date of the registration.
22 The Registrar shall send notice to the applicant of the registration of his Trade Mark, together 
with a copy of the Jamaica Gazette, containing the advertisement of such Trade Mark in the official 
paper.
23. Where a person becomes entitled to a Trade Mark by assignment, transmission or other opera­
tion of Law. a request for the entry of his name on the Register as proprietor of the Trade Mark shall 
be addressed to the Registrar and left at the General Register Office.
24. Such request shall in the case of an individual be made and signed by the person requiring to 
be registered as proprietor and in the case of a firm or partnership by some one or more members of 
such firm or partnership, or in either case by his or their agent respectively duly authorised to the 
satisfaction of the Registrar and in the case of a body corporate by their agent authorised in like manner.
25. Every such request shall state the name, address and description of the persou claiming to be 
entitled to the Trade Mark (hereinafter called the claimant) and the particulars of the assignment, 
transmission or other operation of Law by virtue of which he requires to be entered in the Register as 
proprietor, so as to show the manner in which, and the person or persons to whom the Trade Mark 
has been assigned or transmitted, and so as to show further that it has been so assigned or transmitted 
in connection with the good will of the business, concerned in the particular goods or classes of goods 
for which the Trade Mark has been registered.
26. Every such request shall be accompanied by a Statutory Declaration to be thereunder written, 
verifying the several statements therein and declaring that the particulars above described comprise 
•every material fact and document affecting the proprietorship of the Trade Mark as claimed by such 
request.
27. The claimant shall furnish to the Registrar such other proof of title and of the existence and 
ownership of such goodwill as aforesaid as he may require for his satisfaction.
28. A body corporate may be registered as proprietor by its corporate name.
29. The term “ applicant”  in Rules 11, 12, and 13 shall include each of several persons claiming 
•to be registered as proprietor of the same Trade Mark.
30. Whether any or either or all such persons so claiming require to be heard before the Regis­
trar or not, he may, before exercising the discretion vested in him by section 12 of the said Law, re­
quire such persons or any or either of them to submit a statement in writing within a time to be notified 
by him, or to attend before him and make orpl explanations with respect to such matters as the Regis­
trar may require.
31. Where each of several persons claims to be registered as proprietor of the same Trade Mark, 
and the Registrar refuses to register any of them until their rights have been determined according to 
Law, the manner in which the rights of such claimants may be submitted to the Court by the Regis­
trar, or if the Registrar so require, by the claimants shall, unless the Court otherwise order, be by a 
special case, and such special case shall be filed and proceeded with in like manner as any other special 
case submitted to the Court, or in such other manner as the Court may direct.
32. Where the special case is to be submitted to the parties it may be agreed to by them, or if 
they differ, may be settled by the Registrar on payment of the prescribed fees.
33. W here an order has been made by the Supreme Court in either of the following cases, viz :—
(а) Allowing an appeal under section 3 of the said Law,
(б) disallowing an opposition to registration under section 10 or 
(c) under the provisions of sections 12 and 27 of the said Law
the person in whose favour such order has been made, or such one of them, if more than one, as the 
Registrar may direct, shall forthwith leave at the General Register Office an Office Copy of such order. 
The Register shall thereupon be rectified or altered, or the purport of such order shall otherwise be 
duly entered in the Register as the case may be.
34. Where a Trade Mark has been removed from the Register for non-payment of the prescribed 
fee or otherwise, under the provision of section 20 of the said Law, the Registrar shall cause to.be en­
tered in the Register a record of such removal and the cause thereof.
35. I f  the registered proprietor of a Trade Mark send to the Registrar, together with the pre­
scribed fee, notice of an alteration in his address, the Registrar shall alter the Register accordingly.
36. Whenever an order is made by the Supreme Court for making, expunging or varying an 
entry from or in the Register, the Registrar shall if he thinks that such rectification or variation 
should be made public and at the expense of the person applying for the same, publish by advertise­
ment or otherwise and in such manner as he thinks just, the circumstances attending the rectifications 
of or variation in the Register.
I n s p e c t io n  o f  R e g is t e r .
37. The Register of Trade Marks shall be open to the inspection of the public on payment of the 
prescribed fee, on every week day and between the hours as are now or may be hereafter approved by 
the Governor as the office hours of the General Register Office, except on the days and at the times 
following:—
( a )  Christmas day, Good Friday, the day observed as Her Majesty’s Birthday, days observed 
as days of public holiday, fast or thanksgiving.
( b )  Times when the Register is required fur any purpose of official use.
A m e n d m e n t s .
38. Any document or drawing or other representation of a Trade Mark for the amending of which 
no special provision is made by the Law may be amended, and any irregularity in procedure which in 
the opinion of the Registrar may be obviated without detriment to the interests of any person, may be 
corrected, if the Registrar thinks fit, and on such terms as he may direct.
E n l a r g e m e n t  o f  T i m e .
39. The time prescribed by these rules for doing any act or taking any proceeding thereunder, 
may be enlarged by the Registrar if he thinks fit, and upon such notice to other parties, and proceed­
ings thereon, and upon such terms as be may direct.
C e r t if ic a t e s .
40. The Registrar, when required for the purpose, of any legal proceeding or other special pur­
pose, to give a certificate as to any entry, matter or thing, which he is authorised by the said Law or 
any of these Rules to make or do, may, on receipt of a request in writing and on payment of the pre­
scribed fee, give such certificate, and shall specify on the face of it the legal proceeding or other pur­
pose for which such certificate is granted.
5
D e c l a r a t i o n s .
41. The Statutory Declarations required by the said Law and these Rules or used in any proceed­
ings thereunder, shall be made and subscribed as follow s:—
( a )  In this Island and in the United Kingdom, before any Magistrate or Justice of the Peace or 
other officer authorised by Law to administer an oath for the purpose of any legal proceeding; ( b )  in 
any other part of Her Majesty’ s Dominions before any Court, Judge, Justice of the Peace, or any officer 
authorised by Law to administer an oath there for the purpose of a legal proceeding; and ( c )  if made 
out of Her Majesty’s Dominions before a British Minister, or a Consul, Vice-Consul or other person 
exercising the functions of a British Consul or a Notary Public, or before a Judge or Magistrate.
42. A ny document purporting to have affixed, impressed or subscribed thereto or thereon the seal 
or signature of any person hereby authorized to take such declaration in testimony of such declaration 
having been made and subscribed before him may be admitted to the Registrar without proof of the 
genuineness of any such seal or signature, or of the official character of such person or his authority to 
take such declaration.
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  .
43. In the construction of these Rules any words herein used defined by the said Law shall have the 
meanings thereby assigned to them respectively.
F e e s .
44. The fees to be paid in pursuance of the said Law and these Rules shall be the fees specified in 
the First Schedule hereto.
F o r m s .
45. An application for registration of a Trade Mark shall be made in the Form A . in the Second 
Sohedule to these Rules, the remaining Forms in such Schedule may be used in all cases to which they 
are applicable.
C l a s s i f ic a t i o n  o f  G o o d s .
46. For the purposes of Trade Marks registration and of these Rules goods are classed in the manner 
appearing in the Third Schedule thereto.
47. I f  any doubt arises as to what class any particular description of goods belong to, it shall be 
determined by the Registrar.
Passed by the Governor in Privy Council.
4th April, 1889.
(Signed) J. A l l w o o d , 
Clerk Privy Council.
SCHEDULES.
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FIR ST SCHEDULE. 
F ees.
On application to register a Trade Mark for one or more articles included in one class
On appeal to Supreme Court on refusal of Registrar to register
F or registration of a Trade Mark for one or more articles included in one class
F or registration of a Trade Mark registered in England as provided by Section 16
F or registering a series of Trade Marks, for every additional representation after the first in each class *
For entering notice of opposition, for each Trade Mark, whether in one or more classes
On application to register a subsequent proprietor, in cases of assignment or transmission, the first mark
For every additional mark assigned or transmitted at the same time
For certificate of refusal to register a Trade Mark under Section 3
F or certificate of refusal at the same time for more than one Trade Mark, for each additional Trade Mark 
after the first
For continuance of mark at expiration of fourteen years
Additional fee where fee is paid within three months after expiration of fourteen years 
Additional fee for restoration of Trade Mark where removed for non-payment of fee 
For altering address on the Register, for every mark
For every entry in the Register of a rectification thereof, not otherwise charged
For cancelling the entry or part of the entry of a Trade Mark upon the Register, on the application of 
the owner of such Trade Mark 
On request to Registrar to correct a clerical error 
F or certificate o f registration to be used in legal proceedings 
For copy-of notification of registration
Settling a special case by Registrar ... ...
For inspecting Register, for every hour or part of an hour
For office copy < f  documents for every hundred words (but never less than one shilling)
For certifying office copies MS. or printed ...
F or certified copy of any entry in any Register of Trade Mark under Section 25
£1 0 6
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
0 5 0
0 10 0
1 0 0
0 4 0
0 5 0
0 2 0
1 0 0
0 10 0
1 0 0
0 5 0
0 10 0
0 5 0
0 5 0
1 0 0
0 2 0
2 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 4
0 1 0
0 10 0
SECOND SCHEDULE. 
F orms.
Form of application for registration
Additional representation of Trade Mark
Appeal to Supreme Court
Notice of opposition
Assignment of Trade Mark
Notice of application for alteration of address...
Notice of application for rectification of Register
Request to Registrar for correction of clerical error
Application to cancel entry on Register
Declaration in support of application to cancel entry
Request for certificate of registration for use in legal proceedings
Application for settlement of a special case
General certificate of Registrar &
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JAMAICA.
REoisTRAnoN of Tbade M abks Law, 1888. 
A.
Trade
Marks. Application fo r  Registration o f Trade Mark.
One representation to 
be fixed within this 
square, and two others 
to be sent on separate 
sheets of foolscap.
Representations of a 
larger size may be fold­
ed, but must be mounted 
upon linen and affixed 
hereto.
(a) Only goods con- You are hereby requested to register the accompanying Trade Mark 
tained in one and the
same class should be set . , . . .out here. in Class___________ in respect of (a)____________________________________
A separate application
form is required for each ..... . ~-f ■ ■— . - ■ ------—— .— ----------------- --— -------------------------- -
separate class.
(h) Here insert legi- _ ____ ____________ _
bly the full name, ad­
dress and business of . ,, ,
the individual, firm, or m “ ie name °* (®). 
company. In the case
o f an individual, add ---------------------------
trading style (if any).
be^iw^roprietorsthere- wbo olaims to *» th® proprietor thereof (c). 
of" in the case of a firm
or company. (Signed)_________________________________  (d ).
(d) To be signed by 
the applicant, or, in the 
case of a firm, by a 
partner, adding “  A 
member of the firm,”  
or in the case of a 
Company, by the Secre­
tary or other trincipal 
Officer, adding “ For 
the Company.”
Or, yn am/y case, an 
agent may sign, adding 
“ Agent.”
Dated this _day of_ 18
To the Registrar General,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
8R egistration of Trade M arks L aw , 1888.
B.
JAM AICA.
A dditional R epresentation o f  Tru de M ark , to  accom pany A pplication  fo r  R egistration.
One representation of the Trade 
Mark to be affixed within this 
equare.
It must correspond exactly, in 
all respects, with the representa­
tion affixed to the Application 
Form.
Any representation of a larger 
size than foolscap maybe folded, 
but must then be mounted upon 
linen and affixed hereto.
Two of these Additional Representations of the Trade Mark must accompany 
each  Form of Application.
In the case of a Trade Mark claimed in one of the Classes 23 to 35, Three of 
these Additional Representations of the Mark must accompany the Form of Appli­
cation.
Trade
Marks.
J AMA1CA.
R egistration of T rade M arks L aw , 1888.
C.
Form  o f A ppeal to Suprem e Cowrt on refu sal o f  R egistrar to register a  Trade Marie. 
Sir
I  hereby give notice of my intention to appeal to the Supreme Court against your 
decision upon my application to register a Trade Mark No. 
in Class o^r
and I  beg to submit a statement of the grounds of my appeal and my case in support 
thereof. I am, Sir,
Your Obedient Servant,
To the Registrar General,
Kingston, Jamaica.
JAM AICA.
R egistration of Trade M arks L aw , 1888.
D.
N otice o f O pposition to A pplication fo r  R egistration.
[To be accompanied by an unstamped duplicate.]
In the matter of an application.
No. by
of 
Sir,
Notice is hereby given that I  of
oppose the Registration of the Trade Mark advertised under the above number for 
Class in the Jamaica Gazette of the
day of 18 No. page
The grounds of opposition are as follows :
To be dated and signed at the __________________.________ _
end by the opponent or his Solicitor.
To the Registrar-General,
Kingston, Jamaica.
Trade
Marks.
JAMAICA.
R egistration of Trade M arks L aw, 1888.
E.
Request to E nter N am e o f Subsequent Proprietor o f Trade Mark upon the R egister, toitfc 
D eclaration in  support thereof.
(a) Or We.
Here insert, name, full address and 
description.
fl>) My or Our.
(c) or names.
(d) I  am or We are.
(e) Here state whether Trade Mark 
transmitted by death, marriage, 
bankruptcy, or other operation of 
Law, and if entitled by assignment 
state the particulars thereof as e.g., 
by deed dated the day of 
18 made between So and So
of the one part.
(g) To be signed here by the person 
making the declaration.
(h ) Signature and title of the au­
thority before whom the declara­
tion is made:
I- M.
hereby request that you will enter (6) name (c) in
the Register of Trade Marks as proprietor, of the Trade
Mark No. in Class -jo ly k o w *
(d) entitled to the said Trade Mark and to the good will o f the
business concerned in the goods with respect to which the said Trade Mark is regis­
tered
And 1 do solemnly and sincerely declare that the above several statements are true 
and the particulars above set out comprise every material fact and document affecting 
the proprietorship of the said Trade Mark as above claimed.
And 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and 
by virtue of the provisions of the Statutory Declarations Law 6 Vic. Ch. 24.
W
Declared at 
this day of
before me
To the Registrar General,
Kingston, Jamaica.
1 0
*  Signature of Proprietor,
•To be signed by the person in­
terested or his agent.
R egistration of T rade M arks L aw , 1888.
F.
N otice o f  A pplication fo r  A lteration o f Address on R egister o f  Trade M arks.
In the matter of the Trade Mark, 
No. registered
in Class 
Sir,
Notice is hereby given that I
of
the registered Proprietor of the Trade Mark, numbered as above, desire that my 
address on the Register of Trade Marks be altered to
Dated this day of 18*
To the Registrar General,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
JAMAICA.
JAM AICA.
R egistration of T rade M arks Law, 1888.
G.
N otice o f  A pplication fo r  R ectification o f  R egister o f  Trade M arks.
In the matter of the Trade Marks, 
No. , registered
in-Class in the name of
Sir,
Notice is hereby given that by an Order of the Supreme Court made on the
day of 18 , it was directed that the entry
on the Register of Trade Marks in respect of the Trade Marks numbered as above 
should be rectified in the manner therein specified.
An Office Copy of the Order of the Court is enclosed herewith.
Dated this day of 18*
To the Registrar General,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
JAMAICA.
R egistration of Trade M arks L aw , 1888.
EL
Form  o f Request fo r  Correction o f  C lerical E rror in  regard to a  Trade M ark.
Sir,
I  hereby request that
To the Registrar General, 
Kingston, 
Jamaica,
11
JAM AICA.
R e g is t r a t io n  o f  T r a d e  M a r e s  Law, 1 88 8 .
I.
Form  o f A pplication by Proprietor o f Registered Trade Marie to Cancel E ntry on R egister.
Trade Mark No. Class  ^ advertised in Jamaica
Gazette No. page
Name of Registered Proprietor or Firm 
Place of Business 
I ,  the undersigned, 
of
[or I, the undersigned, 
a member of the Firm of 
o f
on behalf of my said Firm]
apply that the entry upon the Register of the Trade Marks in Class 
of the Trade Mark No. may be cancelled.
The day of 18
(Signed)
This is the statement marked “ I ”  referred to in the Declaration of
made before me the day of 
(Signed)
18
JAM AICA.
R e g is t r a t io n  o f  T r a d e  M a r k s  L a w ,  188 8 .
K.
Form  o f  Declaration in support o f  A pplication fo r  Cancellation o f  Trade M ark by Owner.
I  of ; [or I
a Member of the Firm of , of ]
do he i eby solemnly and sincerely declare, to the best of my knowledge and belief, as 
follows : =
(1) The Application signed by me and dated the day of
18 , and marked with the letter “  I ”  and shown to me
at the time of making this declaration, is true.
(2) I  am the person whose name appears on the Register of Trade Marks as the 
Proprietor of the Trade Mark referred to in the said Application marked with the let­
ter “  I,”  [or, M y said Firm is the Firm whose name appears on the Register of Trade 
Marks as the Proprietor of the Trade Mark referred to in the said Application marked 
with the letter “ I .” ]
And I  make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, 
and by virtue of the provisions of the Statutory Declarations Law 6 Vic. ch. 24.
(Signed)
Declared at this day of 19
before me.
12
Trade
Marks.
JAMAICA.
Registration of Trade M arks L aw, 1888.
L.
Bequest fo r  C ertifisate o f R egistration o f Trade M ark.
In the matter of the Trade Mark,
No. registered in
Class in the name of
* Signature.
Sir, I
of
the registered proprietor of the above Trade Mark, hereby request you to furnish me 
with your Certificate of Registration to be used in legal proceedings.
Dated this day of 1 8
To the Registrar General,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
Trade
Marks.
JAMAICA.
Registration of Trade M arks L aw, 1888. 
M.
A pplication fo r  Settlem ent o f a Special Case on A pplication to R egister a  Trade M ark.
In the matter of the Application 
of and
of the Application of
Sir,
Notice is hereby given that I,
of
4nd I,
are unable to agree upon the facts on which the opinion of the Court is to be taken 
and that we request you to fix a day on which we may attend before you and obtain 
your finding on the matters of fact to be submitted to the Court as settled.
Dated this day of 18*
* To be signed by both parties. *
To the Registrar General,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
Trade
Marks.
JAMAICA.
R egistration of T rade M arks L aw, 1888.
N.
General Certificate o f  R egistrar as to Application fo r  or R egistration o f  a Trade M ark.
I,
hereby Certify.
General Register Office, 
Jamaica, 18 .
, Registrar General of the Island of Jamaica,
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THIRD SCHEDULE.
G eneral N ote.
A n y W ares made o f m ixed m aterials (fo r  example o f both cotton and silk)  shall be included in  such one o f the Classes appro­
priated to those m aterials as the R egistrar m ay desire.
Classification of Goods.
Class 1.
Chemical substances used in manufactures, photography 
or philosophical research, and anticorrosives.
Class 2.
Chemical substances used for agricultural, horticultural, 
veterinary and sanitary purposes.
Class 3.
Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and 
pharmacy.
Class 4.
Raw or partly prepared vegetable, animal and mineral 
substances used in manufactures, not included in other 
classes.
Class 5.
Unwrought and partly wrought metals used in manu­
factures.
Class 6.
Machinery of all kinds, and parts of machinery, except 
agricultural and horticultural machine included in Class 7.
Class 7.
Agricultural and horticultural machinery and parts of 
such machinery.
Class 8.
Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments and 
apparatus for useful purposes, instruments and apparatus 
for teaching.
Class 9.
Musical Instruments.
Class 10.
Horological Instruments.
Class 11.
Instruments, apparatus, and contrivances, not medicated 
for surgical or curative purposes, or in relation to the 
health of men or animals.
Class 12.
Cutlery and edge tools.
Class 13.
Metal goods not included in other classes.
Illustrations.
Note.—Goods are mentioned in this column by way of 
illustration, and not as an exhaustive list of the contents of 
a Class.
Such as—Acids, including vegetable acids, alkalies, 
artists’s colours, pigments, mineral dyes.
Such as—Artificial manure, cattle medicines, deodorisers, 
vermin destroyers.
Such as—Cod liver oil, medicated articles, patent medi- 
dines, plasters, rhubarb.
Such as— Resin, oils used in manufactures and not in­
cluded in other classes, dyes other than mineral tanning 
substances, fibrous substances, (e.g. cotton, hemp, flax, jute) 
wool, silk, bristles, hair, feathers, cork, seeds, coal, coke, 
bone, sponge.
Such as—Iron and steel, pig or cast:
Iron, rough
“  Bar and rail, including rails for Railways.
“  Bolt and rod.
“  Sheet and boiler and armour plates.
“  Hoop.
Lead, Pig.
“  Rolled.
■ || Sheet.
Wire, copper, zinc, gold, in ingots.
Such as—Steam engines, boilers, pneumatic machines, 
hydraulic machines, locomotives, sewing machines, weigh­
ing machines, machine tools, mining machinery, fire en­
gines.
Such as—Ploughs, drilling machines, reaping machines, 
thrashing machines, chums, cyder presses, chaff cutters.
Such as—Mathematical instruments, gauges, logs spec­
tacles, educational appliances.
Such as—Bandages,friction gloves, lancets, fleams, enemas.
Such as— Knives, forks, scissors, shears, files, saws.
Such as—Anvils, ksys, basins (metal) needles, hoes, 
shovels, corkscrews.
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Class 14.
Goods of precious metal (including aluminum, nickel, 
Britannia metal, &c.) and jewellery, and imitation of such 
goods and jewellery.
Class 15.
Glass.
Class 16.
Porcelain and earthenware.
Class 17.
Manufacturers from mineral and other substances for 
building or decoration.
Class 18.
Engineering, architectural and building contrivances.
Class 19.
Arms, ammunition and stores not included in Class 20. 
Class 20.
Explosive substances.
Class 21.
Naval architectural contrivances and naval equipments 
not included in Classes 19 and 20.
Class 22.
Carriages.
Class 23.
Cotton yarn and thread.
Class 24.
Cotton piece goods of ail kinds.
Class 25.
Cotton goods not included in Classes 23, 24, or 38.
Class 26.
Linen and hemp yarn and thread.
Class 27.
Linen and hemp piece goods.
Class 28.
Linen and hemp goods not included in Classes 26, 27 
and 50.
Class 29.
Jute yarns and tissues, and other articles made of jute 
not included in Class 50.
Class 30.
Silk, spun, thrown or sewing.
Class 31.
Silk piece goods.
Class 32.
Other silk goods not included in Classes 30 and 31.
Class 33.
Yarns of wool, worsted or hair.
Class 34.
Cloths and stuffs of wool, worsted or hair.
Class 35.
Woollen and worsted and hair goods not included in 
Classes 33 and 34.
Class 36.
Carpets, floor cloth and oil cloth.
Class 37.
Leather, skins unwrought and wrought, and articles made 
o f leather not included in other Classes.
Class 38.
Such as— Plate, clock cases and pencil cases of such me­
tals, Sheffield and other plated goods, gilt and ormolu work.
Such as—Window and plate glass, painted glass, glass 
mosaic, glass beads.
Such as—China, stoneware, terra cotta, statuary porcelain, 
tiles, bricks.
Such as—Cement, plaster, imitation marble, asphalt.
Such as—Diving apparatus, warming apparatus, ventila­
ting apparatus, filtering apparatus, lighting contrivances, 
drainage contrivances, electric and pneumatic bells.
Such as— Canuon, small arms, fowling pieces, swords, 
shot and other projectiles, camp equipage, equipments.
Such as— Gunpowder, gun cotton, dynamite, fog signals, 
percussion caps, fireworks, cartridges.
Such as—Boats, anchors, chain cables, rigging.
Such as—Railway carriages, waggons, railway trucks, 
bicycles, bath chairs.
Such as—Sewing cotton on spools or reels, sewing cotton 
not on spools or reels, dyed cotton yarns.
Such as— Cotton shirtings, long cloth.
Such as— Cotton lace, cotton braids, cotton tapes.
Such as—Drugget, mats and matting, rugs.
Such as - Saddlery, harness, whips, portmanteaus, furs.
Articles of clothing. Such as—Hats of all kinds, caps and bonnets, hosiery gloves, boots and shoes, other ready made clothing.
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Class 39.
Paper (except paper hangings) stationery, and book­
binding. \
Class 40.
Goods manufactured from india-rubber and gutta-percha 
not included in other Classes.
Class 41.
Furniture and upholstery.
Class 42.
Substances used as food or as ingredients in food.
Class 43.
Fermented liquors and spirits
Class 44.
Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, in­
cluding ginger beer.
Class 45.
Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured.
Class 46.
Seeds for agricultural and horticultural purposes.
Class 47.
Candles, common soap, detergents, illuminating, heating 
or lubricating oils, matches and starch, blue and other pre­
parations for laundry purposes.
Class 48.
Perfumery, including toilet articles, preparations for the 
teeth and hair, and perfumed soap.
Class 49.
Games of all kinds and sporting articles not included in 
other articles.
Class 50.
Miscellaneous, including:
(1) Goods manufactured from ivory, bone or wood, not 
included in other Classes.
(2) Goods manufactured from straw or grass, not included 
in other Classes.
(3) Goods manufactured from animal and vegetable sub­
stances, not included in other Classes.
(4) Tobacco pipes.
(5) Umbrellas, walking sticks, brushes and combs.
(6) Furniture cream, plate powder.
(7) Tarpaulins, tents, rick cloths, rope, twine.
(8) Buttons of all kinds other than of precious metal or 
of imitations thereof.
(9) Packing and hose of all kinds.
(10) Goods not included in the foregoing Classes.
Such as—Envelopes, sealing wax, pens (except gold pens)> 
ink, playing cards, blotting cases, copying presses.
Such as—Paper hangings, papier-mach£, mirrors, mat­
tresses.
Such as—Cereal, pulses, olive oil, hops, malt, dried fruits, 
tea, sago, salt, sugar, coffee, pimento, cacao, chocolate, cas­
sava, oranges, lime juice, preserved meats, confectionery, 
oil cakes, pickles, vinegar, beer clarifiers.
Such as—Bum, beer, cyder, wine, whisky, liqueurs.
Such as—Washing powders, benzine collas.
Such as—Billiard tables, roller skates, fishing nets and 
lines, toys.
Such as—Cooper’s wares.
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